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LETTER OF SUBMITTAL

THE IIiBRARY OF CONGRESS,
CONGRESuSIONAI, RESEARt'H SERVICE,

I|Was.i.inglon, I).C'., i'ebruary 6, 1I?9'.
lion. (GEoRGE MC.GOVERN'
U .S. Senate,
1|'al.,l/1;gtoml, ).(.
Th*
'
t.,ll%- i"; ,,11b111it t e iII re1pone,- to
I)-EAii SENA•roit .N ('(b:OVlNl
-;l for U. N. reforii (-oilyoul ri(flu,'.t for (l) an i *-.i, of Ihe propol
1978 re;iorti by t tle Preaidlent plu r.llan t to <ec I ion
tai iie Iin a lh
51o.) of thle F,'oreign Relit iOIl. A..\ liornizitlion Act of 1978, and (2) a
i(I
CO Iari0o
tin of thlie-v roio-:•l wi til recorilrnendiht ioi< for lcfornil ill

by ot her t.". N. nivil•er count riv,-.

1tle lilt rod ltct 0ry (lilnpt ýr d,
.i.l
- ,.'i lriillv lo--.illIe iiietlhod, of
re11,0rit 1aiid conit aiii- till 21--l-)'-iueiit of tilie lPre-i'lent'- imeoiiiiil iIItlolia-. III thie 11111i1 l)o v of tlii' re•,orl tIIh ip'rlo-o- l,, of lie I nit Id
Stlalt< anild of other count rie,., are, ev'alua1,,ted in lerl,'ii of wlhat .tel)'
Woutbl be rI-(puiiit'd to iiiiple'nien.t h1eiii and whetlvdor oi nlot thley IliP
likvlv to lia 'v,, itajorit * .• 1•I1 rt ilitil tl nit(,d N •tio -,. l-.ie-., that
wlinat
t., e irleiitifie, and
iMAY
lejir' f uirt her exll
iu bv ( 0i1'r
et o.., for r'flormn are hilirti•
i lyitrc-tin' or PlaCticil -.
i,jlot,.
QIu•te-tiotn< ar8 ini-,•ed dlint
beiLlit
he
lJi-,ued Iin e'onz'r--onal
hetiin t he tro eof
hen rin-,. 'I'lie coli'c'lion olfer- -ui.rI,2-.in ,r -t ren .zt

the, I nite• I'lttev- ill 1' N. refor'n. An alppeldix 'ontnin- at q(ick re,ferrmce table li,1nt icluidel-, lby '1ljbect iiatter, atll thle piroo-al- l-i.cI

report.
lle
iiitlit

Tlhe t ill i-v vWa< lprepIarc in the PForei LzA.Ilra i a dr.Nat ion a )e'en.•e
.l ,cSevic, by ( 'a rol Ann ('al1;S,
Di, -iin of tlie ('onzrt,.-,ioilil , ,Re:'a
., 1tijiler the direction of M.larjorie
annll'-jt i int erna tImoual relations
AiiI" Browte, speWcialist int iternal tionil reltitt 11s, between .l•lv i-nlI
December 197S. AlI of the It.5. proposals considered, I \\ver inhtlileIl
in tile rel)ort of tile lP'c-.ildent. Th'le' propo•:.als of other coullttries
included in thle stIIdI\ were extracted Iiby .John ('ost i, ann ly..t In ilttcrnational relatiotns in the same division, front relevant UNA. coniiiit tee
rtter
a 1977 report of the Special ( 'omnittee on le ('li
reports,
mainly
of thlie
Unite,
I Nations
anII on tile St-re;tlrtheninV
of the Role of tihe
organizationn , estal)lishedl to coonsidler proposals of meniber ..overnments for U.N. reform. Mrs. ,Jacquunline M. Daniels Jprepareil thle final

copy of the report.
I hope that this study will be of instancenc e to tile ('o,(rress in its
examination and evaluation of the Preidlent's reconimlem at ions tinn

that it will make a valuable contributioa to the conlgcional follow\up
process.
Sincerely,

GILBERT GUDE,
Director.
!ill

FOREWORD
In 197S. I .)Onsored, along with Senator Baker, a legislative prolOý I calling llpon thle executive branch to conduct a thorough review
of ways in which tie United Nations organization might be strenthenetd. This proposal, enacted as a provision of the Foreign Relations
A(ct of 1978 (Public Law 95-105, section 503), required the sutbmission to Con,,ress of a report containing the administration's analysis
aln|ld e')lll~ll
(lS

(On March 2. 1978, the President submitted this report to the Congr.-¢. The following, are highlights of the President's prol)osal :

The creation of a U.N. Peacekeeping Reserve composed of national
omi I,..,fll ts.
T'hle taabli:hment of a U.N. Peacekeepiiig Fund in the order of $100
i iilion.
The ofTer of a U.S. airlift for U.N. peacekeeping troops and equipillent.
'T'hie promise to reexamine the Connally reservation to 'World Cnurt
a11ep',]tallfe.
'i'lle pr)lpwoal to allow national appellate courts to request advisory
opinions from International Court of Justice.
The J)rowpe(t for autonomous sources of revenue for the U.N. system.
The proposal to provide nonvoting associate status for new" miniSfIt (,--.

'Tlhe promi-ze to (ive substantially greater weight to U.X. decisions
arrived at by conmensus.
The creation of factfinding missions which wotild not be subject
to veto.
The reeomition that. there is little prospect for weighted voting in
the General Assemlblv.
The firm statement that veto curtailment in the Security Council
is not in the IT.S. interest.
The promi:,e to examine dispute settler ent machinery.
The establishment of a U..N. High Commnissioner for'Human Rights.
The recognition of a need for improved central management of the
IU.N. economic system.
A commitment to make the U.N. development program a major
channel for V.S. technical assistance.
A proposal to have annual meeting" of foreign ministers to review
Secretary General's report on state of world peace.
A eomrimitment to participate in a charter review conference if the
maioritv deem it productive.
The commitment to make the building of a stronger, more effective
JUnited Nations a central concern of U.S. foreign( policy.
(V)

V1

"Te followinif report, prepa red 1by thie Libirary of

(C

r

i, an

an iv-is of thle,l1'tlen
's report alii a (Oi lllrisz of iii: lrolo.ais
witil" titO-cIIimd, b%, otlhr I '.N. ii•,1i•,r coluntri(.. . Tihe 1're:idhnt'tS IrcIIowever, as tihe foliowi,,i,
o0mitimeInlit lolls rel;)•,'-(lt a g,,od fir..t ,-t•,.
ina y-i., iilt.s
oml. Ittall\"of ihis )rFoposli8; d1o not f(r far eotllouh or are
t(1lrcalit
Ii i' a.
p.t in.-.
ha -Ct I ol fhai
k( P r iit -e i•'l
.\, the P're•ilent iniica t-d ill his M11irdich 2 report. the world "fa,..;
ii
SOrf c•.rcial
ln)d glo•aml problems whitich 1111,,t be of tavern itot
Oill\". to it" but to ail I v't'rlf'lit1('1ltt• '
"Ilow to aU'liev(' internalt
jh'Uce al1d :-llrity.
pieni

interlt a"-Ilow to make
i
l)yml,,rN-• towN1ar a itlorI Stabive atlld e litiei
tiondI.1',E) it'Oii
ic ,,rhler.
"I [Ow to villallcm tits ulzIalit-N of I•mu•iilal life.
liiitrltsz of ,Ill p•eo"l•ow to extend and protect the eletteuitllI
It i• e-,teti:al that the U.N. v.".'-tel Serve tIhe i iiuion ititer'('st of ,ill
'prolvhettis. '1'm ,fteil. the
it3 ir1,1tlwlrt in its :a •leiipts to "ddre,-, these
1"luied Nat io)ns luw, failed to mneet the eXJ~ef'tatioit- of it-: ,mrr4.eunnt ml,•her-' andm the Objective'- of its founlder-.. There i:-'In 11r1,,1,1nt wteed for refotl
'nl re•tr11't m1iui, Of te I 'tited .Xatinllý and it- ... vri,'ilized
:t,.,' tll,
TI[owevv'er. politic al realities will tnakv' this rvforut effort a
lou1.. and :urtlollao s process. T believe tIl:lt thisj i ' of (,mi.rr,-. repoll't I. a thouzht
r.
fil non lveis and a u-efii contribuion to the N.

rloirmi effort.
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SUMMARY
The re(oin mendation.; for reform of the United Nation- analyzed in
Ihis tudy tare contained in ai report of the President tran-;mitted in
191 to Con(.ress in response to section 503 of the horeig-n
M Iarch
Relation.; Authorization Act of 1978.'1Tie President 's report lrol)Ose-;
few major innovative reforms. It does, however, suggest some smaller
practical ste).; for strengthening the United Nation.;, articularly in
the areas, of peaceful settlement, peacekedping, and the role of the
LUiiited Nation-; development prog-ram in technical assi-tance, which
ai)l)roach or have -suthicient support among U.N. member state, to be
itll)lemented in the near future.
REFORNI 'TIIROU'GH CHARTER A.•ME.XDMENT OR BY OTHER MIETHOI)S?

This stidy concludes, as; does the Preý,ident's report, that widescale reform of the United Nation,; through charter amendment is
not feaille because it is-ol)poled by the Soviet Union and became a
nulmiber of other influential countries, including the United State-,.
have expre-se(l l)referenc(e for reforms that would not require amendment of the charter. Thus, although some l)roposals for charter
amen(lnent are (discus.e(l, the focus of this study is on changes that
could be made through General Assembly or Security Council resolution, through informal agreement with other member countries, or
through unilateral U.S. action.
The fea,;ibility of the proposals is asses-sed on the basis of whether
they would be accelptal)he to the U.N. majority, or in the event implementation would require Security Council resolution, to all the permanentnmembers of the Security Council. When there iS insufficient
evidence to determine whether the necessary sul)port exi.,ts, the sug,,,getion is sometimes made that the proposals be exp)lored further with
other member states. Questions that Congress might ask the executive
in hearings are noted. When an issue seems, particularly vital to the
interests of Congress, the options for congre-,sional followup are
pointed out.
ESTABLISHING MORE EFFECTIVE MACHINERY FOR THE PEACEFUL
SETTLEMENT OF DISPUTES

Since substantial international machinery for the peaceful settlement of disputes already exists, the U.S. proposals are focused on
reexamining and improving existing machinery and on encouraging

ISome analysts would question whether strengthening the United Nations Is necessarily in the interest
of the United States. Since section 503 is explicit in its support of "reforming and restructuring th, United
Nations system so that it might become more effective in resolving global problems," this report focuses on
that immediate goal and does not attempt the broader task of assessing the potential impact of such changes
on U.S. national interests.
,

(1)

gove,rnme1,nts1
to make g..reater ii.-e of it. U.S. propoal,: (a) For im1)roving, Sevurilty ('omienil proceedil'.-i
by I1l).r.ladillg technology 1i.ed!
for factfinding and 1v in'reaiir con.tiltat ions; and b) for encouraging,.
the ,rood oftices• role of the Secreltarv-General would probably be
fawoi)r1)blv re•eivedl by other U.N. members lecaui.e widespread supp)ort wa.; voiced(l for ,illlillar Initiatives in the U.N. Special C("ommittee
oi the ( 'halrter. ThPe lbivc problem i. that s.tate-; are reluctant to
.,iI)rit (lilpitt. to third party settlement . Implementation of the
.s. statement of intention to) c(ji(lvdr itilizin, TL.
.N. settlement
Iprocl'dliireýM I•.•I
in•.itc to which the tUnited States is a party couldd
",('t till CxilXlj)h'.
S',iENG'ITENING THE UNITED N..ATIONS PEACEKEEPING(
('A PAIIIILY

I'lhere is £leneral ag,,reemnent aniong,., U.N. melnber statve that: (1)
the Irrited Nat ons; c(tl pliy a i-,eftil t•ilrd peron role in conflict
re.. ittion-tihrotinrh ob-ervattion teain-, and interj)o.ition, or p)eacekeep,'inl,., for.v.e (oifl)at clied withI t ie('Ol-ea t of t lie partI(t-; confl(,'nc(I
arid 2) t1he U.N. peacekeeping. role nee;(l strengtlhening,. Several of
of tIe U.S. propoals would •,en to hav' a gool cliant( of ac(ei)t 11le(1,
in I)articnilar: (-'tabli.shiig a l_
#cekt'(,l~inW
re.,erve, setting rip training
program., for o).,erver mi,;ssion anmd peacekeeping personnel, and croat,,a sj'ial (ont ingen.y fu(nd for ea(.ekvel)in.,z. ('onideration ()f
C(EI,.r*V,.,ional re.,oltitton.s of sutlpport for oome of the.,e l)rOpOal5; would
help to determine the degree of (()n•,re.;-onial favor for such mnautvre-;.
The U.S. colimitilnent to work to%%ard the forimulation of gritlelines on p)eacekeeping in the U.N. Special Committee on Peacekeeping
operationss should t)e taken note of, but in view of continuing diiagreenient over the role of the Secretary-General and General Assembly and
over the question of financing, peacekeeping, a final draft cannot be
eJ)epcted soon. ('ongre-,,; might want to ask the executive branch for
cllariti(at ion of it,; view of the General -,sembly's role in peacekeeping.".
FINANCING THE UNITED NATIONS
The United Nations is facing three major financing pl)rolems: (1)
drawing uI) an a-,sessment scale acceptable to both rich and poor
meml)er states; (2) eliminating the current deficitt; and (3) finding
autonomous sources of revenue for future programs. No countrie-;
have proposed euv answers to any of these problems. It is likely
that, assessments will continue to be based broadly on capacity to p)ay,
as determined by national income, with special allowances for developing countries. Perhaps the most promising approach for dealing with
the inmeliate definite problem isto solicit voluntary contributions,
a. ,-suggested by the United States. The U.S. indication of support for
a U.N. study of autonomous sources of revenue for the international
community is timely because of increasing U.N. financial requirements. The President's report does not examine adequately the ques-

tion of finding autonomous sources of revenue for the United Nations,
however. In view of its funding role, Congress might want to study
this issue more thoroughly, paying particular attention to the administrative arrangements needed under various revenue schemes and to

3
the question of the advisability of granting independent revenueraising power to the United Nations.
UNITED NATIONS TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE
It is generally y acknowledlge'rd that decentralization of the U.N.

and
enictef
system in the econonui andt social sectors into specialized ate,
I Iuiltil)licity of fhins has resiiltetd in the overlda)ping of technical

and in an inability to develop a coordinate(l alpoie
a-istanc i programs
i)roaich. The rest riuct tiring liro('ss now under way offers the United
States the opportunity to try to p)ersua(le Secretariat officials an(l other
III(enhler .,overnIoi('nt5s to inl)lenient the U.S. proposall for reinforcing
the role of the UN)1P (United Nations Development Program) in
j1iroLz,,iraing anld coordinating all U.N. technical assistance activities.
Th'le execlitive branch halt suggester1 mult iyear l)lefigintg of voluntary
i t11`0
contributions, mainly t1hro,.h UN1)l, to coiint+,r lrs1'e fro'0
'l'hirid World for increased financtin.. of tlchlinical assistance thrioiilh
a.sse~l lbudgets. In view of the current requirement for yearly
al)j)ropriat ions, ('oniress may want to examine the ,ail',llment that
long,'er teril financial commitments would facilitate miore efltective,

long'ter term developmentt phlaniniing.
GIREkiEIl USE OF TIlE INTERNATIONAL COURT OF JUSTICE (I( .C)

htsgigest mnijor
The )I)ro)osals ill the report of the President hit
il(' lvi'.ry
the
for
expanding.
are
those
Nations
chia ies of tihe United
and for
of
Justice
(C'ourt
t
ional
oiflioin jllris, liiction of the llt erna
the
('olrt.
cases
to
bring
right
to
the
grant ing the United Nations
of the
require
amendment
plrol)ilhly
Since these two i)roi)osals would!
be
inplethey
could
that
is
unlikely
U.N. ('harter and ICJ statute, it
lniente(l in tite near future. Nonetheless, t hey deserve serious examination because they suggest a i)ossil)le direction in which the ('ourt
miglt develop in keeping with the increasing transnat ional nature of
the world community.
The President's report also suggests several unilateral steps the
United States could take to strengthen its commitment to the International (1'ourt of Justice, among them rel)eal of the Connally reservation, which restricts U.S. acceptance of the Court's compulsory
jurisdiction.

TiE UNITED NATIONS AND THE PROTECTION OF HlU.MAN RIGIITS
The U.N. General Assembly has begun developingg international
stmn(layds for the protection of human rights through declarations and
covenants, bait U.N. application of human rights standards has been
uneven. Member countries are unable to agree on which categories of
human rights are most important and, if criticized for' violations,
frequently invoke the nonintervention principle of article 2(7) of tile

U.N. Charter.
Furthermore, U.N. machinery to enforce human rights is rudimentary. It, would therefore be useful to explor-e tile proposals both of the
United States and of other countries for strengthening U.N. enforcement machinery, especially those relating to the individual petition
procedures established under ECOSOC (Economic and Social Council)

4
Reýoluition 1,303. klthouigh there is support from other countries as
well as from the United States both for establishing the post of U.N.
li,,h Commissioner for Human Rights and for creating, a Ihuman
Ri..,hts councill , these two proposals would nonetheless appear to be
sulhiientlv controversial to preclude immediate impleinentation. In
view of Ibroadl-lbilsel interest in tihe regional alplproach to lihifinin rig..hts
t lie use of regional machinery for t lie protect toi of
encourg,1,in0
1s,
i.s
11uman rig,..hts mi..,lht be a comp)lementary method of promoting, human
I,.,l ts worldwi•le. Possilbilities for unilateral action to empllhusize the
U..';. commit ment to human rights inc(lule ratification of the four
human righlits treaties pending in the Senate.

U.NITE'r!E:) NATIONs DECI.ION•'MKI•NG
The two mol4 frequently suigiested reforms of U.N. deei.;ionmaking
are weighted voting in the General Ass.emb)ly and re-;traint of the veto
power in the Security" (Council. Acknowled(ging that acro-.,-thle-board
weig..hted voting would l)e unaccel)table to the Third World coiuntries
that make uip the General A,;sseml)ly majority, the report of the
President raie-; the )oS-;ibility of an informal tradeoff between
wei'2hlted voting, on certain types of is-;ues in the General A.,.emblv
andl voluntarY restraint of the veto power in the Sec(uritYv Council.
A-; the P're-,ident'-; report concluides;, however, prOJ)olal.; for weighted
votminr even oln a limited bais are unlikely to gain acceptance among
the Uf.N. majority. The informal step)s; sugges;ted in tile Pre-;ident's
report--wider w-e of tihe eon-;ensýus; provedtlre, greater recour-,e to
smaller forums;, and more extens;ive diplomatic efforts prior to voting,
ft; well as; voluntary restraint of the veto power in the Seeurity
(oiincil-are proMt)ly more feas;ible suggestions for alleviating some
of the problem-; of (lecisionmaking in the United Nat ion,.
MEMBERSHIP IN TIIE UNITED NATIONS

The U.S. propo-sal for as;sociate membership for mini-tate- is
unlikely to grain acceptance among the Third World majority since it
is not in the self-interest of small states to agree to a qualified membership status without. voting rights. An alternative proposal sugge-;ted
in the U.N. Special Committee, on the Charter Nould withhold from
mini-;tates the right to elect and to hold office but would allow them
voting. privileges in the General A,;sembly. Even if more favorably
receivedby the General Assembly, the latter proposal would not meet
the U.S. criticism that very small states cannot adequately carry out
the obligations of U.N. membership.
COMPOSITION OF THE SECURITY COUNCIL

Desirous of increasing their influence in the Security Council,
Third World countries have pressed for equitable geographic representation as the basic criterion for Security Council membership.
The United States, on the other hand, has consistently maintained
that Security Council memberships should be based on a state's
contribution to the purposes of the United Nations. The proposal of
the President's report for permanent membership for Japan is based
on this principle. Possibly the positions of both the United States

and the Third World could be accommodated if agreement could be
reached which wotild grant p)ermianent mllmI)ei-hiij) status without
veto power (a) to ,Japan and (b) to it repre..entattive of each major
region of the world.
TIHE ROLE OF THE UN.rI:E) S'T.Ex rs Ix U.N. REFoRM
Although the United States (cen no longer command an automatic
majority in the General A.serubly, it cain -till )layia leadership role
in the United Nat ios. To (10o, how ev'(,1, re(jrte,'
l.ctively seeking
support for its proposals from among all groups of meml)er statee.
It also req mmire-; imm)rove•,ent in U.S. j)rocedtires f6r participa)Ition.
The policy amtly',is 1111d resources management process being developed
l)y the Department of State to Oiis endI would be an appropriate fo(cu.s;
of (-lose contrre,,ional -(crutiny. ()ther options; open to ('ongre,, in It,;
efforts to awmure that the United States plays an effective leader.,hip
role in U.N. reform eflort-; include (1) reexamining the legislative
basis for partiicipation ul(I for the funding of onitrilhut ion-, and
(2) adopting re.olutions of sup)p)ort for reforms it would like to see
implemented.

1. INTRODUCTION
A. BACKGROUND AND ORGANIZATION OF STUDY

'Th blisie pllolse of this stildy is to :Innlvze reeommen(lations for
reform of tile ljniite(l Nations l)Iol)ose(l in a recent rel)Ort of tile
Presidlent to tile (Conlress a!(I to coml)are the U.S. i)ro1)s'ls with

those intro(iuce(l by other countries in the United Nations. Th'llis
stiioly is (lesigne(l to be real with the report of the Presidlent on
U.N. reform. Althoiough some rel)etition of bwekroun( in 'oimation is
unavoi(lable, an attempt has been ma(le to avoi(l (ili)liication of information whenever possible. The main functions of tihe stilly are: (1) To
)rovi(lei a framework for stuly of the President's p)rol)osals; (2) to
explore areas allumle(l to but not fully dliscusse(d in the rej)ort of the
President; (3) to analyze proposals in greater del)thi; (4) to assess the
feasibility of the l)rOl)OSals in terms of their likely acceptance by a
majority of U.N. members and or the permanent members of' the
Security Council; and (5) to l)oint up questions raisedl by the proposals which should be further considlere(d by Congress.
The recommen(lations of the Presidlent were (leveloi)e(l in response
to section 50:3 of the Foreign Relations Authorization Act, Fiscal
Year 1978 (Public Law 95-105):
UNITED NATIONS REFORM
SEC. 503. (a) The United States should make a major
effort towar(l reformingz anil restructuring the Unite(l Nations
system so that it, might become more effective in resolving
global problems. Toward that end, the United States should
present a program for United Nations reform to the Special
United Nations Committee on the Charter of the United
Nations anti on Strengthening of the Role of the Organization. In developingg such a program the Unite(l States should
give appropriate consi(leration to various possible proposals
for reforming the United Nations, including but not limited
to proposals which would(1) adjust dlecisionmaking processes in the United
Nations by providing voting in the General Assembly
weighted according to population and contributions and
by modifying veto powers on certain categories of questions, such as membership recommendations, in the
Security Council;
(2) foster greater use of the International Court of
Justice by the United States and other members of the
United Nations;
(7)
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(3) supplement United Nations finances through contributions from commerce, services, and! resources regulated by the Unitedl Nations;
(4) improve coordlination of and expand United
Nations activities on behalf of huintim rights;
(5) establish more effective United Nations machinery for the peaceful settlement of disputes, including
means for the submission of dlifferences to mediation or
arbitration;
(6) adjust assessment scale calculations to reflect more
accurately the actual ability of member nations to contribute to the United Nations and its specialized! agencies; andl
(7) provide greater coordination of United Nations
technical assist auce activities by the United Naltions
Development Program.
(b) Accordingly, the President, shall submit, a report to
the Speaker of the House of Representatives and the chairma1n of the Committee on Foreign Relations of the Senate,
-is soon as possible, but no later than January 31, 1978, on
his recommendations for reform of the United Nations.
Sect ion 503 originated! in a recommendation of senators Howard Baker
an1d George McGovern based on their experiences as members of the
*t*.S.
delegation to the :1st United Nations General Assemlbly in 197N.
This stuidy follows the general outline of categories enumerated in
section 503(a), with the addition of three sections: (1) peacekeepin,,
(2) membership, anld (3) composition of the Security Council.
Two basic documentss are used. The report of the President, "Proposals for U"nited Nations Reform," is the basic source for the U.S.
J)rol)osals.' Hereafter this report is referred to siml)ly as the report of
the President. The report of the Special Committee on the Charter of
the Inited ,Nations and1 oil the Strengthening of the Role of the Or(ranization to the :32d session the the U.N. General Assembly is the
basic source for the l)roposals of other countries.' IHereafter this coinmittee is relerredl to as the Special Committee on the Charter. It wals
established by the General Assembly in 1975 to examine prop)osals of
niember governments for strengthening the United Nations.
T'llis study dloes not attempt to discusss all the proposals suggested
in the Special Committee on the Charter, for they are much too
numerous. It focuses instead on those that aire dlirectly related to the
issties raised in section 503 of the Foreign Relations Authorization
Act of 1978. Proposals in the report of the President that do not fall
un1ler the categories of issues listed in section 503 are excluded. Those
excluded fall essentially into two groups: (1) proposals (lesigne(d to
strengthen the U.N. role in disarmamentt; and (2) prol)osals designe(l to improve the U.N. Secretariat. With regard to disarmament,
SU.S. President, 1977- (Carter). "Proposals for United Nations Reform." Report pursuant to see.
503 of the Foreign Relations Authorization Act. Fiscal Year 1478 (Public Law 95-105) to the Committee
on Foreign Relations, U.S. Senate. March 1978. WashIngton, U.S. government t Printing Office. 1978.5211).
I United Nations. Special Conmnittee on the Charterof the United Nations and t he Strengthening of the
Role of the Organization. Report. New York, I united Nations, 1977. 248 p. (United Nations. General Assemnbly. Official records,1 32d session, supp. No. 33. United Nations. Document A/32/33). Hereafter this report
will he cit ed as U.N . Docu -ent GAO R: 32d session. Supp. No. 33 (A/32,133).
I General Assembly Resolution 34!ru (XXX), Dec. 16, 1975.
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the report of the Presidlent dloes not make any specific recommenlations. It inlicates, however, that the Unite(d States will examine
V1ariou1s proposals unler (liscussion in the United Nations for modifyin., institutional arrangrements-suich as enlarging the membership of
the ('onference of the Committee on Disarmament (Geneva Conference) and making the Conference a sulbsidliary organ of the United
Nat ions-and will support those which wouhl seem likely to advance
lie ca'u~se of worhlwide dlisarmament.' With respect to the U.N.
Secret ariat, the report suggest examining with other member countries
whazt steps should be taken to insure the appointment, and promotion
of the best qualifiedI personnel.5 Among. tile possible measures suig•'steI are more objective screening of applicants, greater use of competitive examinations, an(d insulation ol the Secretarv-General from
)political pressures for appointments by lmiting him to one term of
office.
Although a)n attempt has been made to include among. other colnties )ro )osais a representative sampling of views-Western, ('ominunitt bloc, and Third World--a majority of the proposals (lisclssedl
anre those of the Third World, the group of approximately 115 developing countries that comprise the majority of U.N. membership).
The reason for this lack of balance is simple: the Third World colintries have played a part icml1arly active I-ole in the Special Committee
oin the Charter and have made by f'ar the most numerous suggest ions
for reform. They as a group are desirous of' reforming the United
Nations, larticularly of revising tile U.N. Charter, becallse rainy of
themn were colonies in 1945, and therefore without a voice in international affairs when the Charter was drafted.
The ('ommunist bloc, particularly the Soviet Union, is the least
represented of the three groul)s. The Soviet Union has played a le:sactive role in the Special Committee on the Charter and is less suplortive of U.N. reform since the Soviet view of the United Nations
is basically a restrictive one. Tile Soviet Union is opposed to any
atteml)t to increase the power of the United Nations vis-a-vis the
in(livi(luai states.6
None of the proposals originated with the People's Repul)lic of
China. In general Cimina has sidledl with the Third World in the United
Nat ions, especially on economic issues, and has frequently been critical
of the position of the sluperpowers, in particular the Soviet Union.'
Thus far, however, ('hina hals assume(dI a low profile rather than a
leadership role in the United Nations.
B. REFORM THROUGH CHARTER AMENDMENT OR BY OTHER
METHOnS?
The United Nations Charter defines the amendment. process in
article 108 whereby any amendment to the charter must be ap)p)roved
by two-thirds of the members of the Ceneral Assembly and ratified
by two-thirds of the members of the United Nations, including all
4

Report of the President, p. 20-21.

6Ibid., p. 51-52.

* Colton, John Robert. "Financing Peacekeeping-Trouble Again." Cornell International Law Journal,
v. ii. No. 1, Winter 1978: 117.
SKim,. Samuel S. "China and World Order." Alternatives: A Journal of World Politics," v. 111, no. 4,
May IUj78: 555-587.
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the permanent members of the Security Council. In the case of tile
United States, the Senate, under its trentymaking powers, must give
its consent before InV almendlment to the U.N. Charter caln be ratified.
In ai(l
a ition, article 109 of the U.N. (Churter provides for the convening of at charter review conference at a time and
place determined
by the General Assembly and. Security Council. Article 109(3) reiiiredi the General Assembly to consi(ler calling a charter review con'erence (hiring its 10th annual session in 1955, if none hald been held
p)rior to that time. To comply with this provision the 10th General
assemblyy established a committee to receive and examine comments
of member governments on charter review.' The committee concluded
that detailed charter review was impractical. Members feared that
a Igeneral review conference woul(l eml)hasizc differences in viewp)oints and that inability to reach agreement on change could damage
the organization.
Although the possibility of a general charter review has subsequenily been (liscusse(d several times in the General Assembly, no
charter' review conference has ever been called. A basic reason has been
the coolness of the major' l)owers toward charter revision, particularly
tile explicit ol)p)osition of the Soviet Union to large-scale chatter review. For examl)le, (luring 1977 the (lelegate of the Geiman Democratic Republic, speaking on behalf of several Communist bloc
countries incllbing tile Soviet Union, stated in a U.N. committee
considering economic 11n(l social restructuring that the delegationss lie
was representing were firmly opposed to any recommendations that
would require revision of the United Nations Charter.' These same
countries have consistently ex pressed opposition to charter revision
in other U.N. bodies and on other issues.
Further, although the report of the President indicate(] that the
United States would 1e willing to participate in a charter review conference if a majority of member states felt such a conference would be
l)ro(luctive, the current U.S. approach is to emphasize the possibilities
for changes that do not require charter amendment.' 0 For example, the
U.S. delegatee to the Legal Committee of the 32(1 General Assembly
expresse(l the view that before considering proposals to change the
Charter U.N. membersshould exhaust all possibilities for change
within the existing framework."
The President's report concludes: "Far-reaching reforms involving
charter revision may well have to await the development of a much
greater community of interests in the United Nations."12 The opposition of the Soviet Union to reform through charter amendment and
the reluctance of other permanent members of the Security Council,
inclu(ling the United States, to embark on this path offer persuasive
evidence in support of t-his conclusion.
This study would also suggest that, although ad. hoc amendment of
the Charter on an individual basis is possible, it can occur only on
a limited number of clearly definable issues where the interests of a
' General Assembly Resolution 992 (X) Nov 211955. For a discussion of the, application ofarticles
108 and 109 see Goodrich, Lcland, Edvard hamlro,'and Anne Simons. Charter of the United Nations:
Commentary and Documents." New York and London, Columbia University Press, 1969, p. 638-647.
0 United Nations. General Assembly. Ad Hloc Committee on the Restructuring of the. Economic and
Social Sectors of the United Nations System. Report. New York, United Nations. 1977. (United Nations.
General Assembly. Official Rx'nrds, 32d session, Supp. No. 34. United Nations. A/32/34.), par. 5, p. 45.
I*Re port of the President, p. e.
"U.S. Mission to the Unite Nations. Press Rele&~ USUN-(77), Oct. 28,1977, p.2.
"Report of the President, p. 2.
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majority of U.N. members, including the permanent members of the
Security Council, converge. As an in(lication of the narrow range of
I)ossibilities, it should be pointed out that only four times in the
1it-tory of the United Nations has the Charter been amenlderOthus far,
anl in each instance the amendment relate(l to expansion of the
Security Council or Economic antl Social Council (ECOSOC). Furthermore, when an additional expansion of ECOSOC was proposed in
in 1977 in the committee considlering economic an(i social restructuring,
the Communist bloc delegations explicitly expresse(l their op)position
to further expansion."3
Nonetheless, a number of proposals which would require charter
amen(lment are (liscusse(l.X
While they are acknowle(Idred to be infeasible in the near future, they are inclule(l for three basic reasons.
Fir.,t, many of the proposals requiring charter amendment were suggestedl by Tihird World countries. As such, they illustrate the active
interest among Third World countries in changing the United Nations
to better suit their design for a world organization, and they show some
of the forms these countries would like change to take. Second, some of
the proposals requiring charter amendment, among them some prol)osals of the Unitedt States to strengthen the International Court of
,Jhitite, point out possible future directionss for the Organization and
detserve examination on their merits, even if they could not be implementedl in the near future. Thirdl, in some instances in which charter
ameil(lment is proposed, it, might be possible to effect the proposed
change, or l)erhlaps a similar but more circumscribed change, through
informal agreement among member states, rather than by seeking
charter amendment.
In view of the historical record of charter amendment and the negative attitude of important member states toward reforming the United
Nations by this method, the report of the President appropriately
emphasizes reforms that could be iml)lemente(d through:, internal U.N.
action--by General Assembly or Security Council resolutions or
through informal agreements among member states. Evolutionary
change through internal U.N. action is the chief method by which reform of the United Nations has occurred thus far an(l is likely to remain so in the near future. The role of the United Nations in peacekeeping, for example, has evolved through decisions of the Security
Council and General Assembly and through actions of the SecretaryGeneral. The process of restructuring economic and social functions
set in motion by the 32d General Assembly last year (1977) is another
example of internal reform. The United Nations is an organization of
sovereign states. The essential basis for change is the political will of
member states to move in a l)roposed direction.
Thus, individual proposals of the United States and of other U.N.
member countries are assessed on the basis of their acceptability to a
majority of the U.N. membership, without which no proposal could
be a(ldopted by the General Assembly. In practice this means reforms
must have the approval of a majority of the developing nations since
they now include about 115 states out of a total membership of 150.13&
Further, any proposal which requires Security Council adoption must
have the sul)port, or at least not provoke the opposition, of all the
permanent members, including the Soviet Union and China. Where
"is
U.N. Document GAOR: 32d session. Supp. No. 34 (A/32/34), par. 5, p. 45.
"IJ&
Total U.N. membership as of Sept. 30, 1979 was 152.
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there i,• inufficient evidence to determine whether the requisite support exists, the p)rOl)osal is lisci,.,,eCl as one which could be explored
withother member states.
Finally, some of the proposals in the report. of the President suggest
unilateral U.S. actions that would strengthen the U.S. commitment to
the Unitedl Nations. It should be noted that such l)roposals are not
slil.e.;tions for reform of the United Nations as an institution. Insofar
as; they affect the conluct of' the Unitedl States in the United Nations,
however, they have potential for mitigaiting some of the problems of
tlhe Or .,zanization. They are therefore included under U.S. proposals
for reform.

C.

ASSESSMENT OF THiE REPORT OF TilE PRESIDENT

The report of the President includes some practical proposals for
reform of tile United Nations which do not require charter amendment
amlI which, if actively advocatedl, couli probably gain majority support
among U.N. member states.
O(ne example is peacekeep)ing. Stigestions for estal)Iishing aileacekeeping reserve, for training pea(tekeelming an(l observer mission personnel, andl for Ulj)gra(ling technical equipment pro1)a)1ly have sufticient suiport to be implementedI in the near future. Establishment
of a1cont Iifenl(y funl, financed by voluntary contributions, to cover
the initial costs of pea(fekeelping operations is another proposal whih
might be suipJorted by a majority of U.N. member states. Although
establishment of such a fund would not resolve the larger issue of
fimiaii,/_." the i sin(costs of peacekeeping operations, it could shorten
the (lelay between authorization find Initiation of a peacekeeping
oleration and thereby enable the United Nations to contribute more
ettecti\ ely to containment of a conflict.
In the related area of peaceful settlement, the report of the Presi(lent offers somen suggestions for strengthening the role of the Security
Council that also seem both feasible and useful, namely: (a) To use
small groups of Security Council members as mediators, (b) to hold
annual foreign ministers' meetings (c) to upgrade technology used in
fact finding, a11l (d) to expand consultation and followup procedures.
()n human rights, the report suggests some improvements in the
procedures for reviewing communications under ESOSOC Resolution
1503-such as holding more frequent meetings and improving their
schedluling-which, though probably relatively minor in their impact,
would probably also be accepted by other members.
Another group of pIractical suggestions that might be accepted by
the U.N. majority are the U.S. proposals for reinforcing the role of
UNDP (United Nations Development Program) in technical assistance. There seems to be general recognition among U.N. members
of the need for some organ to play a programing and coordinating role
both at the intergovernmental and at the country level. Thus, agreement on granting UNDP effective authority and support to carry
out this role might be possible. Since implementation of the economic
and social restructuring manlated by the 32d General Assembly
is still in its initial stages, the United States can still make an effective
contribution to the restructuring process. Greater resistance might
be met at the intersecretariat support level rather than the inter-
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governmental level because of the tradlition of agency an(I pr()gram
autonomy. The United States, then, would have to actively 'lol)b
for these proposals with the staff of the respective secretariats as well
as with mem ber governments.
The proposal,;' for expanding access to advisory opinions of the
International Court of Justice andl for granting the United Nations
the right to bring cases to the Court, are probably not immedliately
feasible but should not be summarily (li;misse(i because they sugge, t
it posible direction in which the Court, might dlevelop. The "preliminary opinion" procedurve, in m)rticular, whereby appellate national
courts coultl refer questions of international law to the ICJ for adlvis;ovY opinion-;, i an innovative approach which seems to have been
Carefully studied by the Office of Iegcal Adviser of the State Department. Those in Congress who are interested in strengthening the ICJ
might, wish to familia•iize themselves with these propl)osals and examine
further the recommendation of the American Society of International
Law to expand the advisory jurisdiction of the Court through General
A-;sembly resolution rather than by amendment of the U.N. Charter
and C statute, as sug(restedi in the report of the President. The
chances for implementation of' this proposal wo0ll(l be improved if it
were aI)proache(d as; suggested by the American Society of International Law-namely, by having the General Assembly create a
committee of legal experts which could request advisory opinions from
the IC[J when asked to (doso by states anl international organizations.
In the area of' human rights tlhe report of the Pre-,ident centers on
the pos;s;ibility of' establishing a U.N. High Commissioner for human
Right-s and a]Human Rights council , neither of which is a new- propoal and neither of which seems immediately feasible. Several sumgestions made by other countries in the United Nations might be
examinedl as possible alternatives to one or the other of these proposals: Strengthening the good offices functions of the SecretarvGeneral in human rights; establishing hIman rights commissioners at
the regional level; and strengthening and enlarging the Commiss;ion
on Human Rights, as well as making it, directly responsible to the
General Assembly.
One area which the report. of the President( does not examine at
length is the question of possible independent sources of revenue for
the United Nations. Although the report of the President, proposes a
U.N. stuly of this issue and-briefly discusses some of the problems of
suggested alternative sources, this is an issue which should be further
explored. The recent book by the Brookings Institution, discussedd
brieflylin this study under "Financing the United Nations," examines
in retaill the possibilities and problems of developing autonomous
sources of revenue for the United Nations. This is an area of particular
import to the Congress because of its appropriations power. On the
one hand, if the United Nations had autonomous sources of revenue,
there would be less pressure on major donor nations, such as the
United States, for increasing contributions. On the other hand, many
,of the proposals envision a grant of taxing power to the United
Nations, the implementation of which would, of course, require
extensive examination.
The proposals for weighted voting in the General Assembly anti
'for associate membership for "ministates" are old proposals which in
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effect have already been rejected by a majority of the U.N. membership, as the report of the President notes. The possibilities for a
tradeoff between weighted voting in the General Assembly on certain
Pe,- of issues in exchange for restraint of the veto in the Security
council seem remote. Major reform of U.N. decisionmaking processes
does not seem feasible at this time. Several informal alternatives to
weighted voting discu-sqed in the Preiident's report--use of the consensus procedlure where appropriate, greater recourse to smaller
forums, anil more extensive dliplomatic efforts-would seem more
feasible, albeit less decisivee, solutions to decisionmaking problems than
reform through weighted votiig.
One category of pro)Osals in the President's report are not, strictly
speaking, for U.N. reforms, but rather are for unilateral U.S. actions
fluit nii:ht
m
strengthen U.N. institutions or improve the climate for
U. N. reform. As such, they eouhl be implementedl immediately or in
the near future, if there is agreement within the U.S. Government on
fl em. Some of tlem require only State Department initiative, among
hleiv !)roposals to: (1) Study existing disputes to which the United
stapless is at party to see which could be submitted to the International
('ourt, of Justice; and (2) consider utilizing U.N. dispute settlement
proce(lures in future dlisf)utes to which the United States is at party.
Anot heri group would require consultation with other executive del)artments. In(clud(le in this category would be proposals to: (1) Request the
Department of Defense to initiate contingency plans for assisting with
the airlift of U.N. peacekeeping troops and equipment; and (2) share
witdi the Security ('ouncil informant ion made available from aircraft
reconnailssance to help establish the facts in a dispute.
A third grouJp) would require legislative action, either through the
appiropriations process or through the treaty power of the Senate.
Aniong the former are suggestions to: (1) Make voluntary contriblutions to help eliminate the current U.N. deficit; (2) use UNDP as the
main channel for voluntary funding of U.N. technical assistance:
(:;) explore the possibility of pledging voluntary contributions for te(hnicai assistance on a multiyear basis; and (4) contribute to a U.N.
contingency fund for l)eacekeel)ing. Among l)roposals involving the
Senate treaty power would be the following: (1) To examine existing
multilateral agreements andl)rocedures for peaceful settlement, with
a view to consenting to those which seem useful; (2) to include coml)ulsory jurisdiction clauses in new treaties; and (3) to repeal the ('onnally reservation and replace it with a new adherence to the cumnipulsory jurisdiction of the International Court of Justice (ICJ).
In sum, with the single exception of proposals relating to the International Court of Justice, the report of the President prop)oses no
major innovative reforms of the United Nations. It. does, however,
suggest. some small, l)ractical steps for reform in several areas. Tfhuis is
Probably a realistic approach since agreement of a majority of U.N.
members is much more likely on smaller steps than on the larger
issues.

II. ESTABLISHING MORE EFFECTIVE MACHINERY FOR
THE PEACEFUL SETTLEMENT OF DISPUTES
Chapter VI of the U.N. Charter outlines methods by which member
states and the organization may fulfill their obligations under article
Sto achieve thle l)eaceful adjustment, or settlement of international
disputes. T'ie primary ol)ligation, its indlicated! in article :3, is Up)On
states themselves. Under zrtlte 3:3, member states p)le(dge to try to
settle their disputes by any of several means of their choice: Negotiation, inquiry, medliation, conciliation, arbitration, judicial settlement,
recourse to regional arrangements, or other poacel'ul means.
In tile event states are unable to settle a dlispute, however, articles
34 to TS outline the proce(lures by which the Security Council or
General Assembly may become involved. Article 35 authorizes any
U.N. member to bring a disputee likely to endanger peace to the attention of the Security Council.' The Security Council is accordledl a
central role, by chapter VI. It may investigate any disputee or sit uat ion
likely to lead to international friction,
andl it, may recommend pro2
cedures for settlement. of the (lisplute.
Although the General Assembly has not sl)ecifically designated
powers in chapter VI, the General Assembly may act under the broad
authority of articles 10 and 14, respectively, allowing1.' it to "(liscuss
any questions or any matters within the scope of the present Charter,"
anti authorizing it to recommends measures for the peaceful adjustment
of situations which might "imp)air the general welfare or friendly relations among nations." I The role of the General Assembly was broadene(d by the adoption of the Uniting for Peace Resolution under U.S.
sponsorship in 1950, which provided that in the event, the Security
Council was unable to act on a threat to the peace because of lack of
unanimity among the permanent powers, the Goneral Assembly
could take up the matter with a view to making re,-ommen(lations. 4
One of the problems revealed by the history of l)eaceful settlement in
tile post-Worhl War 1I era is that there has been no smooth progression
from two-party negotiations to third-p)arty involvement. When
two-party negotiations break down, states have generally been reluctant to bring in a thirl party to help settle the (lisp)ute. Usually it is
only at a later stage in the conflict, often when violence has already
occurred, that a matter is brought to the United Nations through the
I Nonmember states may bring disputes to which they are parties to the attention of the United Nations,
If they agree to accept the pacific settlement obligations of the Chart er.
• For a detailed discussion and interpretation of the pacific settlement provisions of the U.N. Charter
see Goodrich, Leland; Edvard liambro and Anne Simons. Charter of the United Nations: Commentary and
Documents. New York and London, Columbia University Press, 199. Pacific Settlement of Disputes,
p. 257-287.
SSubject to the restrict ion of art ile 12, which precludes the General Assembly from making recommendations on any issue under consideration by the Security Council.
SGeneral Assembly Resolution 377 (V), Nov. 3, 1950.
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political process of the Security Council or General Assembly.5 Once
a (lispute has been brought to the United Nations, action has varied
aecor(ling to the situation. Frequently the Security Council or General
Assembly has called upon the d(isputants to settle their differences.
Sometimes Security Council or General Assembly resolutions have
recommended a specific course of action, such as negotiation or
arbitration. In some instances investigating commissions have been
set up. In others mediation or conciliation machinery has been created.
In still others the Secretary General has been asked to use his good
offices to try to settle the (lisplute. In several instances, U.N. peacekeeping-or interposition-forces have been dispatched to try to
prevent a situation from flaring into war.0
The United Nations has faced two basic problems in its attempts to
achieve peaceful settlement of disputess. First, it has often been tlifficult, especially in the Security Council where decisions are sul)ject to
the veto l)owvei', to reach agreement on what course of action to recoinmen(I. Second, implementation requires cooperation of both
l)arties to the clispite. Frequently one party is less anxious to reach a
set ttlement than the other, or one party considers the proposedl course
of action less advantageous to its position than to that of the other
dIisp)ultant. The President's commission n for the Observance of the
'rwentv-fifth Anniversary of the United Nations (Lodge Commission),
establishe(l in 1970 to recommend U.N. reform measures, summed ti)
tie problem in its 1971 report : "The (lisap)p)ointing record of the U.N.
in resolving (i".putes (do(es not stein from lack of machinery but from
thle tinwiiliigness of states to submit to the judgment of the U.N.
anfl the inability7 of a fragmented Security Council to put pressure on
them to d1o so."'
The Report of the President does not, propose any new machinery
for p)eaceful settlement, Instead, suggestions focus on: (1) Reexamining
alre.aly available U.N. proce(lures for l)eaceful settlement; (2) encouraiing governments, lncludling the United States, to make use of
them; and (3) searching for ways to improve them. None of the U.S.
prol)osals would require Charter amendment. In fact, none would
require Security Council or General Assembly resolutions to implenient them. Several call simply for unilateral U.S. action. The remainder could be implemented through informal agreement with.
other member states, supplemented by General Assembly or Security
Council resolutions if deemed desirable.
Some of the proposals of other countries, on the other hand, suggest
new machinery or propose new substantive statements on peaceful
set tlement.
U.S. PROPOSALS

OTHER COUNTRIES PROPOSALS

Examine with other member states:
(1) Why peaceful settlement machin-

(ery has

been so little used; (2) how to

increase awareness of governments of
available facilities; and (3) how facilities should be reformed or added to.'
IReport of the

President, p; 11.

r'Somc critics of the United Nations have argued that bringing disputes to the General Assembly or
Security Council, and thereby politicizing them, has resulted in escalating rather than resolving conflicts.
See, for example, Yeselson, Abraham, and Anthony Gaglione. "A Dangerous Place; the United Nations as
a Weapon in World Politics." New York, (rossman Publishers, 1974. 240 p.
I For a discussion of peacekeeping, see the next section.
"',Report of the President's Commission for the Observance of the Twenty.fifth Anniversary of the
United Nations." Washington, U.S. Government Printing Office, 1971, p. 8. Hereafter referred to as the
Lodge Commission report.
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U.S. PROPOSALS

OTHER COUNTRIES PROPOSALS

Examine existing multilateral agree-

ments, procedures, and mechanizins

for peaceful settlement with a view to
joining, revitalizing, and promoting
those which seem useful.2
Actively consider utilizing appropriate U.N. dispute settlement proce(lures in disputes to which United
States is a party.'
EstaIblishment of fact-finding missions is it procedural matter, not subject to Security Council veto.5
Strengthen role of Security Council
in peaceful resolution of disputes by:
(a) Using small groups of Security
Council members as mediators in dispute situations;
(h) Holding annual private meetings of Security Council at foreign
minister level to review state of world
peace and security;
(c) Improving factfinding machinery through, for example, upgraded
technology;
(d) Holding more frequent informal
consultations for early examination of
disputes; and
(e) Establishing subcommittees to
follow up on recommendations or
other actions or to develop recommendations for Council consideration.7

Encourage and sustain role of Secretary General in resolving disputes."0

Member states should uz;e United
Nations and peaceful means recommended by Charter to settle disputes.4
Appeal to permanent member,; of
Security Council to reach understanding on nonuse of veto in peaceful
settlement of disputes.8

Improve Security Council factfinding, consultation, and investigation
procedures.8

Study ways to strengthen factfinding functions of Security Council,
General Assembly, and Secretary
General; in particular, make more
efficient use of expert groups and factfinding panels.'
Make greater use of Secretary General's good offices role."
Establish permanent commission
of General Assembly to fulfill functions of mediation,
good offices, and
2
conciliation.'
Revise article 37 of Charter to
provide for establishment of standing
conciliation and arbitration commission, which would report to Security
Council."
Add to article 33 of U.N. Charter a
paragraph which would obligate states
(1) to submit a dispute to conciliation,
and if necessary, arbitration, when so
required by the Security Council and
(2) to refer legal aspects of a dispute to

I Idem.

I Idem.
'U.N. Document OAOR: 32d sessions. Supp. No. 33 (A/32133), par. 81, p. 141.
RiReort of the President, p. 11.

U.: . Document GAO R: 32d session. Supp. No. (A/32/33), par. 17, p. 194.
Report of the President, p. 12.
U.N. Document OAO R: 32d session. Supp. No. 33 (A/32/33), par. 83, p. 143.
* U.N. Document GAOR: 32d session. Supp. No. 33 (A/32/33), par. 83, p. 143.
"Report
of the President, p. 13.
'I U.N. Document GAOR: 32d session. Supp. No. 33 (A/32/33), par. 83, p. 143;
12Ibid., par. 86, p. 144.
"IIbid., par. 85, p. 144.
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U.S. PROPOSALS

OTHER COUNTRIES PROPOSALS

International Court of Justice when ýo
r((liiv,ted by Sf curity Council. (And
ainend artirls- 36, paragraph I of
.tatut- oif ICJ to make this respon.-ibility explicit.)''
State in Charter that U.N. favors
inhliiuin of arb itrrtion and julieial
(.lau.,s(' in all agreenints tnitered into
an1ing etrml)(er statt•.' 5
IForniulation l'y (wral
AX,-.mnl%(if guidelines on penacefid settllentint of
di-pjut--, with a vifew to ,vvfltiJll
ula heration of treaty."'
hi

I N'. Dotluni-t't GAO It :32d 54e,,ion. Sulpp. No. 13 (A/32/33), par. 82, p. 142-1,13,
IP .,4., 1,ar. hl, iI 1ý1.
IIid., par. Si, p. 1l1 and par. 8. p. 210.

A. RE-ACTIVATE EXISTING PROCEDURES?

In addition to tlipe ad hoc commissions anl other bodli(es set up by
Secliril v (C'oii'icl or General Assembly to deal with specific situiaItiomis, tli(e report of tle President mentions some already existing
mn,.himinery for pacific settlement' thie Revised General Act for tile
Pacific Settlement of 1)isputles, the Panel for Inquiry and Conciliation, lip Peace ()bservation (Commission, antl tile Register of Experts
for te'li find
Ang.
repJort of the Secret siry General reqlIi'.sted by the
General A\s.sembly in 1974 ' d(escribes tirietly these and(! other pr)|oee! tires tiviailtl)Ie to nemlem ,r governments, bilt notes that they have
bleel little, if ever, iised :')
The revised General Act for the Pacific Settlement of Disputes,
adopted by ihe General Assembly in 1949, formulates )rocedt'lres
for establishing conciliation commissions or arbitral tribunals in
disiptes involving t hose states that have ac'ceded to tlie Act."•
According, to the Secretary General, only five states--Belgium,
D)enmark, Luxembourg, Norway, and Upper Volta-have acc(ed(e to all its provisions, andi two others-the Netherlands and
Swedlen----have acceded to the provisions relating to conciliation
andil peaceful, settlement.
"T'he Panel of Inquiry an(l Conciliation, established by the
same General Assembly resolution, created a group of experts,
to lie selected by member states, who would be available to
states and to the General A.ssonmbly aindi Security Council for
.Service on inquiry and conciliation commissions. Accordling to
the Secretarv General, tihe panel has never been uised.
A further General Assembly directive requested tile Secret ary
General to establish a Panel of Field Observers who would be
available to the General Assembly or Security Council to assist
U.N. missions engaged in observation and supervision.' The
tOw

* Rwi.,rt of the l'reqidde t, p. 10-1l.
I (er,,ral Amembly Resolution 328"3 (XXIX), Dec. 12. l1164.
U'rIied Nations. Secretary General, 1972- (Waldheim). "Strengthening of the Role of the United
Nations •ith Rr'gard to the Maintenance and consolidation n of Intertalional Peaceand Security. lihe Devel.
opmont of Cooperation Amonr All Nations and the Promotion of the Rules of International Law In Relations Betwefit Stateo: Plea'iful Settlement of International Disputes; Report." New York, 1975.8 p. (United
Nations. Document A/i0289).
1(General As•embly IR.solution 2A8 (1i1), Apr. 28. 194!9.
is General Assembly Resolution 29!71B (IV), Nov. 22, 149.
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Secretary General's report noted that the panel has never been
established.
The Peace Observation Commission, created as a subsidiary
organ of the General Assembly in 1950, was given the directivee
of observing and reporting on situations of international tension,
upon the invitation or with the consent of the state concerned.' 3
The Secretary General's rel)ort in(licate(d that the Peace Observation Commission has been used only once, between 1951 and
1955, in connection with border incidents in Greece.
A Register of Experts for Factfinding, comprised of experts
in legal and other fields whose services would be available to
states parties to a dispute, was established by the Secretary
Gener, in 1969 in response to another General 'Assembly directive." Presumably, it also has never been utilized.
In view of this record of nonuse, Congress might wvant to encourage
the executive branch in its proposal to examine with other members
why peaceful settlement machinery has been so little use(d and! how to
increase awareness of available facilities. A U.S. working paper submitted to the Special Committee on the Charter in March 1978 includedI two sulggestions.15 One would have the U.N. Secretariat send
mntemler states a questionnaire asking why they (do not, use existing
l)eavehil'l settlement machinery more and exploring how machinervi
could be improved. The other proposed preparation of a manual which
wouhl list all available facilities for peaceful settlement. To exl)lorle
reaction in the United Nations to the U.S. working paper the followiiim questions might b)e asked: IlIs agreement been reached, or is agreemewi likelyed?o0n these suggestions? It' so, how a1nd when will they b)e
implement
With regard to the l)roce(lures outlined in the Secretiary General's
1975 report, a number of' questions come to mind. Has the United
States ever seriously considered adhering to the Revised General Act
for the Pacific Settlement, of Disputes? Does it contain l)rovisions unacceptable to tile United States? Should the United States consider
acceding to it and( encouraging other governments to (do the same?
Would congressional or Senite action be required for U.S. accession?
In addition to the Revised General Act for the Pacific Settlement
of. Disputes, the Secretary General's report mentione(d three commilssions or panels whose services were available for peaceful settlement. The executive branch might also be asked for its view of these
commissions, sp)ecifically: Could the three commissions or panels
dliscusse(l in the Secretary General's rel)ort be reactivated? Should
their terms of reference be amended in any way? flow could statesald U.N. organs themselves-be encourage(I to use them? Or, are
perhaps the ad hoc bodies which the Security Council or General Assembly has set up to (leal with specific situations more practical
alternatives?
In connection with the unilateral action suggested in two other U.S.
proposals-to examine existing multilateral procedures with a view
to joining those which seem useful, and to consider using U.N. dispute
11General Assembly Resolution 377 B (IV) Nov 3, 1950.
A (GeneralAssembly. Resolution 2329 (XXII), De,. 18, 1967.
"Is
United Nations. Special Committee on the Charter of the United Nations and on the Strengthening

of the Role ofthe Organization. Report. Now York, United Nations, 1978. (United Nations. (Ieneral Assembly. Oflicial records, .33d session, supplement No. M1..United Nations. Document A/33133), par. 28, p. 28.
Hereafter cited as U.N. Document GAOR: 33d session. Supplement No. 33 (A;33'33).
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procedures in disputes to which the United States is a party--other
questions could be posed: Has the executive branch examined existing
multilateral agreements and procedures for peaceful settlement, in
addition to those cited above, and are there any7 which the United
States might join? Are there any disputes the United States is currently involved in that, in #he ju(lgment of the executive branch, might
appropriately be handled under U.N. dispute settlement procedures?
Since there was support. from other countries in the Special Committee on the Charter for making more extensive an(d systematic use of
U.N. machinery and proce(lures for peaceful settlement, the executive
branch could be encouraged to exl)lore with these supportive countries
their attt itu les towar(l the 1)roce(ltires mentioned above, with a view to

reaching agreement on how to promote existing procedlures and what
reforms to press for.

B.

STRENGTHENING THE ROLE OF THE SECURITY COUNCIL, GENERAL
ASSEMBLY, AND SECRETARY GENERAL

The proposals of the United States for improving existing procedures
are focused on the Security Council as the U.N. organ accorded the

major role in the settlement of disputes by the Charter. The report of
the President expresses the intention of the United States to continue
considering the establishment of factfinding missions a p)rocedural
matter not subject to veto power, and to explore with the other permanent members the possibility of a joint voluntary statement to
this effect. The much broader proposal of other countries for not using
the veto on all issues relating to the peaceful settlement of disputes
would be unaceep)table to the permanent members, including the
United States, since many of the decisionss of the Security Council on
peaceful settlement deal with substantive issues such as recommending
settlement procedures or even establishing peacekeeping forces.
With regard to the specific U.S. proposal for strengthening the role
of the Security Council, Congress might want to explore all these

proposals more thoroughly with the executive branch and might, in
turn, want to encourage U.S. exploration of some or all of them with
other governments. Improving factfinding and consultation procedures, in particular, might be focused on, since other countries also
suggested strengthening these procedures in the Special Committee on the Charter. For example, the executive branch could be
asked: How could more efficient use be made of expert groups and
factfinding panels, as suggested by other countries in the Special
Committee on the Charter? The report of the President indicated in
this connection that the United States would share with the Security
Council information obtained from aircraft reconniassance when the
parties to a disputee agree. To assess the import of this offer, the followingr questions might be posed: Has this been done, and does upgrading
technology have significant, potential for improving factfinding?
The Report of the President, as distinguished from the proposals
of other countries, does not, mention a role for the General Assembly
in peaceful settlement. It might therefore be useful to ask the executive
branch if it still sees a role for the General Assembly in peaceful settlement in the event the Security Council is blocked from taking action
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by a veto. Should the General Assembly have a role in factfinding?
In mediation? In other aspects of peaceful settlement?
Both the United States and other member governments have expressed support for the role of the Secretary General in the peaceful
settlement of disputes.1" Other countries specifically suggest greater
use of the Secretary General's good offices role. This is another area
that might be explored further with other member governments. Some
issues which could be examined are: Should the Secretary General be
encouraged to make greater use of his powers under article 99 by (a)
calling more frequent meetings of the Security Council, (b) expanding
his good offices role, and
(c) extending his facitfinding role through the
(disp)atch of observer missions?
All of these l)roI)osals of a limited nature for refining or extending
U.N. involvement in peaceful settlement under articles 34-38 of the
Charter wouhl seem worth exploring as part of the continuing search
for improving U.N. peaceful settlement procedures.
C. CREATE NEW MACHINERY?

Two of the suggestions of other countries in the Special Committee
on the Charter propose new machinery. One would establish a permanent commission of the General Assembly with mediation, good
offices, and conciliation functions. This proposal would not require
charter amendlment; it. coui(l he iml)lemente(l by General Assembly
re-solution. This is a proposal which could be further exploredl. In view°
of the fact that the Panel of Inquiry and Conciliation, which would
seem to have similar functions, has never been used], however, it might
be preferable to re-examine the functions of that body rather than
to set ill) an additional stan(ling body with similar functions.
The other proposal sug,,este(l amen(ling article 37 of the Charter to
create a s(.an(ling committee of the Security Council with conciliation
andi arbitration functions. As with any other proposal requiring charter
amendment, it seems unlikely that this proposal couhl be ado1)te(l. As
notedI in the discussion of this issue in the Special Committee on the
Charter, an alternative step would be to establish such a commission
un(ler article 29 of the Charter, which authorizes the Security ('ouncil
to establish such sut)si(Iiary organs as are necessary to fulfill its
functions. This is another prol)osal which could be exl)loredl, but aglin
the functions of the l)rol)ose(I commission would seem to (lul)licate
already existing plrocedrllres.
In addition, these two proposals evoked some controversy in the
Special Committee on the charterr . While some member states su1)ported the idea of establishing a permanent b)ody with conciliation
andi/or arbitration functions in the General Assembly or Security
Council, others opposed it on the basis that it would violate tile
sovereign right of every state, under article 33 of the Charter, to chose
its own method for the peaceful settlement of (lisl)utes.1 7 It is qiestionable whether either of these proposals would receive majority
supp~lort.
I1The Se.r,,ary General's role in peaceful .I',lh
MentMa+
developlp pursuant toartiele9lof the Charter,
which aulthories Ini to ritiv to Il whalttent ion of the •<olrlV ('o111il.1 a*lv liie which might threaten tlhe
peace, a,~ :I-rt ic.l 'DS,which obh'aits him to peorfiorhmflI ioit,itii rul(Ilti hiln bytel Ir major U.N. organs.
F U.N. Document GAO R: 32d session. Supp. No. 33 (A '32,33), par. 87, pp. 1ii-145.
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D. FRoM

TWO-PARTY NEGOTIATIONS TO THIRD-PARTY INVOLVEMENT

To try to facilitate the process of making a smooth transition from
two-party negotiations to third-party involvement, some countries
express tile view in the Special Ccmmittee on the Charter that
article 33 of the U.N. ('harter should be revised to rovii(eC a specific
proveliure for making that transition and to make explicit the obligation of states to adhere to this procedlure. This proposaioill oill add to
article 38 aparagraph obligating states (a) to submit a dispute to
coiiciliation, and ifnecessary arbitration, when so required by the
Setvl'it,t council or any slibsidliiry i)o(ly, andi (b) to relei legal aspects
of t lie iislite to tlie Initernational Court of Justice when so requested
by t lie Security councill .
('riiti(ini o1' lhe proloflal was exlpresed in tle Special Commitltee
on Ilie ('alirter' onl roulllids that in the international systemnl revailinil
idiliy, not all

atilte-; were Nvillin.I aoc'ept compulsory procedhires for
. The 1ieuie llot lie critics Seems Valid. Any
aliens
ir dli,

.'liiililt

lli-ukory settlement procedures
eliiinnelil ] lo.silig.. coJpnL
wouiil i1dolilbledly be Vetoed(l in llie Se('cillrV (Colincil. In ftici,
ailtliojii'li tlIe report of t lhe Prvii(l(enlt loes not iil(di'C.,, itNell to this
lpi0J)O-il I,it ik fii(,.,t 1(inlilble whetl lier ,sii(li 1in iilfln'1(nIlll
wohi
b(le
acceptablelt to tlie UnitedI Stllte,s, priirivclillrivy in view of' tile I'lald Ialht
ii inier tlie (Coniiiiiv Re.servaeliiin tile I'nitleI Stilte, ias
1 laualiified Iit•
1ieJ'talicince oft lhe 'olillllllsOl3' iiri.v liction of' ilie nt(ernmaltional Co!1it
of J1,u,
ice.
{'11i-lerlei

E.

FORMULATING LEGAL NOlRMS FOR PEACEFUL SE'I"'LEMEN'T

Two iri'(po'l.l.

5ýii!_'-.i('ct cd by otler coiintrie'i
in ile Special ('onilcc onf] lie ('hairli dceiii wit Ilie .,,lbtlliiii ivV-obiie of llrVinf, to
dlvelop fiii'ilier ivle 1,ci niorni.-,
I'm peallcefill setltlnient. The report
of ilie !'re-ilenlt dloe,- iiolt oftelr 1illV ,,i0.,121Cst ion.s in tIill. 1ia'ela
(0)ui0 propo'lil would 11
iiiiert in ihlie
( 'hirlter a cIa
(uii-e
to thle ef1ei tll
hal
Ilie I iiile( llt liolln• 'avor' the iuncliiion of Illbit ritl
lion alid jildicil:i
ani. lin atill aZrecieiIc e l in11o alnmon t"imll iilr ,i aii('. Whliile
( 'iilaiter al'ilii menn i, lin iliirci icaii
mt1hl0( foIr (loin, L,Ihis, the p)o,"i!,ib i ." of d v(lo, )iL,Il hi. ll,'pol)pol'. 11 1a el ierill A.',eliiibly declirllt ion,
rc('iuiiihii
i Iwo- liiirk niaijoritlv vole in iio .. elisebly, could be
liiiit

exiplor(,l.
cond prolo-aI cal k for i'(, li,e lA.11n1lp to dI<il'ft rililei ,lie,'
ue(,- on
M) pe liu I, I l(elmlenti wit Iia itwnto thlie eveni iila I'la't ig.of a
rali'ltv oil lie t, ll)j(,(.t. Tilei'e wits consil i'dieble d 1',(- u,,-,ioll of1 litis i~siue

aitlie, 197S nieetings, of' lie Special ('omnnitltee oil lie ('iairlter.Is A
numniiber of countries exircl.,e(l 'ipport fmoi
r the a(lo•option of' aidecelarallion contilaining ii~rii(lIines for )el(el'ul set tlenient ia.s a tir1,l steCl) towarId
the (laft
in. of a1Ireilv.. Some o()t lie tnili(lhliiles su_.este(l, for inchul-,ioll
were as ftoilows: (1) 'Ilie ol)liatlion to settle all disputes liv lieacel'ul
means; (2) the exclusion of' matters within (lomest icjurisdiction; (3)
the cataloirin. of all the measi

for plearefuil settlement p)rovi(led for

in article 33 of' tile U.N. carterer; and (4) elaboration of the role of
the Inteinational court t of Justice.'9
11U.N.

"iIbid.,

Document GAOR: 33d sesnion. Supp. No. 33 (A/33/33), pp. 6-2 9, 50-51, and 63-74.
pp. 63-44.
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Some basic questions are prompted by this prorosal: Is this a
sibiktantive i,4sIie which the United States might want to Ipursue as it
means of (Irawing, attention to tlie potential U.N. role in peaceful
settlement an1i making. governments more aware of available proc(Tl|'res? If so, what elements, in the view of the executive bwranchl,
should be inchludled in a dralft declaration on the peaceful set element
of hispiI1t(5s? Is agreement ()n a dIralt possible in the G(eneral A.\.-enmbly,
o01 fire there too nmany differences of opinion on gii(elines?
F. (CoNCLUsIoNs
\Vhlil, it dleclaration by the General As.,embly on the peaceful
settlementt of (liimltes colid serve both to drliw attention to the U.N.
role in pei.cefl settlement and to make governments more aware of
a1ail, bl facilitievs for third-lart.\ settlement, it. should be noted that
the (;en erail A-,erblv has already drafted declaration., to this end. F1"o
(IXzImple, the 1970 bed'ar'at iol 'ott Principles of Int ernational Law
V(llcieriln'FI
endl\' Relations and ('ooperatlioll an1ong, Stlat-es in
accordtlance with the ('hart|er of the Unit(ed( Nation-; called iupon
State('. to ettle their (i,(.Ih t (',. by% the methods outlinedl inarticle 33
of dhe ( hart er, or, in tle event of failhire 1v%,t, ese ret o1l0(;, Ihv InY
otlhe(r
i(.I1'
j
ef|l incalls."''The I)eclarat ion on thle Strenmgtlien n&r of
International .(,v It' Irg(vd
m
members to make full if.e of and1i-(eek
in lWO\VPI i nplen ien t aion of the wpa ((''eftle,,t t lent met 1o(k. i)rov'i(I(el
for ill the ( 'har1't
('P and .peeilficalln"
calledIpen 1o1vhe
Seci•|1vy ('oi•incil t)o
recoo,' izXe thhe role of the lnt eimiItion iil
(C'on|rt of ,iut ice in .ettli
J],...l dli.-illts.-;." Mi•.t |'vce l.\'y, thev Dvchlrzation ()I the Deepvi),I||,..
11|01 (',i1.olibitA 1tion of Internat ional
telnte reafflirmed( the ple-a to
,ttvI ,l(i.1)11 ,t b~y ienc(,ftil 111emyU
find called iup)01n State-,to thike
lIW'W (Ii
|-armim11(
-,I t()-; mid to( rein force tlhe pelacen.ik•ng an(d p)a'c.ke~ii2"
E.ajmlilit
ie, of thet, nitvil .\eitio-•."
11111 , one ,(,l'',
tI, ('.'ji1*('.-E'I t lie ,.i ,w iii
the Spec~vial ( 'oniltiiitteo
(llEPthle p)('nclfitl
()ii
lie C hart er ithat flie Idea of it declatiornt l
,0,t ie1(,'t of
hai.lut.
i~id alrea1dldy bven cov',re(, in !-severl f,'iNlill
ct•imuelvlI;.-"' Amlliothi(''r coicild,'l(,E t lit a)(Generail A (..,1l1l6 (Icchii,'-o
()i, thl IE' ,"(fifll ,eti l ienv
t of (•
ii..)lt-,
e
iu,lit notlot be w*erv
ti'-A11,1l.11iEE thle prob~lemi- thlit hiad ltrHEV 'oilcu(T'r1 IIir the(, t
Iii|',it of l-,pItv,- i'•e,•led fi'omi a lack of jioliti,'al xvill oi thlie pirt
1
Elf Iilne l)(lv' I ,t•-.
allqlit l"ni,,dl, •li-.' io ill the Special (C'ornliitteve
(111Iv.l•('!•11't•v•" rm\'e:,lde "I'.il.lifii,', it el,,lo ,.'il ,l i-.,.,v . (rt . '. • •
(Iile- toindi'ate E
that lraftil,,it decliar'gationi o|ltiiolv, g•ide-.

wo111d prolmbbl be a prJolo,•ge ••d Iortiot-, 1)ro(('(,-.;. Allialt erinati've
wvhicihl niit
di be Va ier toE a..ree, 0n,1111(i ivli.ch, if mid|ril'taken .illtan:ii•mif"lvbt -,eiaraittelv from the dtrafti1nw of gitdviin.-., might be
nccomrli'll•ei JIore (Xlpiit iEoi-ly, ,voildl Ibe'
c(itt|loginrg, and( alorat in.,
thle availaillble procedures for J)eac(ehil ,et tlelfiellt in a manual wliih
could be sent lot Ii to member ard nonineinliei .tate..It is (jIestionalt)o
whether tihi.-; step
('I
wi
Irqi
l to eXpanIilded use Ef the lprocedlrie.; either,
blit, if Considered as t111 interim step towi1Ir(l (drafting adeclaration
: rurall Assembly Rel,'1tjt ion 26;25 (XXV), Oct. 21, 1970.
11(;,qtvral As',,m lly l•,,sohitiot
2731 (XX V\, lDve M, 1970.
L"(Gw,,ral Asswmbly IBesolutim, 32/155, Di c. 19, 1977.
:3 U.N. J)o'ujni-n GAORW 33#,!,.,sio.i. Simp. No. .33 (A!33'33), p. 9.
24 U.N. i)ovurmnnt GAOR: 33d sesiloI. Supp. No. 33 (A/33/1h3), p. 26.
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and eventually a treaty, it might serve to give members a sense of
movement toward this goal.
Creation of new machinery for peaceful settlement, subsidiary
either to the General Assembly or to the Security Council, would
.Seem infeasible if attempted through charter amendment. In view
of the record of ronuse of existing machinery, one could easily conclu(le, as the report of the President does, that it would also be a
waste of effort.25 If, however, after thoroughly reexamining existing
machinery members should decide some of it was outmoded and
should be replaced, then the possibility of creating a new commission
through General Assembly or Security Comucil resolution, along the
lines suggested by other countries in the Special Committee on
the Charter, could be seriously considered.
The approach taken in the report of the President is realistically
modest: To try to make existing machinery more efficient and encourage members to use it more, without, however, holding much
hope that reform in itself will J)etsuade states to resort more frequently
to thir(1-l)arty settlement. To try to improve factfinding procedures,
in particular, might be a good place to start. U.S. proposals for
strengthening the role of the Security Council seem especially useful,
namely: (a) To use small groups of Security Council members as
mediators, (b) to hold annual foreign ministers' meetings, (c) to upgrade technology used in facttinding, an(d (d) to expand consultation
an(l followup l)procedures.
Nonetheless, as the report of the President recognizes, increased
use of U.N. facilities for peaceful settlement, whether through the
political process of the General Assembly and Security Council or
through adjudication of the legal aspects of dlisp)utes, depends more
on the l)olitical will of member states to submit disputes to thirdparty settlement than on any reform of procedures.
J Report of the President, pp. 10-11.

III. STRENGTHENING THE UNITED NATIONS
PEACEKEEPING CAPABILITY
Maintaining international peace and security is a primary function
of the United Nations. The Charter provides for two courses of action
to achieve this goal: (1) Peaceful settlement under chapter VI, and (2)
collective enforcement action under chapter VII (articles 39 to 51).
Nowhere in the Charter does the word "peacekeeping" app))ear.
The collective security system set li) by chal)terVII of the Charter
envisioned a different kind of worhl thani that which has emerged in
tlie post-World W1r ]I period. The basic purpose of chapter VII was
to enable the United Nations, under the (direction of the Security
Council, to take enforcement action against aggressive militarism
such as thai which arose in Germany and Japan in the late 1930's
a!nd early 1940's. (halpter VII outlined the decisionmaking and actiontaking l)ro(eduires for collective enforcement of the peace. A basic
assunll)tion of the system was that there would be agreement among
the Allied Powers; for example, the1permanent members of the Security Council, to take collective action when threats to the peace
arose. Both the assum )tion of agreement among the powers and the
world view it, was based on turne(I out to be wrong.
Cooperation between the wartime allies quickly broke down in the
postwar period. As the differences in view )oint between the Western
democracies and the Communist bloc became more sharply (lelineated, and as the competition for political and military power
between the Soviet, Union and the United States increased, tihe Soviet
Union began liberally exercising its veto power in tie Security Council.
('onsequently, only once has the United Nations embarked on the
kind of military enforcement operation envisaged in chapter VII of
the Charter: in Korea in 1950.' Even then, action was taken not. under
thle obligatory provisions of article 42 but rather as a recommendation,
under article'39, that members militarily assist, the Republic of Korea.
Furthermore, the Security Council was able to reach a decision only

because the Soviet representative had walked out of the Security
Council in protest both against the membership of the Nationalist
Chinese delegate in the Council and against his selection as President
of the Council. It, was in conjunction with this same operation that
the General Assembly later in 1950 adopted the "Uniting for Peace
Resolution" to circumvent Soviet vetoes in the Security Council.
In addition, the kinds of situations the United Nations has been
called upon to deal with have for the most part differed from those envisaged in chapter VII of the Charter. Instead of involving clearcut instances of militarism, most have involved either civil turmoil connecte(l with the passage from colonial status to statehood (Congo/
I Rikhye, Indar Jit, Michael Harbottle and Bjorn Egge. "The Thin Blue Line: Tnternatiodal Pecekeeping and Its Future." New Hlaven and London, Yale University Prose, 1974, p. 11, 28-29.
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Zaire) or intractable but localized disputes (Arab-Israeli conflict or
Cyprus situation). The tasks the United Nations has been called upon
to perform have been varied and complex: from observation and investigation to truce supervision through interposition of a neutral
armed presence between two hostile armies. These tasks together comprise what has come to be known as the U.N. peacekeeping capability.
The most visible component has been peacekeeping or interposition
forces.
Peacekeeping has been undertaken not in conjunction with chapter
VII (enforcement) of the Charter but rather as an extension of the
peaceful settlement provisions of chapter VI. The Security Council has
authorized enforcement actions, obligatory on all members, against only
two countries: Southern Rhodesia and South Africa. In each instance
the Security Council called for sanctions, short of the use of armed
force, under article 41. In 1966 the Security Council imposed a partial
economic embargo against Southern Rhodesia, which it expanded to a
full embargo in 1968.2 In 1977 the Security Council voted a mandatory
armis embargo against South Africa.3 The latter instance marked thle
first time the United Nations had undertaken enforcement action
against
a meml)eractions
state. are
Peacekeeping
undertaken, on the other hand, only with
the consent, or at the request of the parties concerned. Their main purp)ose has been to bring about a cessation of hostilities so that negotiations for set tlement of a dispute can take place in a less highly charged
atmosphere. A secondary purpose has been to prevent great poiver involvement in a conflict. Members contribute forces and equipment on
a voluntary basis.
Peacekeeping operations have not always been successful, and their
development has not been without its stresses and problems. A continuing problem has been the attitude of the Soviet Union, which from
the outset has taken a strict constructionist view of the U.N. Charter,
referring to limit U.N. activites as much as possible. Financing peace-

eeping forces is one example. Arguing that article 24 of the Charter
gives the Security Council exclusive power to act in peacekeeping matters, the Soviet Union has refused to pay for peacekeeping operations
authorized by the General Assembly under the "Uniting for Peace
Resolution" and has taken the position that the General Assembly
does not have the authority under its budgetary l)owers to assess
members for l)eacekeeping expenses.4 The Soviet Union has also frequently alleged that the Secretary General has exceeded his authority
in the conduct of peacekee )ing o0)erations.
The many questions and problems raised by peacekeeping-among
them, financing, the role of the Secretary Oeneral, the training of
observation and force J)ersonnci, the relative authority of the Security
31,,eeurity Council Resolutions 232. Dec. 16, 1941, and 253, May29,1908, respectively.
8 Security Council Resolution 418, Nov. 4. 1977.
4 In snite of these arzurnents, the Soviet Union pays its share of the General Assembly-assessed costs for
the UNEF force set up after the Arab-Israeli war in 1973 to police the disengagement agreements negotiated
betw•on Ecv,'t and Israel and between Syria and Israel (Sinai I). The Soviet Union refuses, however, to
pay the adhlitinal assessments resulling from expansiou of the free, under th, 1975 Eyvptian-lsraeli Disen.
agement Accord neiotiatod by former U.S. Secretary of State Henry Kssinger (Sinai II). In the latter
nstance Soviet delegates argue that sin,'e the agreement was reached outside the United Nations, it is not
binding on U.N. members. For a more detallei discussion of the Soviet position on financing peacekeeping,
see cottonn , John Robert. "Financing IPeaekeeping-Trouble Again." Cornell International Law Journal,

Winter WJ78,
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Council and General Assembly-led the General Assembly in 1965 to
create a Special Committee on Peacekeeping Operations with a mandate to develop guidelines on peacekeeping.' Because the same disagreements as arose earlier in the Security Council and General Assembly over authorization, financing, and other issues arose also in
the Special Committee, that body still has not been able to agree on a
draft of guidelines.' The proposals of the United States in the report
of the President and the proposals of other countries in the Special
Committee on the Charter suggest ways of trying to resolve some of
these problems.
U.S. PROPOSALS

OTHER COUNTRIES PROPOSALS

Establish U.N. Peacekeeping Reserve of national contingents trained
in peacekeeping functions.'

Have all members earmark specially
trained contingents, or equivalent
forces
support, for U.N. peacekeeping
2
and observation teams.
Establish permanent. peacekeeping
force, funded 3by great powers through
disarmament.
Have Secretary General prepare
report on methods of establishing
national contingents4 under articles
43 and 45 of Charter.
Specially train U.N. peacekeeping
and obs.erver team personnel.'

Explore arrangements for training
national contingents and U.N. observer personnel.5
Ask Secretarv General to undertake
study of administrative and logistics
problems of peacekeeping. 7
Upgrade ttechnical equipment of
peacekeeping and observer personnel.'
Assist in airlift of peacekeeping
forces tlnd equipment. 9
Establish special U.N. peacekeeping fund to help cover initial costs I
peacekeeping operations.'0
Develop guidelines for establishment and conduct of U.N. peacekeeping operations."2

Establish special fund to assure
rapid response to threats to peace."
Formulate guidelines for establishment and conduct.3 of U.N. peacekeeping operations.'
Establish subsidiary bodv under
article 29 or activate Militarv Staff
Committee to advise Security Council
atnml Secretary General on peacekeeping."

I Report of the Preident. p. 17.

2 U.N. Document. (GAOIt:32d session. Supp. No. 33 (A/32/33), par. 5, p. 200.
3 Ibid., par. 21, p. 201.
Sl,jdi., par. 7, p. 20J.
AReport of the Preolident. p. 17-18.
I U.N. Document. GAOR: 32d seslAon. Supp. No. 33 (A/32/33), par. 52, p. 123.
1 Report of the President, p. 18.
* Idem.
*Ibid., p. 17.
10Ibid., p. 1%

11U.N. Document. (AOR: 32d sesion. Supp. No. 33 (A/32/33), par. 23, p. 201.
12Report of the Pre;(dent p. 18.
is U.N. Document. GAOh: 32d session. Supp. No. 33 (A/32/33), par. 51, p. 121.
if U.N. Document. GAOR" 32d session. Supp. No. 33 (A/32/33), par. 51, p. 122.
SAlso called the Special Committee of Thirty-three, it was established by General Assembly Resolution
2006 (XIX), Feb. 18, 1965.
* For a preliminary draft of guidelines, including points still in disagreement, see United Nations. Office
of Public Information. Special Committee on Pe'ace-Keeping Operationq 71st Meeting. Press release
GA/PK/68, Dec. 1, 1977. p. 3-7. Hereafter cited as U.N. Press release GA/P/58, Dec. 1 1977.
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U.9. PROPOSALS

OTHER COUNTRIES PROPOSAL

Add paragraph to article 40 spelling
out principles of peacekeeping, including obligation of states to accept
U.N. observation teams and peacekeeping forces'
Add chapter to Charter spelling
out role of Security Counci an
General Assembly in peacekeeping.16
Recognize in Charter right of
General Assembly to lay down guidelines concerning use of U.N. military
forces.' 7
Ihid., par. 23, p. 200-201.
It Iib., par. 51, 1).122-123.
IIbid., p. 122.
II

A. IMPROVING PEACEKEEPING MACHINERY
The report of the President offers several proposals for strengthening
tlhe peacekeeping capability of the United Nations that have been
called feasible and constructive. With regard to the establishment of a
U.N. Peacekeeping Reserv,; composed of national contingents trained
il £peacekeeping functions, article 43 of the U.N. Charter contemplated
flhe creation of such a resell,ve by means of agreements between member
states and the Security Council. Such agreements whereby member
states would make arned forces and facilities available to the Security
Council at its request, have never been negotiated.
As the United Nations has become increasingly involved in peacekeeping, however, 1Ihere seems to have (levelo|led a heightened awareness of the need for readily available national contingents that could
be calledup quickly by the Security Council for peacekeeping service.
As the report of the President indicates, "some countries, notably
Canada and the ScandIinavian countries, have already established
peacekeeping as a mission of their armed forces." I Proposals tabled by
other countries in the Special Committee on the Charter also suggest
earmarking national contingents for U.N. peacekeeping service.
.An alternative proposed in the Special Committee on the Charter
would create a permanent United Nations force. There has been strong
opposition to the creation of a permanent U.N. force in the past,
however, including among the permanent members of the Security
Council, and there is no reason to believe that this opposition has
diminishedd. Thus, earmarking national contingents would seem a
more feasible approach. Moreover, if special arrangements are developed for training such contingents, as suggested both by the United
States and by other countries, there is no reason why a reserve of
specially trained national contingents could not be just as effective In
adldition, a forceful argument can be made that earmarking is more in
keeping with the voluntary character of U.N. peacekeeping than
creation of a standing U.N. force.
As a first step toward implementing this proposal, the United States
could exercise its diplomatic initiative to sound out other member
states for their views and to urge those favorably inclined to consider
earmarking contingents for peacekeeping. The report of the President

IReport of the President, p. 17.
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suggests requesting the Secretary General to invite all countries
wishing to p)articipate in p)eacekeeping to inform him of the size and
type of troop contingents they would make available. Such a request
coul(l be formulated as a Security Council or General Assembly
resolution.
An alternative suggested by other countries in the Special Committee on the Charter was to request the Secretary General to prepare
a report on methods by which members could comply with articles 43
and 45 of the Charter calling for agreements to make forces available
to the Security Council. This proposal could also be J)pursued through'
Security Council or General Assembly resolution. It should be noted,
however, that the agreements called for in article 43 of the Charter
would obligate members to provide force contingents when requested
to do so by the Security Council. To l)lace the p)rocedure on a voluntary basis would undoubtedly be more acceptable to member states
than to attempt to make it mandatory as intended by articles 43
anti 45.
The several related proposals for developing training programs for
national contingents and U.N. observer mission personnel and for a
study by the Secretary General of administrative and logistics l)roblems of peacekeeping could also be explored through diplomatic
initiatives. If some or all seem likely to have the requisite support,
they could then be formulated as Security Council or General Assembly resolutions.
Other countries expressed support in the Special Committee on the
Charter for improving training of peacekeeping personnel in particular.
Some specific proposals emerged in suggestions on peacekeeping communicated to the Secretary General by member states in response toa resolution adopted by the 32d General Assembly. 'r he Government
of Canada, for instance, proposed that a training manual on peacekeeping operations be prepared by the Secretary General and that
training in U.N. procedures be instituted on a regular basis under
U.N. auspices for officers in peacekeeping forces and for observer
mission p)ersonnel." The executive branch could be asked: What is
the U.S. reaction to the proposal for a training manual? Is there
sul)port among other member nations for requesting the Secretary
General, through Security Council or General Assembly resolution, to
draft such a manual? With regard to arrangements for training, the
report of the President suggested the possibility (1) that the United
Nations and participating countries contract with private institutions
for training programs involving both seminars and field exercises, or
(2) that a U.N. Staff and Training College be established. Have these
alternatives been explored with other members? If so, what has the
reaction been? Have any other possibilities emerged from discussions?
Has the United States explored its other prol)osals for improving
peacekeeping machinery with U.N. members? Is there interest in asking the Secretary General to undertake a study of the administrative
and logistics problems of peacekeeping? Have possible ways to upgrade the technical equipment of U.N. peacekeeping and observer
I General Assembly Re%olution 23/106, Dec. 15, 1977.

* United Nations. Secretary General, 1972 (Waldheim). Comprehensive Review of the Whole Question
of Peacekeeping 0 operations in All Their Aspects; Report. Special Committee on Peacekeeping Operations.
New York 1978. (United Nations. Document A/AC.121/28), p. 7.
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pSecretariat
ersonnel been
explored
with other member states or with U.N.
personnel?
It should
be noted in this connection that the
report of the President expressed a willingness on the part of the United
States to share with the Security Council factual information made
available by aircraft reconnaissance." Could this tyre of technology
also be used to aid observer missions? Does the United States have any
other suggestions for upgrading technical equipment?
The President also recommended in his report that the United
States assist with the airlift of troops an(1 equipment for peacekeeping
operations andt proposed that the Department of Defense initiate
contingency planning to this end. An expression of support for this
proposal from the U.S. Congress, possibly through concurrent resolution of both Houses, would highlight the interest of the United States
in strengthening U.N. peacekeeping and would underscore the willingness of the United States to participate actively in this process.
Such self-initiating action will enhance the credibility of the U.S.
proposals and strengthen the U.S. negotiating position.
Ihe proposal to create a special fund to cover the initial costs of
peacekeeping operations was made both by the United States and by
other countries in the Special Committee on the Charter. Because
some members have withheld contributions to assessed p)eacekeep)ing
accounts, financing peacekeeping has become an increasing problem.
If a contingency fund existed, it could cover the costs of peacekeeping
operations while other financial arrangements were being worked out.
The report of the President suggested setting up a fund of around $100
million, financed in one of three ways: (1) Ly special assessed contributions; (2) by voluntary contributions; or (3) by other resources
available to the United Nations. Additional information would be
useful to aid Congress in evaluating this l)roposal, for example: Which
method of funding (foes the executive branch prefer? What. are possible
other U.N. resources that might be used to finance it? If such a fund
were established by General Assembly resolution, is it likely the Soviet
Union would refuse to contribute to it? Or, could it be established by
the Security Council, with the support of the Soviet. Union?
Since this is a proposal which could involve additional U.S. contributions to U.N. peacekeeping, Congress might want to direct careful
attention to it. If such a fund were to be financed through special
assessments, what would be the likely cost to the United States? If
it were to be financed through voluntary contributions, does the executive branch have a specific contribution figure in mind? Should Congress decide to back this proposal, a congressional resolution of support
would strengthen any efforts of the executive branch to achieve the
reouisite support among other U.N. members for establishment of a
special peacekeeping fund.
B.

FORMULATING GUIDELINES FOR PEACEKEEPING

There is broadbased support in the United Nations for the task
undertaken by the Special Committee on Peacekeeping Operations:
To formulate guidelines for the establishment and conduct of U.N.
peacekeeping operations. However, in submitting a preliminary draft
It Report of the President, p. 12.
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of guidelines, a working group of the Special Committee on Peacekeep'ing Operations pointed out that there was still disagreement in
several important areas, concerning in l)articular the authority of the
General Assembly, the role of the Secretary General, and the financing
of peacekeeping operations. 1" The United States and the Soviet Union
were both members of the working group.
Although the report of the President indicates that the United
States will continue to press for agreement on guidelines in the Special
Committee on Peacekeeping Operations, the report does not elaborate
the U.S. position on all of these issues. Consequently, Congress might
want to seek clarification on some of them, especially the role of the
General Assembly in peacekeeping.
The Soviet position, reiterated recently in a communication to the

Secretary General, is that the "Security Council is the only organ em-2
peace."'
powered to take action to maintain or restore international
role of
the
emphasize
other
hand,
on
the
MIany of the smaller countries,
the General Assembly under the Uniting for Peace Resolution or propose that the powers of the General Assembly, as the most rel)resentative body within the United Nations, be extended.' 3 Although the
United States in earlier years was a strong supporter of the role of
the General Assembly under the Uniting for Peace Resolution, it, has
been suggested that: "Owing to the growing U.S. disenchantment with
the General Assembly, there has been increasingly less opposition to
tile Soviet contention that the Security Council alone has power to
take action for the maintenance of international peace and security." 14

With regard to the role of the Secretary General, the report of

the President restates the U.S. position that the Secretary General has
primary responsibility for the conduct of peacekeeping operations, as
(liztingriishied from the Security Council's authority to establish the
mandate for such operations." "fheSoviet Union, on thleotlerhand,has
consistently sought to circumscribe the Secretary General's role by
taking the position that the Security Council has overall authority for
the conduct of operations and that the Secretary General is simply an
administrative officer who must carry out Security Council decisions.18
Two proposals of interest in this connection were developed in the
Special Committee on Peacekeeping Operations and also received support in the Special Committee on the Charter.' 7 One would create a
subsidiary body of the Security Council under artical 29 of the (halrter
to advise the Security Council and Secretary General on the conduct
of peacekeeping operations. The other would activate the Military
Staff Committee, which was given similar functions under article 47 of
the U.N. Charter but which has never yet played its intended support
role. Should Congress decide to review the issue of the role of the Secretary General in peacekeeping, it might. carefully examine these two
proposals since they raise some intriguing questions. For example,
could such an advisory body form a useful connecting link between the
Secretary General and the Security Council in the day-to-day conduct
U.N. press release OA/PK/68, Dec. 1,1977. 9 p.
2 TU.N. Document A/AC.121/28, p. 21.
13U.N. Document 0AOR: 32d session. Supp. No. 33 (A/32/33), par. 61, p. 127-129.
1oSaksena. K.P. Not by De4gn: Evolution of U.N. Peacekeeping Operations and Its Implications for the
Future. International Studies, v. 16, October-December 1977: 479.
Is Reort of the President, p. 13.
,6 U.N. Document A/AC.121/28, p. 21.
"11
U.N. Press release GA/PK/68, Dec. 1, 1977, p. 4-5: Arts: 4-e; and U.N. Document GAO R: 32d session,
Supp. No. 33 (A/32/33), par. 51, p. 122.
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of peacekeeping operations? If agreement could be reached on establishing such a body, might it be viewed as a compromise between the
United States and Soviet positions, and could it, thereby facilitate the
the drafting of guidelines on the respective roles of the Security Council
and Secretary General in peacekeeping?
Concerning financing peacekeeping, a majority of U.N. members
support the view, held by the United States, that the General Assenibly has the authority, under article 17(2) of the Charter to assess
peacekeeping exl)enses. Thie Soviet view, however, has encouraged
other members to withhold peacekeeping assessments for political
reasons. For example, the Soviet Union, China, Libya, Iraq, and
Syria have all refused to pay at least some of their assessed costs for
the United Nations Emergency Force (UNEF) and the United
Nations Disengagement Observer Force (UNDOF) in the Middle
East.'" No specific suggestions have emerged, aside from the proposal
to establish a contingency fund to cover the initial costs of a l)eacekeeping op)erat ion, either in the S ecial Committee on the Charter or in
the Special Committee on Peacekeeping.
C. SPELLING OUT GUIDELINES FOR PEACEKEEPING IN THE
CHARTER

U.N,

Because peacekeeping by interposition, as it. has developed in U.N.
practice, is not specifically provi(le(d for in the U.N. Charter, some of
the smaller countries in particular have expressed the view that a
paragraph should be adled to article 40 of the Charter spelling out the
basic principles of peacekeeping. One of the proposals suggested in the
Special Committee on the Charter would, among other things, obligate
states to accept (1) U.N. observation teams when require(l by the

Security Council, General Assembly, or Secretary General, or when

requested by one of the parties to the disputee, an(l (2) U.N. peacekeeping forces authorized by the Security Council. This proposal does
not stand any hope of acceptance as a charter amendment since it
would change the whole concept of p)eacekeep)ing from a voluntary
component of peaceful settlement, to an enforcement action. One of the
basic tenets of current p)eacekeep)ing practice is that observation or

interposition force personnel must have the consent of the parties
concerned. In fact, one of the guidelines on peacekeeping already

worked out in the, preliminary draft of the Special Committee on
Peacekeeping Operations specifically provides: "Such 0forces must
operate with the full cooperation of the parties concerned, particularly

of the government
of the host country, due account being taken of its
tv." g
sovereign

Other proposed additions to the Charter relating to peacekeeping
also stand little chance of acceptance in the foreseeable future. Several
concerned clarification of the role of the General Assembly in peacekeeping, which has been one of the most contentious issues before the
Special Committee on Peacekeeping Operations. The first step in this
direction, and one which may itself still take some time to resolve, is to
reach agreement in the Special Committee on Peacekeeping Operations
on draft guidelines on this issue.
NCotton, John Robert. Financing Peacekeeping-Trouble Again. Corneli International Law Journal,
winter 1978, vol. I1, No. 1: 107.
it U.N. Press release GA/PK/68, Dec. 1, 1977, p. 6.
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D. CONCLUSIONS
The development of the United Nations peacekeeping function
illustrates the ability of the organization to adapt to the changing needs
of the international community. Today there is general agreement
among member states that p)eacekeeping is a legitimate function of
the United Nations. There is also general recognition that the United
Nations, in certain instances and under certain conditions, can play a
useful third-penion role-through observation teams and interposition
forces-in resolving conflicts which threaten international peace and
security.
At the same time it must be explicitly acknowledged that peacekeepin,, is not an enforcement action under chapter VII of the Charter.
Any attempt to make it such would be doomed to failure. A basic
underlying principle of the concept of U.N. peacekeeping is that
peacekeeping actions can be undertaken only with the consent of the
parties concerned.
Up to this point improvisation has been the hallmark of U.N.
peacekeeping o rationsn. While this has resulted in flexlilityeet it has
also led to problems and to a growing sense among U.N. members that
more precise rules and improved procedures are nee(led if U.N. peacekeeping is to become more effective. The United States is committed to
work toward agreement on guidelines in the Special Committee on
Peacekeeping. However, in view of remaining disagreementss among
members-in some cases diametrically opposed positions-in certain
important areas such as the role of the General Assembly in peacekeeping, adoption of a complete draft of guidelines cannot be expected
soon. Furthermore, since the report of the President does not define
the U.S. position on the role of the General Assembly in peacekeeping,
it might be useful for Congress to ask the executive branch to elaborate
its position on this issue.
In the meantime, however, it might be possible to reach agreement
in the United Nations on certain specific steps to improve p)eacekeep)ing
procedures. The report of the President appropriately foctuses on these
possibilities. Furthermore, there would seem to be a broad measure of
supl)port among other U.N. members for several of the improvements
sugg.,este(I by the Uniteed States: establishing a peacekeeping reserve,
setting up a,training program for observer mission and peacekeeping
personnel, and creating a special peacekeeping fund. All of these would
seem fruitful areas for U.S. (lillomatic initiative. In ad(lition, should it
so desire, Congress could strengthen the Executive initiative through
resolutions of support for some or all of these proposals. Consideration
of a congressional resolution of support would seem particularly
appropriate with regard to (1) the recommendation that tile United
States offer assistance in airlifting peacekeeping troops and equipment
and (2) the proposal to create a special )eacekeeping fun( . In the
latter case the executive would be required to request apl)ropriations
from Congress for a U.S. contribution to such a fund.
The U.S. proposals suggest limited, specific steps on which there is
a much better chance of agreement than on the broader issues and
which, taken together, could make an important contribution to
strengthening the United Nations peacekeeping capability.

IV. FINANCING THE UNITED NATIONS
United Nations operations and programs are currently finance(!
through assessments on member nations and through the voluntary
contributions of governments.
The United Nations has been accumulating an increasing deficit on
its assessed accounts. The primary causes of the deficit have been
(1) the refusal of some member states to pay certain assessed peacekeeping costs; (2) the withholding by some members of peacekeeping
expenses included in the regular bud get; and (3) the payment by some
members of the technical assistance portion of the regular budget in
nonconvertible currencies unacceptable to the Organization.' The
Soviet Union has been a notable, but not the only, delinquent in all
these cases. An additional problem contributing to the short-term
deficit has been the lateness of many members in paying their assessed
contributions. As a result of all these factors, the U.N. deficit as of
December 31, 1977, amounted to: $74,843,343 on the regular budget
and $49,009,914 on the United Nations Emergency Force (UNEF)
and the United Nations Disengagement Observer Force (UNDOF)
accounts, making a total deficit of more than $123 million.'
In addition to the immediate problem of dealing with the deficit, a
second U.N. financing issue is the longer range question of how to meet
the increasing need for funds required by mounting costs of U.N.
operations, by additional pressures for development funds, and by
initiating new programs, such as environment, programs. The increasing need for funds, on the one hand, and the objection of govern-

ments to raising their contributions in any large measure, on the other,
have given renewed impetus to the search for independent sources of
revenue for the United Nations. Proposals for independent sources of
revenue have varied from fees for services to numerous types of surcharges on firms and individuals.
A further aspect of the U.N. financing controversy is the issue of
establishing a scale of assessments as the basis for regular budget
contributions. Assessments are broadly determined on the basis of

capacity to pay, with comparative estimates of national income as the
guide, but several factors have converged in the past few years to make
the process more difficult and divisive. For example, how rapidly
sho dhthe assessments of the oil-producing countries be increased in

view of their increases in income? How much, if at all, should the assessments of the poorest countries be lowered? How heavy an assess-

' According to U.N. financial regula' Ions, contributions to the regular budget are payable in U.S. dollars,
except to the extent that the Genera, As.sembly authorizes the Secretary General to accept a portion of
assesed contributions in other currencies In an amount he expects to be able to utilize.
SIT.S. Congress. House. Committee on Appropriations. Subcommittee on the Departments of Slate
Justice, and Commerce, the Judi~iary, and RelatedAgencies. Department of State, Justice, and Commerce
the Judiciary, and related agencies appropriations for 1979. Hleantigs, 05th Cong. 2d sess. pt. 2, Department of State, Feb. 15. 1978. Washineton, U.S. Government Printing Office, 1978. p. 782 (regular budget)
and p. 878 (peacekeeping budgets). Hereafter cited as Hearings on Department of State Appropriations
for 1979.
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ment burden can the wealthy countries be expected to bear in order to
make up the gap caused by lowering the rates of the poor countries?
There was little discussionn of financial questions in the Special Committee on the Charter during 1977, and no significant substantive
prol)osals einerged. Thie general viewpoints of groups of U.N. members
will be included in the discussion of assessments and of the deficit
problem. The two proposals of the United States address the l)roblem
of (1) eliminating the deficit, and (2) finding new sources of revenue
for the United Nations.
U.S. PROPOSALS

OTHER COUNTRIES PROPOSALS

Voluntlarv contributions to eliminate
current deficit.,

Long-term: development of autonomous sources of revenue for international community, under2 adcquate control of inember states.
I Report of the I'riwident, p. 38.
1Ibid., p. 40.

A. WHo PAYS How MUCH?
Asse-ssments are determined by a standing committee of the General
Assembly, the 18-member Committee on Contributions, selected on
the basis of equitable geographic representation. 3 The scale of asessments prop)osedl by the Committee on Contributions must be approved
by a two-thirds vote of the General Assembly.
From the outset the basic guideline for apportioning expenses, set by
the General Assembly, has been capacity to pay, based on comparative
estimates of national income.4 Additional criteria, however, have also
been given the Committee by the General Assembly: (1) the ability
of members to secure foreign exchange; (2) the establishment of a
ceiling and a floor on the rate of assessments; and (3) a low per capita
income allowance. The current ceiling of 25 percent was set as a goal
in 1972 and was actually attained in 1974.1 The United States is the
only country assessed at the ceiling rate. The floor was originally
set at 0.04 percent. It was decreased to 0.02 percent in 1972 anf again
to 0.01 l)perent in 19'6.1 Under the low per capita income allowance,
members with per capita income under $1,800 and assessment rates
above the 0.01 floor are given a special allowance because of low per
cal)ita income which reduces their rate. To compensate for the rduction at the low end of the scale, meml)ers with per capita income above
$1,800 are assessed at a higher rate than they would be solely on the
basis of national income estimates.
Normally the Committee on Contributions sets assessment rates
for a :3-year p)eriodl. At the 1976 General Assembly there was so much
opposition to the scale established for 1977-79, however, tblat the
scale was adopted for 1977 only, with further directives to the Comiinittee on Contributions for redrafting a 1978-79 scale. Opposition
came from several groups of countries whose assessments were raised

3The United States iq a member of this Committee.

4 generall Assembly Resolution 14(1), Feb. 13, 1946.
3 (;eteral Assembly Rvs-lttion 2j61 B(XXVII), ),,e. 13, 1972. The Department of State Appropriations
Act (Public Law 2-514), Oct. 25, 1972, limited the U.S. contribution after D)ec. 31, 1973, to 2.5percent of the
total annual asseos-ment.
(General Assembly Resolutions aI61D(XX\'1T), Dec. 13, 1972, and 31'95A, Dec. 14, 1976, respectively.
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in the proposed scale: from some of the developed countries; from
some of the upper level developingg countries; from sonic of the poorest
countries, who argued that the floor, then set at 0.02 percent, was
too high; and above all, from the oil-producing countries, who found
their assessments raised significantly.7 Tle 1976 General Assembly
asked the Committee on Contributions to draft a new 1978-79 scale,
bearing in mind the following criteria: (1) lowering the floor to 0.01
percent; (2) trying to avoid extreme variations between two successive
scales; (3) improving the statistical measurement of capacity .to pay
b1 including additional statistical indicators; and (4) recognzing the
continuing (disparity between the economies of developed and developin, count ries.8
After examining. 18 possible statistical inlicators-such as literacy,
per capita food consumption, and energy production-which might be
alddled to national income to give a more accurate picture of capacity
to pay, the Committee concludIe(d that national income was the only
single indicator that could be statistically compiledl for all countries.9
To mitigate the extreme variations between two assessment scales
"which resulted when the 1977 scale was dIrawn up, the Committee
exten(le(d the base period for derivingg national income statistics from
3 (1972-74) to 7 years (1969-75). In a(ldition, the Comimittee male
further downwar(d adjustments in the rates of countries classified as
(levelo)ing whose assessments hlad risen substantially the previous
yea1r-11 essence, the oil prodlucing countries.
s a result) the scale adopted for 1978-79 was also controversial.
Criticism was especially sharp from the in(dlistrializedl countries, for
most of the increases were for those countries, while the rates of some
of the oil-producin,. countries were (lecreasedl."° The United States
abstained in the General Assembly vote approving the 1978-79
scale of assessments. The U.S. delegate to the Administrative and
Buinlgetary Committee of the General Assemlbly pointed out that,
illnder the 1978-79 scale of assessments, the 27 developedd member
states would be assessedl 89.04 percent of the U.N. budget, while the
120 developing countries would be assessed the remaining 10.96
percentt" The U.S. delegate was particularly critical of the rates
afsi...ned the oil-producing countries; lie argued that the new scale
of au,_sessments accordledI "insufficient responsibilities to those countries
whose incomes have risen dramatically in recent years and whose
currencyncy reserves have exlpanle(d commensurately." 12
: Th,- rats of Saudi krahia and th, TViitd Armh Emirates were quadnipled; tho,, of Iran, Iraq, and
cre iiicrvaM(el(
were AI geiia. Australia, Austria, IIelýiL'm
apore', dotililed. The oflher cotunt ries Mib, tatles s%
gi itl . lit il, 011)3, G011. :11l D democratic lput ldie, Federal Republic of ;ertnany (Grevce, Hlungary,
l-ratl , Kuwait, Libya, Malayvma, NO. ihrlards, N .,er:a, Poland, Portugal, Sipmin, Turkey, Vene'uela, and
Yuri-lavia. See United Nito!is. )liie of Piublic hIformation. Thirty-first General Asseinmbly. l,98th plenary
Tuti,, lL'. Press rvlahse (;Ai5-7S, D)ue. 14, 1176, p. 3.
solll otis 31in
15A andl3 111511,
Dee. 14, 1976.
Pi;,iral Ai;,vnitly W1,
1 United Natioiin. ('onunitte on Contributions. Report. New York, United Nations, 1977. (United
Nations. General A'winbly. Official records, 32d ses.ion. S•ipp. No. 11. United Nations. D)ocumient A/32/11),
pIar. 22, p. Iii. Hereafter cited as U.N. Document No. GAOR: 32d session. Supp. No. II(Ai32'll).
10The rats of the following countries were increased Soviet Unilotn, France, ('anialda, Italy, United Kingdomn, Ntvherland,, Sweden, Finland, U'kraine, Atistralia, Norway, South Africa, Argentini, Austria,
Dheltninm, Bulgaria, Byelorusqia, D)enmark, Moxieco, Pakistan, Trinidad and Tobago, and Yougslavia.
Aronii the oil-nrodnieing countries ratts %%eredecreased for Iran, Iraq, Kuwait, Libya, Saudi Arabia, tho
Invited Arab Frrmiratls. and VPneziue!,i. Sep United Nations. Oflice of Public Information. Thirty-second
Go(eral Assemnbly.Fifth coninlttele; 24th nieetini. Press release G{A/All/l971, Oet. 24. 1977. pp. lIa alid lb.
11Uniited States Mission to the United Nations. Press release USUN-82 (77), Oct. 21, 1977, p. 3.
12Ibid., p. 4.
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CONCLUSIONS

The report of the President considers the question of adjusting
assessment rates to reflect more accurately the ability of member
states to contribute to U.N. costs but concludes that strict adherence
to this principle would result in an increase in the U.S. rate of assessment.'3 The report therefore advises against seeking strict adherence
to the cal)acity-to-l)ay principle.
Data appears to support the criticism by the U.S. delegate at the
32d General Assembly of the fact. that, in setting the 1978-79 assessment rates, the Committee on Contributions made further adljustments downward in the rates of the oil-producing countries beyond
those resulting from extension of the base period. The Committee,
was under strong pressure from the oil-producing countries to hol(
(lown their rates in view of the steel) increases some had experienced
the previous year. Nonetheless, granting concessions beyond the more
easily quantifiable criteria of extending the base period or aJ)plying
a low )er cal)ita income allowance opens the Committee to the criticism that it reacted to political pressures from a group of member
states. The United States might try to convince other members of the,
Committee to avoid these more subjective judgments in the future.
In addition, while extension of the base period obviates the problem
of short-term fluctuations in national income, the Committee might
be encouraged to examine whether so long an extension is desirable
or whether an intermediate term, possibly 5 years, would be preferable..
The controversy over assessment scales during the last two General
Assemblies gives some indication of the difficulty of finding a formula.
acceptable to a two-thirds majority of member states. Theoretically,
removing the floor and ceiling as well as the low per capita allowance,
and basing assessments strictly on capacity to Ray, would seem the
simplest and least controversial measurement. However, in view of
the discussion at the last two General Assemblies and the pressure of
the developing countries for lowering their rates, withdrawing the
low per capita allowance would not be acceptable to the Third World
majority in the General Assembly. Furthermore, removing the ceiling,
as the report of the President pointed out, would be disadvantageous
to the United States since it would result in a rate of about 29 percent,
for the United States, instead of the present 25-percent ceiling.' 4
The main conclusion to be drawn is that setting assessment rates
for 150 member nations has become a coin plex process reflecting the
)ohitical pressures and divisions in the United Nations. It seems
likely that capacity to pay, based on national income estimates, will
remain the basic, but not the only, guideline for determining assessment rates. The criteria developedbhy the General Assembly, such as
the floor on rates and the low per cal)ita income allowance which favor
the position of the developing countries, will undoubtedly continue to
be applied since any new scale of assessment must be acceptable to the
Third World majority in the General Assembly.
Is Report of the President, pp. 35-37.
It Report of the P'resident, p. 36.
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B. How

TO PAY FOR PAST BILLS

At the 30th General Assembly in 1975 the Secretary Genera! expressed concern over the financial difficulties of the Organization aiid
the mounting financial deficit. He appealed to member states to try
anew to solve U.N. financial problems. In response to the Secretary
General's appeal, the General Assemb]W established a 54-member
Negotiating Committee on the Financial Emergency of the United
Nations with a mandate to study and recommend measures for solving the U.N.'s financial problems.'"
The Committee reported to the 1976 General Assembly that it
could not reach consensus on a solution to the U.N.'s financial problems.'" A major stumbling block has been the position of the Soviet
Union and some of the other members of the Communist bloc. First,
the Soviet Union has refused to pay )eacekeeping assessments for the
U.N. Emergency Force in the Middle East (UNEF), 1956-67, and
for the U.N. operations in the Congo (ONUC), 1960-64, on the basis
that these operations were illegal since they were established by the
General Assembly rather than the Secunrty Council.'7 Second, the
Soviet Union has withheld funds included in the regular budget for
ppeacekeeping items (mainly repayment on bonds used to finance
UNEF and ONUC) and has paid the technical assistance portion of
the regular budget in rubles, a nonconvertible currency unacceptable
in payment beyond the anticipated need for rubles. The Soviet Union
has argued that all technical assistance funding should be through
voluntary contributions and that therefore the currency of payment
should b, decided by the member state making the contribution.18
Third, while the Soviet Union has paid its assessed contributions to
UNEF II and UNDOF under the agreements establishing them in
1973 and 1974, respectively, it has refused to pay the additional assessments required by expansion of these forces following the Egypt-Israel
disengagement agreement of September 4, 1975 negotiated by U.S.
Secretary of State Kissinger. The Soviet Union has argued that it
bears no responsibility for the additional costs since it was not involved
in negotiation of the second agreement.
In the absence of a consensus on how to resolve the short-term
deficit problem, the committee proposed that a special pledging conference be called at which members and nonmembers might make
voluntary contributions in cash or cancel debts owed to them by the
United N'ations.'9 In response to this proposal the.U.S. delegate to the
Administrative and Budgetary Committee of the 32d General Assembly indicated that the United States would not be interested in
attending a pledging conference without assurances that those countries responsible for the deficit would make substantial payment of
arrearages, would stop withholding,
and would make all future pay20
ments in usable currencies.
I5
generall Ass,'mbly Rsolution 3539 (XXX), Dec. 17. 1975.
Is United Nati(,ng. N egotiatini Committe• on the Financial Emergency

of the United Nations. Tepor*.
New York, Uiit'I Nations, 1977. ( 'nitl Nations. General Assemhly. Ollicial records. 31qt suslon Supp.
No. 37. I :ited Niltions. )ocuiment A,'31/37), par. 61, p. 15. Hereafter cited as U.N. l)oeunient GAOR:
31st sssion. Stipp. No. 37 (A,1307).
17S.,- U.S. C(onr-ss. llhoise. Committee on Tntern:tional Ru blton. Subenmmittee on Tnternational
Operations. Foroinm fieltions Autthorization for Fkical Yetar 1971. lleari gs and markup. t'5th Cong., 1ct
sess. p).11,Mar. 2J, 39, 31; Apr. 5 asi! 21, 1.177. Washitton, U.S. Government Printing Oldee, I,77.App. 3,
p. 451.
"11
U.N. )oeurnent GAO R: 31st s,.pion. ,tpp. No. 37(A1 '337),p;ar. 37, p. 10.
"It
U.N. l)Dcument O AO It: 31•t session. Sup)p. No. 37(A.'31/37), par. 49, p. 13
20U.S. Mission to the United Nations. Press release USUN-'J3(77), Nov. 2, 1977, p. 3.
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CONCLUSIONS

The report of the President suggested exploring the possibility
of liquidating the short-term deficit through voluntary contributions
from member states.2" The report reiterated, however, that the United
States was unwilling to participate in a special pledging conference for
this purpose without assurances of payment from those countries
responsible for the deficit. Some countries have already paid portions
of funds previously withheld on grounds of principle. Beginning in 1972,
for example, France started paying its portion of the U.N. bond
expenditure for UNEF and ONUC, which it has previously refused
to pay.22 In 1974 Albania reversed its position and began paying the
technical assistance portion of the regular budget, including arrears,
in U.S. dollars.23 However, the Soviet Union has consistently maintained the position that all items included in the deficit were in violation of the charter. There is nothing in the public record to suggest
that the Soviet Union, one of the major delinquents, is likely to change
its position in the near future.
Thus, from the U.S. point of view there would seem to be little purpose in calling a special pledging conference. A more useful approach
might be simply to encourage members once again to make voluntary
contributions to a special account established for that purpose.

C. How To

FINANCE FUTURE NEEDS

The report of the President discusses sketchily four frequently
suggested categories of possible sources of independent revenue for the
United Nations: (1) Revenue from services performed by U.N. agencies; (2) charges on international commerce, communications, or movement of persons; (3) voluntary contributions; and (4) revenue from
exploitation of the deep seabed, outer space, or Antarctica.2 The report expresses support for the development of autonomous sources of
revenue for the United Nations as a long-term goal and recommends
that the United Nations undertake a study of this problem. The
report does not, however, examine any of the proposed revenueproducing schemes in detail nor does it explain how the requirement
"l)rovided that we and other nations retain adequate control of the
budget" 21 might be met..
A recent study of possible new methods of financing international
programs by the Brookings Institution, on the other hand, carefully
examines a number of independent fintancing schemes and concludes
that two of the most promising revenue-raising possibilities are: (1)
An ad valorem tax on international trade commodities; and (2)
economic rents from the exploitation of manganese nodules on the
ocean floor.27 The study also proposed a tax on polluters of the marine
environment and suggested that the proceeds from this tax could be
used exclusively for environmental programs.

11Report of the President, p. 39.
"21
U.N.

I)ocuwnnt GAOR: 31st session. Supp. No. 37 (A/31/37), par. 32, p. 9.
3 U.N. i)ocnmeint (AOR: 31st session. Supp. No. 37 (A/31/37), par. 38, p. II.
24The report of the Negotiating Committee on the Financial Emergency of the United Nations noted that
27 menmber nations had already contributed 3 million to such an account. U.N. Document GAO R: 31st,
session. Siupp. No. 37 (.%/31/37), par. 47, p. 13.
2, Report of the President, pp. 38-41.
H Report of the President, p. 40.
27Steinherg, Eleanor iB.and Joseph A. Yager. New Means of Financing International Needs. Washington
D.C., The Brookings Institution, 1978. 250 pp.
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The Brookings study discussed at length the legal antl administrative problems involved in putting these revenue-raisin, possibilities into effect. It concluded that all would require format' treaty arrangements. It recognized the fact that taxing trade and polluters
would be a revolutionary step in that it would impose taxes on firms
and individuals on behalf of the international community. It noted
that at the present time the international community has no legal
claim to any J)art of the ocean or its resources and that only if the Lvaw
of the Sea Conference is able to agree on an international regime over
the seabed will the deep-ocean resources be available to the international community. It ob)serve(l that each of' these possible proposals
would require new administrative machinery and provisions for disbursing revenues.
Some other frequently suggested proposals for raising independent
revenue for the United Nations might meet less resistance from member states, but it is generally concluded that they would raise only
marginal amounts of revenue. One example is charges for services. In
addition to the activities the United Nations already engages in-the
sale of U.N. stamps, publications, anl television services; and the
operation of a gift shop and cafeteria-it has been suggested that, tile
Lnitet! Nations might charge service fees for the pre )aration of research,
for technical advice, and for issuing international health certificates
through the World Health Organization or international radio licenses
through the International Telecommunication Union. A study on U.N.
financing published by the Brookings Institution in 1964, however,
concluded that service charges (lid not hold much promise of becoming
a significant source of additional revenue.2" In several instances the
overhead costs would be out of proportion to the income. The 1964
study on U.N. financing expressed the view that levying licensing
charges on radio stations was the only projected service charge that
might bring in enough revenue to make its application worthwhile.
CONCLUSIONS

The proposal of the United States to support a study within the
United Nations of possible sources of revenue for the international
community seems timely. The 1978 Brookings study, New Means of
Financing International Needs, was pessimistic concerning the ability
of the international community to meet growing expectations of
financial needs with currently available means of mobilizing funds."
The increasing cost, for peacekeeping, to cite just one example, was
underscored by the Secretary General's recent proposal for a 7,500man force for Namibia at an estimated cost of $300 million, more than
one-half again the regular assessed U.N. budget for 1978.30 Thus, even
if many of the proposals mentioned in the 1978 Brookings study and in
the report of the President are not immediately acceptable to member nations, there is a strong argument for beginning to think seriously
about sul)p)lemental sources of revenue for the U.N. system. The only
alternatives to sup lemental sources of revenue would seem to be
either curtailing U.N. programs or substantial increases in contributions from member states.
21 Stoessinger, John 0. and Associates. Financing the United Nations System. Washington, D.C., The
Brookings Institutijn, 1964. p. 271.
" Steinherg and Yager, op. cit., p. 16.
10The Washington Post, Aug. 31, 1978: Al. The total assessed budget for 1978 was $487,771,199 (source:
Hearings on Department of State Appropriations for 1979, p. 659).
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A major criticism of the President's report is its failure to examine
more thoroughly proposals for independent sources of revenue for the
United Nations, such as those discussed in the 1978 Brookings study.
Any of the schemes for independent revenue raise a number of very
intricate and important problems that need to be carefully examine( .
For example, how should funds be collected, how should they be controlled, and what should they be used for? The President's report,
does not attempt to explain what it means by the statement that.
funds should be under the adequate control of member states. The
protracted negotiations in the Law of the Sea Conference reveal the
difficulty of reaching agreement on an international regime and or"ganization dealing with seabed resources. The legal and administrative
problems that would have to be worked out to implement the other
proposals would be equally difficult to resolve, if not more so.
U.N. financing is an area of particular importance to Congress
because of its appropriations power. Therefore Congress itself might
want to look closely at some of the recent suggestions for independent
sources of revenue. The basic question that will have to be grappled
with is the issue of granting limited revenue-raising power to the
United Nations at some point in the future versus what at this moment appear to be the only two alternatives: raising assessments of
member states or curtailing U.N. programs.
The 1978 Brookings study suggested one possible starting point for
discussions of this issue. It devotedd special attention to environmental
programs as an area of increasing need for funds and one where international responsibility can be most clearly established since a significant degree of international cooperation is required for certain programs such as decreasing pollution of the atmosphere and ocean. The
proposal to tax ,olluters of the marine environment-tankers that.
spill oil through chronic emissions or accidents and companies that
pollute through offshore drilling-was viewed as a source of revenue
that could appropriately be devoted exclusively to environmental
programs. A further purpose of the proposal was environmental protection: to encourage polluters to buy pollution-abating equipment by
reducing the tax on those that use such equipment..
This was the proposal that drew the most interest and support at,
an international conference on new means of financing international
needs sponsored by the Brookings Institution in March 1977.1' There
was whide acceptance of the idea that polluters should pay for the damage they cause to the marine environment. Several participants
thought such a tax was more likely to win early approval than any
other measure discussed at the conference.
In view of the response, perhaps this proposal is one that could be
suggested for early study and consideration. In spite of the fact that.
implementing this proposal would involve a grant of taxing power to
the international community, the limited nature of the grant might
make this tax more acceptable to governments than a more general
revenue tax, such as an a(l valorem tax on trade. Furthermore, if the
Proceeds were used exclusively for a related environmental purposeor example, nropitoring pollution of the ocean-its chances for acceptance might be improved.
"31
For asummary of the conference
47-009--79-----4

and a list of participants, see Steinberg and Yager, op. cit., pp. 243-2501
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One other proposal for financing environmental programs referred
to by the Brookings study could be explored if there were sufficient
interest and support in the Congress for it: To encourage tax-deductible private voluntary contributions to the U.N. Environment Program.
U.S. contributions to such an effort could be channeled through an
organization such as U.S. People for the United Nations, Inc., a
nonprofit organization which solicits and receives contributions from
individuals and organizations for U.N. humanitarian projects, including environmental programs. Should the United States decide to
launch an appeal for private contributions to the U.N. environment
program, or for other U.N. programs, other countries might follow the
the U.S. example.

V. UNITED NATIONS TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE
Recognizing the fact that stability and well-being are an essential
basis for peaceful and friendly relations among nations, article 55 of
the United Nations Charter commits U.N. members to promote:
Higher standards of living, full employment, and conditions of economic and social progress and development; and solutions of international economic, social, health, and related problems. Article 60
grants the General Assembly and, under its authority, the Economic
and Social Council (ECOSOC) responsibility for carrying out U.N.
functions in this area.
From its beginnings the United Nations has been involved in
economic assistance programs. The scope of these programs, initially rather modest, has gradually expanded, particularly during the
last two decades under pressure from the new and economically less
advanced countries that have joined the Organization since 1960.
Broadly speaking, U.N. economic assistance activities can be divided
into two categories: (1) technical assistance, under discussion here,
and (2) capital assistance, or the loans and grants provided through
international financial institutions such as the International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development and the regional banks. U.N.
technical assistance consists essentially of the following: (1) provision
to developing countries of experts to work in advisory, training, and
sometimes operational capacities; (2) limited amounts of specialized
equil)inent and technical services; and (3) fellowships for advanced
study abroad by nationals of developing countries.1 Technical assistance is a complement to investment activities; it does not involve
loans or grants.
The nature of the U.N. system has resulted in decentralization of
U.N. technical assistance activities. Not only the United Nations itself, but virtually all of the specialized agencies-each with its own
constitution and decisionniaking machinery-engage in technical
assistance activities. The sjeciahize(! agencies are brought into relationship with the United Nations through agreements between the
agency and the United Nations, as provided for in article 57 of the
Charter.! All report annually to the United Nations. In addition,
under article 63(2) of the Charter the Economic and Social Council
is given responsibility for coordinating the activities of the specialized
agencies. In actual fact, however, the agencies have a large measure of
autonomy.
I T.S. Congress. House. Committee on International Relation.q. Subcommittee on Interna.
tional Organizations. Foreign Assistance Legislation for Fhsal Year 1979 ( pt. 4). hlear.
Wings, 95th Cong. 2(d session. Feb. 15, 16, 28; Mar. 7 and 9. 1978. Washington, U.S.
Government Printing Office, 197,. App. 9, p. 597. Hereafter cited as House Hearings on
Fore•i•n Assistance Legislation for Fiscal Year 1979 (pt. 4).
" For a diicu•ision of the content of these agreenw, ts see GoTodrich. Leland, Edvard iambro, and Anne
Simons. "Charter of the United Nations" Ccmmrentary and i)ocumnients." Third revised edition. New
York and London, ('olumbia University Piess, 1969!. pP. 421-425.
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As one author has pointed out, decentralization has had both
advantages and disadvantages as far as U.N. technical assistance
programs are concerned. 3 A major advantage has been that the structure and operating procedures of each agency can be adapted to the
practical needs oF cooperation in that particular subject area. Tihe
disadvantages, on the other hand, have become increasingly apparent
as technical assistance activities have expanded. Decentralization
has encouraged"einpire building" and has resulted in a proliferation
of organs and committees with overlapping functions. It has raised
serious problems of coordination. It has been criticized as inefficient
and noncost effective.
Another problem has been the financing of technical ar.sistance
activities. Initially all U.N. technical assistance activities and those
of many of the specialized agencies were financed through the regultir
assessed budgets of the organizations. As a result of pressure for
expansion of technical assistance, supplemental programs were set up,
Iiinanced by voluntary contributions: the U.N. Expandled Program of
Technical Assistance in 1949 and the U.N. Special Fund in 1958, which
were combined under the U.N. Development Program (UNDP) in
1965.1 Thus, today some technical assistance is financed through
budget assessments and some through voluntary contributions. In
some specialized agencies, such as the World Health Organization, a
relatively large portion is funded through assessments; in others, the
portion is relatively small. In addition to UNDP, a number of special
purpose voluntary trust funds have sprung up, both in the United
"Nationsitself and in the specialized agencies. The question
of how technical assistance should be funded has become a controversial issue.
Emphasizing the responsibility of the United Nations to stimulate
economic development in the less developed areas of the world,
Third World countries have been pressing for the commitment of
more assessed budget funds to technical assistance activities. Donor
countries, on the other hand, would prefer to fund technical assistance
through voluntary contribut.ions.A
A 1;eneral recognition among member states that the U.N. structure
was inadequate to deal effectively with the growing demands for
international involvement in economic development problems led to
the creation in 1974 of a group of experts to study the problems of
organization and coordination in the economic and social sectors.' In
1975 the General Assembly established an Ad Hoc Committee on the
Restructuring of the Economic and Social Sectors of the United
Nations System to examine the conclusions of the group of experts

anti to prepare detailed proposals for restructuring.! After 2 years of
study and of working out compromises, the Committee in 1977 presented its proposals to the 32d General Assembly, where they were
IGoodrich, Leland M. "The United Nations in a Changing World." New York and London, Columbia
University Press, 1974. pp. 217-219.

4 (General Assembly Resolutions 304(IV), Nov. 16, 1949, 1240(XIII), Oct. 14, 1958, and 2029(XX), Nov. 2'2,
15. respectively.

I In the closing days of the 95th Congress an amendment to the Department of State appropriations for
1979 was adopted specifying that none of the U.S. assessed contributions to the United Nations or specialized agencies for fiscal 1979 could be used for technical assistance. Contending that the effect of this amendment was to preclude acceptance of any portion of the U.S. contributions for 1979 since these organizations
do not accept restricted funds, the executive.branco hls indicated its intention to seek restoration of the
tec!mnical assistanc4.funds and iliminiation of the retrictivq lkngtiiW. Pee Washington Post, Oct. 14, 1978:
Al, 12.
0 General Assembly Resolution ?343(XXIX), Dec. 17, 1974.
1General Assembly Resolution 3362(8-VII), Sept. 16, 1975.
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adlopted by consensus.8 Some of the proposals have direct, bearing on
U.N. technical assistance activities, particularly on the problem of
improving coordination.
There was no discussion of the problems of coordinating and funding
Technical assistance activities in the Special Committee on the Charter.
The proposals listed under "Other Countries Proposals" were among
those suggested by the Ad Hoc Committee on Restructuring and
adopted by the General Assembly at its 32d session. It should be
noted that, as a member of the Ad Hoc Committee on Restructuring,
the United States participated in formulating these proposals anti
that the United States was included in the consensus that approved
them. Some of the proposals of the United States are virtually identical
with those adopted at. the 32d General Assembly. Others would carry
implementation a step further than agreed upon at. the 32d General
Assembly. Still others present the U.S. view of how U.N. technical
assistance activities should be funded.
U.S. PROPOSALS

OTHER COUNTRIES PROPOSALS

Cvntra~ly coordinate and program
U.N. t,,unical assistance activities
through UNDP.'

General Assembly should consider
establishing single governing body for
management and control of Y.N.
operational activities for development..2
At country level, coordinate U.N.
assistance activities through3 UNI)P
country-programing process.
Overall responsibility for operational
activities at country level should be
entrusted to single official.5

Strengthen liaison role of UNDP resid,.nt representative.'
Enhance role of UNDP in setting
standard for project appraisal, execution, monitoring, and evaluation.6
Press for reduced direct involvenwnt lby UNDP headquarters in details of individual projects. 7
Work to achieve uniformity of
programing, budgeting, and accounting methods among till U.N. 8bodies
involved in technical assistance.
Expand evaluation efforts, especially by Joint Inspection Unit.'0
Fund U.N. technical assistance activities primarily through voluntary
contributions; resist expansion of technical assistance programs through ass,..-ed contributions; andl limit technical assistance funding through assessnients to programs of common benefit.' 2

v

Achieve ma ximum uniformity of
administrative, financial, budgetary,
personnel, and planning procedures.
Improve

ev 'aluation

Report of the President, p. 48.
Uvcral Assembly Resolution 32/197, Dec. 20, 1977, Annex, par. 35, p. 9.
I Ibid., par. :3Q,
p. 8-9.
4 Report of the President, p. 48.
6 (Gneral Assembly Resolution 32/197, Dec. 20, 1977, Annex, par. 34, p. 9.
I Report of the President, p. 48.
Idem.
Ibid., pp. 6-7.
General Assembly Resolution 32/197, Dec. 20, 1977, Annex, par. 32, p. 8.
G
10Report of the President, p. 7.
1' General Assembly Resolution 32/197, Dec. 20, 1977, Annex, par. 42, p. 10.
"12
Report of the President, pp. 48-49.
2

1General Assembly Resolution 32/197, Dec. 20, 1977.

procedures.-"
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Support UNDP as major channel for
voluntary funding of U.N. technical
assistance.'1
Explore possibility of pledging voluntary contributions on long-term
basis."

10old single annual U.N. pledging
conference for all U.N. operational
activities for develol)ment.1p

13Ibid., p. 48.
" IIbid., p. 49.
"is
General Assembly Resolution 32/197, Dec.
20, 197;, Annex, par. 31, p. 8.

A.

ROLE

OF

THE

UNDP

Because there is general agreement among U.N. members that
better coordination of U.N. technical assistance is essential, there
was some discussion in the Ad Hoc Committee on Restructuring of
the possbility of establishing a single governing body to manage all
U.N. and specialized agency technical assistance programs. Only
the United Nations Environment Program, the United Nations Children's Fund, and the World Food Program would be excluded from thi,;
centralizing process. Since the committee was unable to reach a decision, however, it proposed simply that the General Assembly give
consideration to establishing such a body.
The report of the President raises several arguments against
centralizing all technical assistance activities under one governing
body, among them that "it would require a total rewriting of all the
constitutions of the specialized agencies, probably in combination
with a revision of the U.N. Charter, so that General Assembly or
ECOSOC actions could override the decisions and constitutions of
the specialized agencies." 1 This interpretation would seem to give
broader powers to such a body than intended by the Ad hoc Committee on Restructuring. The Committee's proposal was founded on a
U.N. Development
suggestion
made by Authority
the group toof administer
experts for the establishment of a
and manage all technical
assistance funds.'" Under this proposal the separate identity of the
funds would be maintained. In addition, while the U.N. Development
Authority would be responsible for operating the programs, the
specialized agencies would still have a substantive policymaking role
in their area of expertise and the various secretariats would still be
called upon to provide substantive support services.
In fact, the U.S. proposals for strengthening the role of UNDP in
technical assistance activities would seem to include many of the
functions contemplated for the U.N. Development Authority proposed by the group of experts. Since this is the case, this is an area
where U.S. initiatives could be useful in directing attention to a possible alternative to establishing a new body. First of all, since much of
the emphasis in the restructuring effort has been on streamlining,
there might be less resistance to strengthening an already existing
organ than to creating a new one. The Communist bloc countries, for
example, indicated in the Ad Hoc Committee on Restructuring that
they were opposed to establishing any additional organs as part of the
restructuring process."
I10Report
of the President. p. 40.
For a discussion of this proposal,

see "A New United Nations Structure for Global Economic Cooperation: Report of the Group of Experts on the Structure of the United Nations System." Now York,
United Nations, 1975. (United Nations. Document E/AC.62/9). par. 134-161, pp. 40-47.
11United Nations. General Assembly. Ad Hloc Committec on the Restructuring of the Economic and'
Social Sectors of the United Nations System. Report. New York, United Nations, 1978. (United Nations.
General Assembly. Official records, 32d session. Supp. No. 34. Document A/32/34). par. 2, p. 45.
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Furthermore, the UNDP already has in place certain structures
that would seem to equip it well for a broader coordinating and programing role. Its :17-member Governing Council is elected I)y the Economic and Social Council from among states members of the United
Nations or of the specialized agencies on the basis of balanced reipresentation between developed andl dIevelop)ing countries. UNDP is
managed by an Administrator responsible to the Governing Council.
An advisory committee, the Inter-Agency Consultative Board comprised of tie U.N. Secretary General, the executive heads of the
specialize(l agencies, andl the executive directorss of special U.N.
technical assistance
level.funds has a consultative andl coordinating role
at headquarters
In addition, in 1970 the General Assembly established the framework for coordination of technical assistance at the country level when
it instituted the UNDP country- programing process.' 2 ;he country
pJrogram was to be formulatedl l)y the recipient country in cooperation
with representatives of the U.N. system and in conjunction with national development plans. The General Assemblydirective called for
efforts at all levels to coordinate all sources of assistance in the U.N.
system. At the country level the UNNDP resident representative was
assigned the role of "team leader" with overall responsibility for carrying out U.N. technical assistance programs.
The restructuring resolution adoptedl)y the 32(1 General Assembly
recognized the potential role of UNDP at the country level when it
called for coordination of U.N. technical assistance activities through
the UNDP cot|ntry-progtraming I)rocess. Tei restructuring resolut ion
also stated that overall responsibility for, and coordination of technical assistance at the country level, should be entruisted to at single
official. The question arises: Could not the UNt)P resident rep)resentative be assigned this role, as suggested by the United States and
as envisioned when the couitry- )rograming process was set up in 1970?
Thus, the United States could explore with other member states
all its proposals for strengthening the role of UNI)P with a view to
drafting more comprehensive terms of reference for UNDP throu)lgh
General Assembly resolution if there is majority support for the U.S.
approach. In addition, the United States could also discuss its proposals with the appropriate departments, of the UN. Secretariat and
with the secret ariats of the specialized agencies, since the effectiveness
of the p)rol)osals leipen(ls in the final instance on the willingness of the
various secretariats to cooperate in the process of expanding the
UNDP role.
The issue of strengthening the role of UNDP is closely tied in with
the overall restructuring of the U.N. economic and social sector set
in motion by the 32d General Assembly and (lescrib)ed briefly in the
report of the Presidlent., Possibly one of the most important aspects
of the restructuring was the creation of a new U.N. Secretariat post,
that of Director General for Development and International Economic Cooperation, ranking directlyy below the Secretary General and
on a par with the heads of the specialized agencies. Kenneth Dadzie,
the Ghanian (diplomat who was chairman of the Ad Hloc Committee
on Restructuring, was selected by the Secretary General for the post,
with a general mandate to insure effective leadership and coordination

i General A.remhly Rowilution 268
is Report of the President, pp. 41-43.

(XXV), Dec. 11, 1970.
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of all U.N. activities in the field of development and international economic cooperation."4 The report of thePresident indicated the intention
of bringing to the attention of the new Director General, for his pri-

ority consi(derat ion, the U.S. proposals for improving the effectiveness
of U.N. technical assistance. Should Congress wish to follow up on
Ihis issue, it might ask the executive branch if this has been done and
what response the U.S. initiative received from the Director General
or other Secretariat officials.
Also connected with the issue of improving the U.N. technical

asis,;tance effort was a restructuring directive for reorganization of

the Department of Economic and Social Affairs in the U.N. Secretariat. In accordance with this directive, the Secretary General drafted a

plan for regrouping tile Department of Economic and Social Affairs
into four new units, including a Department of Economic Cooperation
for Development and a Department of Technical Cooperation for
Development."' This plan raises the question of what effect regrouping
in the Secretariat might. have on the role of UNDP.
B. OTHER RESTRUCTURING ISSUES
In addition to strengthening the role of UNDP, two other suggestion-; for administrative improvements were proposed in the report of
the President: to try to develop compatible methods of programing,
budgetingn, and accounting among all the different U.N. technical
a,.i.;tance programs anti agencies; and to improve evaluation methods.
There was general agreement in the Ad Hoc Committee on Restructunring that coordinating and interrelating technical assistance and
ot her economic development programs is made more difficult uy the
fact that the various agencies involved are on different budget cycles
and use different. programing and accounting methods. Thus, some of
1he restructuring p)rol)osals suggested by the Ad Hoc Committee and
ad1lopted by the General Assembly were directed toward the goal of
harmonizing planning, bi dgeting, and other procedures of all U.N.
azetcie s and ~prog.rams.' For example, the restructuring resolution
raf/lirmed the role of the Committee for Program and Coordination as
tile main subsidiary or-an of ECOSOC and the General Assembly for
planning, programing, and coordinate ion atin called for improvements
in its work metho(]s. The report of the President mentioned this
('ommittee as one of the intergovernmental bodies the United States
wolhd work through to implement its proposal.' 7 In this connection,
several questions come to mind: Does the United States have any
specific suggrestions for improving the work methods of the Committee
for Program and Coordination? If so, have they been proposed yet in
tie Committee? What other organs have a role in this process? Has
tie United States offered any proposals for improving their
I'mictioning?
1'Now York Times, Mar. 9, 1978: A2.
"Is
United Nations. General Assembly.

Restructurinig of the Economic and Social Sectors of the U'nited
Nationss System: Proposed Program Budget for the Biennium 1978-79: Administrative and Financial
Implications of the Draft Report of the A(: Hoe Committee on the Restructuring of the Economic and
Social Sectors of the United Nations System. U.N. Doe. A/C.5132j8, Dec. 12,1977. Section I1 1if, par. 52-117,
pp. 12-24.
s t;eneral Assomhly Resolution 32'197, Dec. 20, 1977, Annex, par. 37-58, pp. 9-13.
", Report of the Presidetnt, pp. 6-7.
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At the Secretariat support level the restruct firing resolution stiu-

gete( st reamIlining tihe A(dhinistrative ( 'ommiittee on ( 'oo(ldination0
an[ making maximum use instea(l of a(d hoc arl'angements for coor(limating the sUpp)ort functions of the U.N. an(1 specialized agency
secretariats (intersecretariat). Several additional qliestions might be
asked: Does the executive branch favor this ad hoc approach? Does
the United States have other su.ggestions for har'monizing intersec|'etariat support functions? If so, have they been disclissed with U.N.
and ao'ency secretariat officials and withI ot her member states?
With regard to improving evaluation methods, both the General
Assembly resolution on restructuring and the report of the President
suggeste(d that evaluation methods should be iniJprove(l but offered
no specific proposals. A 1977 report by the Senate Committee on
Government Operations concluded that the U.N. Joint Inspection
Unit, referred to in the report of the President, had not, providled
adequate independent evaluation of U.N. programs."s The report
noted that the recommendations of the Joint Inspection Unit were
not binding and often did not receive close attention from the international organization concerned or from member states. Followup
questions might also be useful in this instance, for example: What
improvements would need to be made in the Joint Inspection Unit
to transform it into an effective evaluation organ? What other steps
could be taken to make U.N. evaluation methods more effective?
C. FUNDING OF

U.N.

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS

There is basic disagreement between the developing and the
developed world on how U.N. technical assistance programs should
be funded. The developing countries view international cooperation
for development as a primary resl)onsiiblity of the United Nations.
To insure a basic level of funding for technical assistance they have
exerted increasing l)ressure for funding through the regular assessed
budgets of the United Nations andl specialized( agencies.
The United States and many of the other( developed countries, on
the other hand, have resisted pressures for expanldiIng technical
assistance through assessed budgets. In its fiscal year 1979 butLvet,
submission to the Subcommittee on International Organizations of the
House Committee on International Relations, the Department of
State outlined the main advantages of funding through voluntar"v
contributions; namely that voluntary funding gives donorss plol-e
control over the magnitude, direction, content, and performne of
the program and that voluntary funds can be withdrawn from i)rograms which donors do not support.'9
Thus, the report of the President proposed that the major portion
of U.N. technical assistance be funded by voluntary contributions
and, in accordance with the U.S. eml)hasis on the central role of
UNDP, through UNDP. The report acknowledged, however, that it
would not be feasible to eliminate assessed funding of technical
assistance entirely since some technical assistance has been traditionally funded through regular budget assessments and since the conisU.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on Government Operation.IU.S. Participation in International
Organizations. Washington, U.S. Government Printing Office, 1977. p. 26. (95th Cong. 1st sess. Committee print). Also issued as S. Doc. M5-50.
"it
House H1earings on Foreign Assistance Legislation for Fiscal Year 1979 (pt. 4), app. 9, p. 610.
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stitutions of some of the specialized agencies specifically provide for
financing technical assistance through the assessed budget. The report
establislhed I general criterion for determining whether the United
States would support funding through assessed contributions: if the
program would be of common benefit to countries other than the
primary recipient. This might be true, for example, of World Health
Organization efforts to eradlicate certain widespread diseases. In less
cleareut cases, however, it mig_.ht be more difficult to assess whether
or not a progriram would be of common benefit. Thus, the following
(Ilustions mnillt be l)ertinent: Does the Department of State intend
to press for strict adherence to this criterion in the various governing
bodies? Is there support for this position among other developed
countries? Is it possible in every instance to make an objective determuination that a technical assistance program will be of common
benefit?
The United States proposal for multivear pledging of voluntary
Contributions is an attempt to reach a compromise with ,he Thlird
World over the issue of funding technical assistance. In its 1979
biid'(,et submission the State Department expressed the view that
longer-term voluntary commitments might be an effective countermeasure to pressures for additional assessed funding.20 This approach
could be trie(l with UNDP ii, particular. Some Third World members
expresse(l a willingness during the deliberations of the Negotiating
Committee on the Financial Emergency of the United Nations to
consider removing technical assistance funding from the regular U.N.
b)dl(g,(ret if voluntary contributions to UNDP in an equal or greater
2
iatount could be assured. 1
In a(ldition, a recent report published by the American Society of
International Law pointed out that longer-term planning is necessary
to meet the development needs of recil)ient countries and that shortterm voluntary funding places serious limitations on planning because
of t he uncertainty of adequate finances.12 The report concluded:

One obvious alternative to this uncertainty is to resort to
the assessment mechanism to insure that financial resources
meet targeted levels. If this alternative is not to become
irresistible, serious attention must be given to updating the

voluntary funding mechanism through longer term pledges
to match the needs of efficient programing and operation.•

Multiyear pledging is an option which Congress would want to
examine carefully, however, since it affects the congressional authorization and appropriations process. The Department of State noted
in its 1979 budget submission that longer-term commitments "would
have to be conditional upon the congressional appropriations process
and upon satisfactory performance in the use of these funds." 2 Nonetheless, multiyear commitments would mark a departure from current

20Hiouse Hearings on Foreign Assistance Legislation for Fiscal Year 1979 (pt. 4), app. 9, p. 019.
21United Nations. Negotiating Committee on the Financial Emergency of the United Nations. Report.
Now York. United Nations, 1977. (United Nations, General Assembly. Official records, 31st session. Supp.
No. 37. ('nitod Nations. Document A/31/37), par. 42, p. 11.
22Kay, David A. Technical Assistance Through the Regular Budgets of the United Nations Specialized
Agencies: An Analysis of the Issues. Washington, D.C. The American Society of International Law, August

1979. p. 31.
"23
Kay. oP. cit., p. 31
24house Hearings on Foreign Assistance Legislation for Fiscal Year 1979 (pt. 4), app. 9. p. 619.
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practice anti Congress would want to insure that it retained adequate
control over the process.
Another suggestion raise(] by the Department of State in hearings
but not p)ropose(l in the report of the President is the possibility of
r'eversing the U.S. position on funling technical assistance and accept,ng assessment for funding of UNDP in exchange for weighted voting
on a limited range of issues, such as adoption of the budget.25 While it
seems unlikely that this suggestion would attract wi(lesprea(d support
111110n1( U.N. members-as the report of the President concludes-it
could i)e further explored were it to arouse sufficient interest. Before
such at major reversal of U.S. policy could be seriously considered, however, the consequences of such a step in terms of U.S. interests would
neeld to be examine(].
The only prOl)oosal on funding technical assistance in the General
Assernlfly restructuring resolution was the suggestion to hol( a single
annual P)le(lging conference for all U.N. technical assistance activities
fun(led by voluntary contributions, with provision for earmarking contriI)utions for specific programs. To hell) it asses this p)rol)osal, Congr(,ss Migfht ask the executive branch: How does the State Department
view this prol)osal? Could a single pledging conference be a useful
VehiCIe for encouraging channeling contribute ions through UNDP
rather than through separate programs?
D. CONCLUSIONS
'l'lie restructuring resolution adopted by the 822d General Assembly
count aine(d wide-ran(.in,_ l)ro0posals on the economic andl social sectors of
the U.N. system at a'l levels: Central l)olicyniaking in the General
Assenldvly and E('C)S( (', interagency, secretariat support services,
aim olIerational programs such as UNDP. As the Secretary General
11ani the new 1)irector General for Development p)rocee(d with imnple;nentattion of the resolution, andl as the General Assembly anti
E('()SOC are called upon for further policy decisionss regarding implementalion, the United States has the opportunity to press for consideration of its p)rol)osedl reforms both in the Secretariat and in policymnaking organs such as the General Assembly and ECOS()('. The
question of the role of UNDP is central to the restructuring and
strengthening of U.N. technical assistance activities.
if. UNDP is to piay the central role prol)osedl for it 1)y the United
States in the President's report, however, some solution must be
found to the l)roblemn of funding technical assistance. The report, of
the Presi(lent points out that less than one-half of all U.N. system
technical assistance programs are financed 1)y UNDP to(lay. 'The
remnain(ler, andi ar increasing portion, are financed through regular
I)ud(ets and through special purpose voluntary trust funds in the U.N.
and specialized agencies. The liqui(dity crisis suffered by UNDP in
late 1975, caused in part by a declinee in voluntary contributions,
7
seriously ero(ldel confi•enee in its effectiveness.Y
Multiyear pledging iniilOt restore some confidence in voluntary
contributions through UNI)P, thereby counteracting Third World
21 Report of the President, p. 2.5.
A Report of the President, p. 44.

21 For

,

a discussion of the reý!uts of VN DP's liquidity crisis in 1975, seo Kay, op. cit., pp. 22-23.
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pressures for increased astsessed funding of technical assistance. On the
other handle, it wouhl re(jliite lhe UniteCl States to make commitments
for more than I vear at a t ime. Given the importance of this pr!'oblemQ
and CongressionfII control over funding, this issue seems particularly
appropriate for close scrutiny in Co-ngress. Should Congress (lecidle to
enm. ,ura..e the executive to pursue the possibility of multiyear p)ledlging, it, could make clear its position through a resolution of support.

VI. GREATER USE OF THE INTERNATIONAL COURT OF
JUSTICE (ICJ)
When the United Nations was created in 1945, a major role was
foreteen for the International Court of Justice: Article 92 of the U.N.
carterer made the Court the "principal judicial organ of the United
Nations." Under article 93, all members of the United Nations became
"ipso fecto parties to the Statute of the International Court of Justice."
TodIay, there is general agreement, however, that the Court has not
played the major role anticipated for it. In a speech before the Ameri(ca-n Society of International Law, April 25, 1970, Secretary of State
Rogers referred to the Court as the "neglected-in fact, moribundInternational Court of ,Justic'e." (Others have spoken of a "crisis of
(confi(lence" in the International Court. 2 A\s noted in the report of the
President, "Use of the Court has diminished to the point that at times
there have been no cases at all on its (locket."''
Why? This question has been rather fully addressed in the United
States since 1970 and, through U.S. initiative, in the United Nations.
Several problems have been raised, includin,, (1) a lack of confidence
ofl'Third World countries in an international legal system and principles
of international law( developed by the Western industrialized worlhl,
andI (2) procedural problems within the Court, among them delays in
a(djul(lication and the expense to states of initiating Vroceedings in the
('lort. The basic problem, however, is a siml)le one: rhe unwillingness
of states to refer disputes to the Court unless they are certain of winning the case.4 This reluctance to submit to the judgment of the Court
is evidenced by the fact that of the 150 states which were parties to
the statute as of July 31, 1977, only 45 had accepted as compulsory
the jurisdiction of the Court under article 36(2) of the Statute.5
Furthermore, many of those states that. have accepted compulsory
juriir(liction, including the United States, have restricted their ac('epttinces with reservations. Under the Connally reservation the United
States can block the Court's jurisdiction in any case brought, against
it by claiming that the issue is within its domestic jurisdiction.
I The Rule of Law and the Settlement of International Disputes. Department of State Bulletin, May 18,
1970 62.3.
2 Anand, R. P. Role of International Adjudication. In (ross, LIo, ed. The Future of the International
('olurt of .ustice. v. 1. New York, Oceana P'ublications, Inc., 1976. p. 1.
SReport of the President, p. 13.
SThe Rule of Law and the Settlement of International Disputes. Department of State Bulletin, May 18,
970' 62.1-424.
SInternational

Court of Justice. Yearbook 1976-77. No. 31. The league, International Court of Justice,
1977, p. 49. Three countries which are not members of the United Nations-Liechtenstein, San Marino,
and Switzerland-are parties to the Statute of the International Court of Justice. Art. 36(2) of the Statute
provides: "The states parties to the present Statute may at any time declare that they recognize as coinpul'ory ipso facto and without special agreement, in relation to any other state accepting the same obligation. the Jurisdiction of the Court in all legal disputes concerning: (a) the interpretation of a treaty; (b) any
question of International law; (c) the existence of any fact which, If established, would constitute a breach of

an international obligation; (d) the nature or extent of the reparation to be made for the breach of an International obligation."
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In spite of its reservations about submitting to the compulsory
jurisdiction of the Court, however, the United States has searched
actively for ways to increase use of the Court. There have been two
themes in the U.S. approach: Strengthening the U.S. commitment to
the Court, and reform of the Court itself. Secretary Roger's speech
contained several proposals for strengthening the Court, among them
allowing additional international organizations and states access to
advisory opidnons, and making certain procedural improvements such
as establishing regional chambers.' Similar proposals were suggested
by the Lodge Commission and by the Katzenbach Panel, a national
policy panel established in 1970 by the United Nations Association.' In
addition, the Lodge Commission recommended that the United
States support amendment of the Court's statute to allow the United
Nations, regional organizations, and other specially authorized international agencies to bring cases before the Court.' Both reports recommended withdrawal of the Connally reservation.
In March 1973 Senators Cranston and 'raft introduced in the Senate
a series of five resolutions designed to strengthen the International
Court of Justice.' The resolutions, as amended and adopted by the full
Senate on May 20, 1974, included earlier suggestions to increase
access to advisory opinions and to improve Court procedures. In
addition, they incorporated three suggestions which are inchided
among, or formed the basis for, proI)OSls in the report of the Presi-

dent. One ur red the Executive to submit to the ICJ for binding decisions a number of territorial di sputes involving the United States.
Another suggested including compulsory jurisdiction clauses in future
treaties. A third-and th,1 most far-reaching in its implications--asked

the Secretary of State tc undertake a study examining and assessing
ways of granting direct and indirect access to the Court to corporations and individuals, a&; well as to additional international organizations. The resolutions cid not mention the Connally reservation.
Of the proposals in the report of the President, three suggest
reform of the Court by widening access to it and are based on the study
of the State Department's Legal Adviser undertaken in response to(
the reporting requirement of the Senate resolution mentioned above.10
The other three are not proposals for reform of the Court but deal
instead with actions that could be taken unilaterally to strengthen
the U.S. commitment to the Court.
*"The Rule of Law and the Settlement of International Disputes." Department of State Bulletin, May
18, 1970: 624-625. Art. 96 of the U.N. Charter authorizes the General Assembly, Security Council, or other
U.N. organs and specialized agencies, when so authorized by the General Assembly, to request advisory
opinions of the Court.
I Lodge Commission report, pp. 10-12. "The United Nations in the 1970's: A Report of a National Policy
Panel established by the United Nations Association of the United States of America." New York, UNA/
USA, 1971, pp. 36-38. Hiereafter referred to a3 the Katzenbach Panel Report. For the comments of the State
Department on the proposals of the Lodge Commission and Katzenbach Panel, see U.S. Congress. House.
Commit tee on Foreign Affairs. Subcommittee on International Organizations and Movements. Imphimentation of the Lodge and Katzenbach Recommendations on the United Nations. (Committee print) Washington, U.S. Government Printing Office 1974, pp. 6-7.
1 Lodge Commission report, p. 11. Under art. 34 of the Statute of the ICJ only states may bring cases
to the Court.
I S. Res. 74, S. Res. 75, S. Res. 76, S. R( ,. 77, and S. Res. 78. For a description of the resolutions and
amendments see U.S. Congress. Senate. Cormmittee on Foreign Relations. Legislative History of the Committee on Foreign Relations, U.S. Senate, 93d Congress, Jan. 3, 197•3-Dec. 20, 1974. Washington, U.S. Govcrnment Printing Office, 1975. (94th Congress, Ist Session. Senate. Report No. 94-37). Pp. 14.5-148.
10Department of State. Office of the Legal Adviser. "Widening Access to the International Court of Justice." Washington, June 1976 (unpublished). 59 p. Hereafter referred to as Widening Access to the ICJ. Thestudy was transmitted to the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations on June 11, 1976.
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OTHER COUNTRIES PROPOSALS

U.S. PROPOSALS

Establish

"preliminary

opinion"

procedure, whereby appellate national
courts could refer questions of international law to ICJ for advisory
opinions before rendering own final
decisions.'
Enlarge roster of International organizations authorized to seek advisory
opinions from Court.'

Grant United Nations right to
appear before Court as a party in
contentious proceedings, when so
authorized by two-thirds of General
Assembly and by Security Council,
permanent members concurring.'

Extend authorization

to request

advisory opinions to Secretary Gen-

eral, regional organizations, and
states.3
Adopt rule which would enable
one-third of U.N. membership
to
4
request advisory opinion.
Empower United Nations to bring
cases before Court.6

Court procedures should be streamlined as follows: Article 29 of Statute
should

At, an appropriate time, recommend
Senate re-examine Connally R.eservation with a view to its withdrawal
and replacement by new adherence to
compulsory jurisdiction of Court.'0
Undertake thorough study of existing disputes between United States
and other states to see which could
appropriately be submitted to Court.' 2
Include compulsory
jurisdiction in
2
new treaties.'

specify

time-limits

(a)

for

hearing and deciding cases, and (b)
in case of advisory opinions on urgent
matters, for summary l)rocedures.7
Court should form permanent, chambers dealing with, inter alia, law of the
sea, law of the air, and financial law.8
Include in the Statute provisions
concerning creation of regional chambers or courts as legal forums to reflect
law and traditional usage of geographical and cultural areas of world. 9
States should exercise option to
declare they recognize compulsory
jurisdiction of Court without reservations."

Encourage inclusion of compulsory
jurisdiction in treaties."

3 Report of the President, pp. 14-15.

2 Idem.

I U.N. Doctimeat GAOR: 32d session. Supp. No. 33 (A/32/33), par. 97, pp. 147-148.
4 ibid., par. 97, p. 148.
J R'nort of tho President. Pp. 1-1 'A

I U.N. I)ocutnent (GA.)It: 32d spsiion. Supp. No. .3 (AI.32/3.), par. %6,p. 147.
7 U.N. Document 0AOR: 32d session. Supp. No. 33 (A/32/33), par. 93, pp. 146-147.
1 Ibid., par. 92, p. 146.
0Idem.
10Report of the President, p. 16.
"1U.N. Document IAO R: 32d session. Supp. No. 33 (A/32/33), par. 95, p. 147.
t2 Report of the President, p. 15.
I Ihlem.
"1U.N. Document GAOR: 32d session. Stpp. No. 33 (A/32/33), par. 96, p. 147.

A. A NEw ROLE For. THE COURT IN A TRANSNATIONAL WORLD?
The three proposals for reform of the Court raised in the report of
the President were discussed at length in the 1976 study submitted by
the Office of the Legal Adviser of the Department of State to the
Senate Committee on Foreign Relations. These proposals represent an
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attempt to move beyond the traditional function of the Court.,,ettling
between states-into a new area: The transnational
act ivitiesdispites
of individuals,
corporations, and international organizations.
'JTwo of these three l)roposals. would ..expand access to advisory opinionss,
and the third would give the United Nations power to bring cases
before the Court.
PRELIMINARY OPINION PROCEDURE

As directed by the Senate reporting requirement, the 1976 State
Department study consi(deredl the question of granting direct access to
the court to individuals and corporationss" The study noted, however,
that such a step would require amendment of the Court's statute. It
(coneli(led that since such an amendment would enable individuals or
corporations to litigate a grievance against their own or a foreign state:
(I) it was highly improbable that it would attract the requisite support;
aid (2) in any event, it would almost certainly be vetoed by the Soviet
Union and China. The study therefore concentrated instead on ways
of granting indirect access to the Court to corporations and individuals.
Probably the most interesting and significant suggestion to emerge
from the State Department's study of w%-a Ts of granting indirect access
to the Court was the sgrrestion to establish a "preliminary opinion
p)roce(lure whereby appellate national courts could refer questions of
international law to the ICJ for its advisory opinion before rendering
their own final decisions. In other words, national courts could ask the
IC.J for advisory opinions on points of international law in cases that
came ul) before them. The Court would retain its judicial function of
settling disputes between states but, in addition, it would be modernize(l to reflect the transnational character of the world community.
Its new function would be to serve as the interpreter of international
law governing business and other international transactions (a) between individuals, corporations, and organizations and (b) between
one or another of these and a state.
There is a precedent for granting this kind of function to an international court in the "preliminary decision" procedure of the European
Court of Justice, one of the organs of the European Community. Under

this procedure national courts of member states can ask the European
Court of Justice for its opinion on questions relating to interpretation
of the Rome Treaty establishing the European Community, whenever
the national court concludes that its decision depends on such an
interpret at ion.'2
Whether implementation of this suggestion is feasible in the near
future is open to question. The State department proposes amendment of the statute of the Court to incorporate a provision for recourse
to an advisory preliminary opinion from national appellate courts. One
of the categories of domestic court cases which advisory opinions on
international law would have most relevance for would be cases involving property claims between a corporation or a foreign national and
the government. As the 1976 report of the State Department's legal
"II
For the discussion of this issue, see Widening Access to the TCJ pp 44-49, 51.
"1For further discussion of the preliminary decision procedure of ihe European Court of Justice see U.S.
Congress. Senate. Committee on Foreign Relations. Strengthening the International Court of Justice.
Hearings, 93d Congress, 1st session, on S. Res. 74, S. Res. 75, S. Res. 76, S. Res. 77, and S. Res. 78. May 10
and 11, 1973. Washington, U.S. Government Printing Office, 1973. p. 149. Hereafter cited as "Hearings on
Strengthening the International Court of Justice."
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adviser pointed out, however, there is widespread challenge amon_,
both the developing and the Communist-bloc countries to established
international law in the area of property claims.'" Therefore, it seems
improbable that either a two-thirds majority of the General Assembly
or China and the Soviet Union in the Security Council, would be willing
to support an amendment that would open up to the Court an opportunity even to grant advisory opinions in this area of international law.
On the other hand, the fact that the initiative would be left to
appellate national courts and that the decision would be in the form of
an advisory opinion , should weaken resistance on the basis of the
principle of state sovereignty. In any event, if this proposal could be
implemented, it wouhl update the functons of the Court and might
well expand its use. It could be explored with other U.N. member
states, both withdirection.
a view to testing its acceptability and to encouraging
thinking in this
ENLARGING THE ROSTER OF INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS
AUTHORIZED TO SEEK ADVISORY OPINIONS

The second U S. proposal for expanding access to advisory opinions
of the Court would extend access to international organizations
beyond those enumerated in article 96 of the U.N. Charter. There is
considerable support among other countries for a similar expansion.
The report of the President does not, however, address itself to the
question of what organizations should be included, nor does it suggest
extending access to states. Some other countries suggested in the
Special Committee on the Charter that access should be extended both
to regional organizations and to states, suggestions also made by
Secretary Rogers in his 1970 speech and in the Lodge Commission
report."' In addition, other countries suggested that the Secretary
General should be empowered to seek advisory opinions, a proposal
also made by the Katzenbach panel.'" To clarify the position of the

executive branch concerning expansion of access to advisory opinions,
the following questions might be asked. Would the executive branch
support extending access both to regional organizations and to the
Secretary General? What is the reaction of the executive branch to
giving states the option of seeking an advisory opinion rather than a
binding judgment?
A further question raised by this proposal is how it should be
implemented. The 1976 State Department legal adviser's report

expressed the view that the legally sound approach would be to
amend article 96 of the U.N. Charter to provide: "other public
international organizations, which may at any time be so authorized
by the General Assembly, may also request advisory opinions of the
Court on legal questions arising within the scope of their activities." 18
The same report discussed an alternative procedure, which would
not require amendment, proposed by the American Society of International Law.'7 This proposal recommended that the General Assembly,
"Is
Widening Access to the 1CJ, p. 50.
It "The Rule of Law and the Settlement of International Disputes," Department of State Bulletin, May
18, 1970: 624. Lodge Commission report, p. 11.
I5Katzenbach panel re rt,. 37.
"14
Widening Access to thie IM3, p. 55.
17Ibid., p. 33. See also hearings on "Strengthening the International Court of Justice," p. 153-157.
47-069--79-5---
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as the organ authorized to allow access to advisory opinions under
article 96, create a special organ-Jpreferably a committee of legal
experts--which could address questions to the Court when asked
to do so by entities specified in its terms of reference, such as states
and public international organizations.
As suggested by the American Society of International Law, the
preliminary opinion procedure discussed above could also be implemented this way rather than through amendment of the Court's
Statute. This could be (lone by including in the committee's terms of
reference a provision for submitting questions from domestic tribunals
to the Court if transmitted by the government of the state concerned.
Thus, if amendment of the Charter were deemed impractical,
General Assembly action might be a more feasible alternative means

of expanding access to advisory opinions. A recent statement of the
U.S. delegate to the Legal Committee of the U.N. General Assembly
would seem to indicate that further consideration
is being given to
charter amendment:

General Assembly action in place of
Greater and more imaginative use of the Advisory
jurisdiction of the Court may be a means of accomplishing
much that has previously been considered only in terms of
amendments to the Charter or the Statute. Not only may
new areas be considered in this context but consideration
could be given by the General Assembly pursuant to article
96 paragraph 2 of the Charter to expan ing the number of
bodies empowered to request an Advisory Opinion.'
This statement. of the U.S. delegatee to the Legal Committee immediately brings several questions to mind. Is the executive branch
prepared to explore the possibility o; General Assembly action
rather than charter amendment for expan(ling access to advisory
opinions? Does the executive branch feel that the proposal of the
American Society for International Law offers a feasible alternative
for implementing the preliminary opinion procedure? What are the
prospects for support among the majority ithe General Assembly?
One of the suggestions of other countries in the Special Committee
on the Charter for opening up access to advisory opinions was to adopt
a rule which would enable one-third of the U.N. membership to request
an advisory opinion. It seems unlikely that this suggestion would iave
majority sul)l)ort or that the United States would sul)port it, for a
strong argument could be made that this would open up the Court to
political rather than strictly legal issues. A more feasible suggestion
might be that proposed by the American Society of International
"Law: To set, up a committee of legal experts to screen applications for
advisory opinions according to specifically defined terms of reference.
SHOULD THE UNITED NATIONS BE GRANTED THE RIGHT TO BRING CASES
TO TIE COURT?

The third proposal of the United States for expanding the Court's
functions, also suggested by other countries in the Special Committee
I1Statement by Robert Rosenstock, U.S. Representative in the Sixth Committee, on Review of the Charter and on the Strengthening of the Role of the Organization, Oct. 25, 1977. U.S. Mission to the United
Nations. Press release US UN-85 (77), Oct. 28, 1977. p. 3.
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on the Charter, would permit the United Nations to bring cases before
the Court for binding decisions. Presently the United Nations may
request advisory opinions, but under article 34 of the Statute of the
Court only states may be parties in contentious proceedings. Thus, to
allow the United Nations to bring cases to the Court would require
amendment of the Statute.
The U.S. proposal would carefully define the process by which the
United Nations could decide to take a case to the Court. The 1976
study of the State Department's legal adviser concluded that since a
contentious case could have considerable import for the organization
and its members, the decision to become involved should require concordant decisions of both the General Assembly and Security Council. it
The same study stated that in seeking advice and consent of the Senate
to amendments which would effect this change, the Department of
State would ask the Senate to include the following understanding:
That the decision to commit the United Nations to bring a contentious
case to the ICJ would require a two-thirds majority of the General
Assembly and the concurring votes of the permanent members of the
Security Council.

The outlook for Charter and Statute amendment on this, as on other
issues, is not favorable so long as the Soviet Union remains opposed to
any change that would extend U.N. functions or prerogatives. There is
some su )port, however, among Western and some developing, es-

pecially Latin American, countries for allowing the United Nations to

bring cases to the Court. Thus, the United States could try to enlist
the interest of other governments in the proposal in hopes that: (1) It
would gradually gain majority acceptance; and (2) if it won accept ance
among the Third World majority, the Soviet Union would decide not
to veto it.
B. WILL RESTRUCTruRING FOSTER GREATER USE OF TIlE COURT?
Three proposals that have been made by other countries were an

an area not addressed in the President's report, although the United
States earlier suggested several changes. These prospects dealt with
restructuring of the Court. In his 1970 speech, for example, Secretary
Rogers l)roposed: Greater use of smaller chambers in place of the full
tribunal; meetings outside The Hague; creation of regional chambers;
limitation of pleadings and oral arguments; and more extensive use of

summary proceedings.30 These suggestions were reaffirmed in the Lodge
Commission and Katzenbach Panel reports.A The Lodge Commission
also drew attention to the costs of litigation and urged procedural

reform to reduce both the length and the costs of litigation.
As indicated in the report of the President, in 1972 the Court revised its rules of procedure to reflect some of these suggestions. 2 The
amendments were designed to encourage use of chambers and meetings
outside The Hague, and to reduce the time required for litigation. Again
in 1978 the Court revised its rules of procedure (a) to make procedures
more flexible and expeditious, (b) to reduce the expense or partici"It
Widening Aecess to the ICJ, p. ,56.
" The Rule of Law and the Settlement of International Disputes. Department of State Bulletin, May is
1970 62.5.
"31
ILodwe Commission report, pp. 10-11; Katzenbach Panel report, pp. 36-37.
"nReport of the 1President, p. 14. For the revised rules of procedure of the Court, see hearings on Strengtbh
ending the International Court of Justice, pp. 223-260.
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pants, and (c) to facilitate recourse to chambers and the use of advisory
procedure. 3 This reform should go at least part way in meeting some
of the demands for streamlining.
With regard to the suggestion that the Court form permanent
chambers dealing with, inter alia, law of the sea, aviation law, and
financial law, this could be done under the terms of article 26 of the
Court's statute, which authorizes the Court to form chambers for
dealing with particular categories of cases, provided the Court is asked
to handle a sufficient number of cases in these areas to warrant the
establishment of such chambers. Concerning revision of the Statute to
provide for regional courts, the majority of the witnesses at the 1973
Senate hearings on strengthening the Court expressed the view that
the establishment of chambers, as provided for under the 1972 revised
rules of procedure, could meet this need without statute amendment 4
One witness was apprehensive that the establishment of regional courts
might promote fractionalization of international law.25 This danger is
apparent in the current proposal of other countries for regional courts:
"As legal forums to reflect the law world."
and traditional
usage of the geo26
graphical and cultural areas of the
C. U.S. ACTION: REPEAL OF THE CONNALLY RESERVATION?

Of the three proposals for action that could be taken unilaterally
by tbh United States, undoubtedly the most important symbolically
,'woul(l be withdrawal of the Connally reservation. In the 1973 Senate
Foreign Relations Committee hearings on the resolutions introduced
by Senators Cranston and Taft, the State Department's Acting Legal
Adviser observed:
By our original adoption of the Connally amendment, other States were
encouraged to adopt similar reservations. By the same token, were we to reverse
our position in a period of renewed
commitment to the Court, other States might
27
be encouraged to do likewise.
Several other witnesses also urged repeal.2" One noted that since

reservations are available on the basis of reciprocity, the Connally
reservation can have a "boomerang effect." 2 Although intended to
protect U.S. interests, the Connally reservation can be invoked-and
in one instance has been 3 0-by any state against which the United
States has instituted proceedings before the Court.
Repeal of the reservation would require treaty action by the U.S.
Senate. Since earlier attempts to repeal have failed, any serious
attempt to secure repeal would require a strong administration effort.
The report of the President expresses the intention to seek repeal "at
an appropriate time." This expression of intention raises the following
questions. Does the administration plan to exert serious efforts for
repeal any time in the near future? What support would the Foreign
Relations Committee be prepared to give such an administration
2 International Court of Justice. Communique No. 78/3, June 26, 1978.
34Hearings on Strengthening the International Court of Justice, pp. 45, 101, 144, it1, 184-185.
"Is
Ibid., p. 184-185.
"2U.N. Document GAO R: 32d session. Supp. No. 33 (A/32/33), par. 92, p. 146.
37 Hearings on Strengthening the International Court of Justice, p. 97.
A For example see Ibid., pp. 34, 116, 175, 181, 195, 205, 217.
"A
Ibid., p 117.
30 The case involved an aerial Incident over Bulgaria In 1955 in which U.8. nationals were killed when an
Israeli airliner in which they were traveling was shot down by Bulgarian military aircraft. For a summary
of the case and of the effect of the Connally reservation on It, see Ibid., pp. 117-142.
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effort? Are the prospects for repeal better/worse than in the past?
It might be noted that one of the suggestions made by other countries
in the Special Committee on the Charter was that states recognize the
compulsory jurisdiction of the Court without reservations.
While repeal of the Connally reservation would symbolically do
most to enhance the credibility of U.S. proposals for strengthening the
Court, implementing the other two proposals for unilateral action
would also illustrate the seriousness of the U.S. commitment to the
Court. The Senate, in its resolutions of May 20, 1974, has already
urged the executive branch to submit certain disputes involving the
United States to the Court and has gone on record in support of inchiding compulsory jurisdiction clauses in future treaties. In order to
assess the response of the executive branch to these resolutions, the
following questions would need to be asked. What progress has been
made in implementing these suggestions? How many disputes has the
Department of State reviewed thus far for purposes of identifying
those that could be submitted to the Court? Have any recently been
submitted to the Court or are any in preparation for submission to the
Court? Have any treaties been signed which include compulsory
jurisdiction clauses?
Support was also expressed in the Special Committee on the Charter
for including compulsory jurisdiction clauses in treaties. If the United
States took specific steps such as those suggested here to utilize theCourt more, other countries might be encouraged to do the same.

D.

CONCLUSIONL.

The proposals of the United States for widening access to advisory
opinions through (a) creating a preliminary opinion procedure, and
(b) expanding the roster of international organizations eligible to seek
advisory opinions, raise the possibility of opening up a new role for the
ICJ in the area of transnational activities. Any proposals that require
amendment of the U.N. Charter or Statute of the ICJ, however, are
likely to meet resistance from the Soviet Union and China and be
defeated by veto in the Security Council. For this reason empowering
the United Nations to bring cases to the Court is probably not feasible,
at least in the foreseeable future.
Thus also, rather than seeking charter amendment, a more feasible
method of expanding the Court's advisory opinion jurisdiction would
seem to be through General Assembly action such as that proposed by
the American Society of International Law: Establishment of a committee of legal experts who would screen applications for advisory
opinions from states, international organizations, and any other
entities specified in the committee's terms of reference. Whether this
proposal would be acceptable to the Third World majority in the
General Assembly is an open question, but it could be explored with
other member states.
With regard to restructuring the Court, since the 1972 revision of its
rules of procedure the Court has not been used notably more than previously. The 1978 revision-which was designed to further expedite
procedures, to facilitate use of regional chambers, and to reduce
expenses for litigants-will probably also not have the desired effect
to stimulating recourse to the Court. Restructuring does not get at the
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crux of the problem: the unwillingness of states to risk losing a case.
For this reason, expanding the Court's advisory jurisdiction, which is
much less threatening to sovereign states than binding judgments, is
probably more likely to foster greater use of the ICJ than either
restructuring
or urging states to submit to its compulsory jurisdiction.
Several steps could be taken unilaterally by the United States to
demonstrate the U.S. commitment to the International Court of
Justice. The most important, many believe, would be repeal of the
Connally reservation.

VII. THE UNITED NATIONS AND THE PROTECTION OF
HUMAN RIGHTS
One of the purposes of the United Nations, as defined in article 1
(3) of the U.N. Charter, is to achieve international cooperation in
promoting respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms.
Articles 55 and 56 commit U.N. members to take joint and separate
action for the achievement of this goal. Articles 13(1), 62, 68, and 76
define some of the steps the organization may take to this end. For
example, (1) the General Assembly may initiate studies and make recommendations. (2) The Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC)
may (a) make or initiate studies and reports, (b) make recommendations, (c) prepare draft conventions for submission to the General
Assembly, (d) call international conferences, and (e) set up commissions to promote human rights.
A reading of U.N. debates on human rights issues, however, shows
that violations in some countries are criticized while injustices in others
are ignored. One of the problems is that different states or groups of
states emphasize different human rights issues. To the West human
rights means )riniarily political rights-individual freedom from
abuses of power by the state-whereas Third World human rights'
goals are mainly anticolonial and antiracist: Ending white rule over
nonwhites. Third World countries also give more weight to economic
rights than to political rights. An additional problem from the point
of view of U.N. human rights efforts is that, in response to criticism,
states frequently invoke article 2(7) of the U.N. Charter, which forbids the United Nations to intervene in matters which are essentially
within the domestic jurisdiction of states.

Nonetheless, the very fact that the U.N. Charter commits the

Organization to promote human rights marks a startling departure

in thinking concerning human rights. With a few exceptions, before
the middle of the 20th century protection of the rights of individuals

was left w'iolly to the state.1 International law regulated relations
between states; it did not apply to individuals. From this perspective,
the attempt of the United Nations to develop and implement universal
standards of human rights, applicable to individuals worldwide, opens
up a new frontier in international law: The formulation of rules of
international law directly affecting individuals.
IFor a discussion of some of the exceptions-for example, provisions for the protection of minorities in
pace. treaties-see U.S. Congress. House. Committee on International Relations. Subcommittee on International Organiz.ations. "lHuman Rights in the International Community and in U.S. Foreign Policy,
1945-76." Washington, U.S. Government Printing Office, 1977. p. 9. (95th Cong., 1st sess. Committee
print.) Hereafter cited as "nHuman Rights in the International Community and In U.S. Foreign Policy,
1945-76."
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ROLE OF TIHE U.N. IN FORMULATING INTERNATIONAL RULES FOR
PROMrOTIING HU1MIAN RIGii'rs
The first major step taken by the United Nations in formulating
human rights guidelines was the adoption by the General Assembly
in 1948 of the "Universal Declaration of Human Rights," which2
defined the basic human rights referred to in the U.N. Charter.
Since the Declaration was not in a form of a treaty, it (lid not involve
binding legal obligations on member states. It did, however, become
the basis for two major covenants (or treaties)-on civil and political
rights and on economic, social, and cultural rights-and for several
conventions on specific rights.3 When these conventions come into
force after the requisite number of ratifications, they create binding
obligations on those states that have ratified or acceded to them. The
two above mentioned covenants were a(loptedl in 1966 and came into
force in 1976.0 The United States has signed but not ratified them;
President Carter submitted them to the Senate in February 1978.
In ad(lition, even though declarations, resolutions, and recommendations adopted by the United Nations or other international organizations and conferences are not binding, they are frequently invoked
by international organizations, individuals or groups, anld by states
themselves as broadly recognized human rights standards.'
IMPLEMENTATION OF INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS FOR HUMAN RIGHTS
The United Nations has attempted to develop procedures for implementing international standards of human rights, but, as the
Lodge Commission report noted: "The U.N.'s general organization
for leadingg with human rights is still rudimentary.")
To carry out its charter man(late in the human rights area the
Economic and Social Council, in 1946, set up the Commission on
Human Rights, which, in turn, created in 1947 a Subcommission on
the Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of Minorities.
Although initially the Commission on Human Rights concluded that
it had no power to review complaints of violations from individuals
and groups, a potentially important step in the development of U.N.
human rights procedures was taken by the Economic and Social
Council in 1970. The Council adopted a resolution (ECOSOC Res.
1503) which authorized the Subcommission on the Prevention of
Discrimination and Protection of Minorities to create a working
group which would (1) review all communications alleging violations
2 General Assembly Resolution 217(111), Dec. 10, 1948. The declaration included the following as base
human rights:
The right to life, liberty, and security of person; freedom of religion; freedom of opinion and expression;
freedom of assembly; self-gover-nment through free elections: freedom from slavery and torture; the right
to a fair trial and to equality before the law; presumption of innocence until proved guilty; the right not
to be subjected to retroactive laws; freedom of movement within one's state and. freedomm to leave or
return to it, the right of asylum; the right to a nationality; the right to found a family; the right to
privacy; theright.toown property, tosocial securityand to work; the right to form and Join trade unions;
the right to an adequate standard of living, to education, and to rest and leisure: and the right to participation in the cultural life of the community. (Source: "Ituman Rights in International Community
and in U'.S. Foreign Policy, 1945-76." p. 12.)
For a comprehensive list of these documents and of the articles of the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights they are based on, see "Human Rights in the International Community and in U.S. Foreign
Policy, 1945-76," app. A, p. 42-40.
SThe Covenants were adopted by General Assembly Res. 2920(XXI), Dec. 16, Me!66
6 Builder, Richard B. "The Status of International Iluman Rights Law: An Overview. International
Human Rights: Law and Pmractice." Washington, D.C., American Bar Association National Institute,
1978. p. 5.
4Lodge Commission report, p. 21.
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of human rights, including communications from individuals, anti
(2) transmit to the Subcommission and in turn to the Commission
on 1Hluman Rights any which revealed a pattern of gross violations.'
The Commission on 1Human Rights woul(I then decide whether to
undertake a study of the situation or establish an investigating
committee.
How effective this procedure has been thus far, however, is open to
question. The report of the President. alleged that the procedures
"have been used to highlight human rights violations in particular
countric-s to the neglect of violations in others." I 'The report conthat experience had revealed a number of (leficiences in the
cluded
procedure.
The U.S. proposals for reform are focused on improving this and
other U.N. procedIures for implementing human rights an(i on achievingr better coordIination between (a) IJUN. human rights organs and.
the human rights organs of the specialized agencies and (b) U.N.
human rights organs and regional organizations. Other countries
sugrestcd similar reforms in the Special Committee on the Charter
and in other U.N. fora. Adhditiona1substantive declarations or conventions were also proposed by other countries. The proposals listed
below will be grouped and discussed under three headings: (1) expan(ding U.N. human rights machinery; (2) improving coordination;
and (3) elaborating substantive statements on human rights.
A.

EXPANDING

U.N. HUMAN

RIGHfTS MACHINERY

U.S. PROPOSALS

OTHER COUNTRIES PROPOSALS

Strengthen special procedures under
ECOSOU resolution 1503 for dealing
with private communications on
human rights.'

Improve communications procedures under ECOSOC resolution
1503.2
Establish a permanent factfinding
panel of independent experts 3to
investigate human rights violations.
States should voluntarily waive
their right under paragraph 6b of
resolution 1503 to withhold consent
to human rights investigations in
their territory.'
Schedule more frequent sessions of
Commission on Human Rights and its
suborgansA
Establish post of U.N. High Commissioner for Human Rights. 8
Strengthen good offices functions of
Secretary General in the resolution of
human rights problems.9

Schedule more frequent sessions of
Commission on Human Rights. 5
Establish post of U.N. High Cornmissioner for Human Rights.?

I Report of the President, p. 32.
2 United Nations. Secretary-General 1972- (Waldheim). Alternative Approaches and Ways and Means
within the United Nations System for improving the Effectivo Enjoyment of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms; Report. New York, United Nations, 1977. (United Nations. A132/178), par. 22, 1). 10,

par. 68, p. 18, and par. 88, p. 22. Hereafter cited as U.N. Document A/32/178.
$Ibid., par. 88, p. 22.
' Ibid., par. 87, p. 22.
* Report of the President, p. 32-33.
* U.N. Document A/32/17f, par. 23, p. 10.
I Report of the President, p..34.

1 Il N. Document GAOR: 32d session. Stpp. No. 33 (A/32/33), par. 12, p. 210.
, U.N. Document A/32/178, par. 113, p. 27 and par. 100, p. 25.
7Economic and Social Council Res. 1503 (XLVIII), May 27, 1970.
* Report of the President, p. 32.
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OTHER COUNTRIES PROPOSALS

U.S. PROPOSALS

As long-range goal, support establishment of a Human Rights Council
to replace Trusteeship Council."S

Explore ways to render Commission
on Iluman Rights freer from political
influences."
Move Iluman Rights Division of
U.N. Secretariat back to New York,
or, alternatively, strengthen Division's
liaison office in New York.' 6

Establish board of five human rights
commissioners-one from each regional
group in U.N.-under authority of
General Assembly to work toward
resolution of human rights problems at
regional level.' 0
Establish a Human Rights Council
as a principal U.N. organ.'2
Strengthen role of Commission on
Human Rights, enlarge its membership, and make it directly responsible
to General Assembly.13

Study possibility of establishing
universal and automatic procedure for
investigating violations of human
rights.'6
Establish International Court of
Human Rights."7

p. 24.
Report of tlie President, p. 31-35.
2 U.N. Document A/32/178, par. 21, p. 9; U.N. Document GAOR: 32d session Supp. No. 33 (A/32/33),
10
!lAd., par. 97,

par. 6,p.183 and par. .56,
p.2W07
I1'.N. (OAOR:32d session Supp. No. 33
"14
Wport of the President, p. 33.
13Ibid , p. 35.

(A/32/33), par. 13, p. 210.

U. N. Document A/32/178, par. 82-84, pp. '21-22.
Ibi l., par. 90, p. 23.
I.

'7

IMPROVE PROCEDURES UNDER ECOSOC RESOLUTION 1503

Several countries, including the United States, suggested iml)rovements in the procedures established by ECOSOC Resolution 1503 for
reviewing human rights communications. One suggestion made both
by the United States and by other countries was to change the timing
of the yearly meeting of the Subcommission on the Prevention of
Discrimination and Protection of Minorities so as to avoid the current
6-month time-lag between the meeting of the Subcommission and the
annual meeting of the Commission on Human Rights. Another
suggestion was to sche(Iule more freq iient sessions of the Commission
on Human Rights or to provide for ad hoc meetings of the Commission
between sessions. The report of the President indicated that the United
States had begun consultations with other governments on this issue."
Several questions come to mind that the executive branch might be
asked in this connection: Have these consultations revealed substantiil support for changing the meeting of the Subcommission or for
more frequent meetings of the Commission and/or the Subcommission?
Is the United States considering any other methods for improving
these proce(iures?
In particular, some governments and nongovernmental organizations have criticized the requirement of confidentiality in the procedure
and have suggested that the senders of communications and the
governments concerned should be notified of any decisions taken with
I Report

of the President, p. 33.
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respect to the communications.'" The following questions might help
to clarify tne position of the executive branch on this issue: What is
the executive's view of the confidentiality rule of Resolution 1503?
Should the authors of cominunicat ions and the government complained
of be allowed to take part in the proceedings?
Another suggestion was to establish a permanent factfinding panel
of independent experts, in place of ad hoe committees, to investigate
violations of human rights. Some relevant questions which might be
broached with the executive branch are: What is the reaction of the
State Department to this proposal? Might establishment of a permanent body have advantages over creating investigating committees
on an ad hoc basis, as is done now under the Resolution 1503 procedure?
How much support is there in the United Nations for establishment
of a permanent factfinding panel?
Resolution 1503 also provided that investigations could be undertaken only with the express consent of the state concerned and in constant cooperation with that state. A Belgian draft resolution proposing
that states voluntarily waive this right was defeated by a vote of 29 in
favor to 45 against, with 51 abstentions in the Social, Humanitarian,
and Cultural Committee at the 1977 General Assembly." Reaction by
the Cuban delegate that states would lose part of their sovereignty by
giving an international body the right to investigations within their
territory points up the fact that the ability of the United Nations to
enforce protection of human rights is narrowly limited by the fear of
incursion on state sovereignty.
ESTABLISH THE POST OF U.N. HIGH COMMISSIONER FOR HUMAN RIGHTS
AND CREATE A HUMAN RIGHTS COUNCIL

Two major proposals, suggested both by the United States and by
other countries, for developing further the U.N. initiative in protecting human rights, are the establishment (a) of the post of U.N. High
Commissioner for Human Rights and (b) oi a Human Rights Council.
Establishing the post of U.N. High Commissioner for Human
Rights, first suggested by Costa Rica in 1965, was proposed by the
Lodge Commission report and has been brought up several times in
the General Assembly.'" The U.S. representative voiced support for
the proposals in early 1978 in the Human Rights Commission." This
proposal, which could be implemented by General Assembly resolution, would establish a High Commissioner for Human Rights, under
the authority of the General Assembly, whose functions would be to
coordinate U.N. human rights activities and to lend his good offices
for the promotion of human rights.
The report of the President expressed the view that this is "an idea
whose time is clearly nearing." 11However, ir view of the fact that a
number of Third World countries joined the Ccinmunist bloc in the
Social, Humanitarian, and Cultural Committee to prevent consideration of the proposal in plenary at the last General Assembly, it seems
1oU.N. Document A/32/178, par. 88 and 70, p. 18-19 and par. 73-75, p. 20.

11United Nations. Office of Public Information. Press release GA/STIC/2167, Dec. 6, 1977. p. 1. A
number of Western countries plus some Third World countries voted in favor; the Communist bloc and some
Third World countries were opposed; a number of Third World and some Western countries abstained.
"12
For the statement of the Cuban delegate, see Ibid., p. 4.
IsSee Lodge Commission report, p. 22.
if U.S. Mission to the United Nations. Press release USUN-8 (78), Mar. 6, 1978. p. 4.
if Report of the President, p. 34.
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questionable whether there is yet majority support for it.' In particular,
the Communist countries and some of the Third World countries have
expressed apprehension that establishment of such a post might pave
the way for U.N. interference in the internal affairs of states.
Nonetheless, since the President's report indicated that the executive branch would actively seek broader support for this proposal in
the United Nations, Congress might want to examine carefully the
specific proposal, particularly the mandate of the high Commissioner,
and then whether it would want to strengthen the executive's hand
through a resolution of support or a directive to pursue this. Some
questions which might be asked are: Whhat is the administration's
strategy for gaining support for the proposal among additional Third
World countries? What is the basis for the conclusion that it is "an
idea whose time is clearly nearing?"
A l)roposal of the Netherlands to strengthen the good offices functions of the Secretary General in the resolution of human rights problems, sul)p)orted also by India, might be considered as an alternative
to the establishment of the post of High Commissioner for Human
Rights. It might be useful for Congress to explore the reaction of the
executive branch to this proposal and to inquire whether the executive
branch would consider this suggestion as an alternative in the event
that the U.N. majority will not support creation of the post of High
Commissioner.
Another possible alternative was the proposal to establish, under

the authority of the General Assembly, a Board of five Human Rights
Commissioners who could use their good offices to promote human
ryir.hts at the regional level. This proposal might also be further explored

withfi the executive branch by asking some of the following questions:
What is the reaction of the executive branch to this suggestion? Hlow
much support could be expected for it in the United Nations, particularly among the Third World majority? Is it a feasible alternative?
The second major proposal-establishment of a Human Rights

Council-is acknowledged by the report of the President to be a longterm goal. The establishment of such a Council, or alternatively the
transformation of the Trusteeship Council into a Trusteeship and
Human Rights Council, would require amendment of the U.N.
Charter. Implementation of this proposal is impossible so long as the
Soviet Union remains opposed to such action. A suggestion made in
the Special Committee on the Charter-to strengthen the role of the
Commission on Human Rights and make it directly responsible to the
General Assembly-might be a more feasible alternative since it could

be implemented by General Assembly resolution. In view of the fact
that establishment of a Human Rights Council is acknowledged by the
administration to be infeasible in the near future, the executive branch
could be asked: What is the executive branch's view of this alternative
proposal? Could it achieve some of the objectives of a Human Rights
Council? Could it receive majority support in the General Assembly?

16United Nations. Office of Public Information. Press release GA/SIIC/2166, Dec. 5, 1977. Annex, p. 6.

1.See, for example, U.N. Document A/32/178, par. 100-101, p. 25, for the views of India, the Ukrainiaa
Soviet Socialist Republic, and the Soviet Union.
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OTHER SUGGESTIONS

FOR EXPANDING OR IMPROVING
RIGHTS MACHINERY

U.N.

HUMAN

Several other suggestions were made for expanding or improving
U.N. human rights machinery. To implement the U.S. proposal for
exp)loring ways to depoliticize the Commission on Human Rights,
Congress might encourage the executive branch to confer with other
member governments concerning the possibility of drawing up giuidelines for the selection of Commission members that would empjhasize
J)ecialized competence in dealing with human rights problems.
however, in view of the fact that members serve as representatives
of their governments, it seems unlikely that political viewpoints can
be eliminated from the Commission.
With regard to strengthening the human rights presence in New
York, the report of the President stated the intention of discussing
with U.N. Secretariat officials possible ways of improving the liaison
ma(.hinery in New York. A series of followup questions could be posed:
Hias the executive branch (lone this? What specific pro posals have
been made? Will this resolve some of the problems created by moving
the Human Rights Division to Geneva?
Two of the proposals sllggested by other countries-(1) to set up
automatic investigative machinery and (2) to establish an international court of human rights-- provokedd sufficient controversy in
the Social, Humanitarian, and Cultural Committee at the 1977
General Assembly to preclude their adoption in the foreseeable future.
'The proposal to set up a system for investigating violations of human
ri,,hts that would come into effect automatically whenever alleged
violations occurred was criticized as encouraging interference in the
domesticc affairs of states. 8" The proposal for an international court of
human rights was based on the procedure developed by the Council
of Europe whereby individuals may bring complaints that their
rights have been violated by a member state to the European Comnmission of Human Rights. If the Commission judges the complaint
warranted, it refers the complaint to the European Court of Human
Rights for judicial settlement. This proposal was criticized as impractical "in the present state of international law." ",
B.

IMPROVING COORDINATION OF HUMAN RIGHTS ACTIVITIES
OTHER COUNTRIES PROPOSALS

U.S. PROPOSALS

Encourage regular system of consultation among secretariats to achieve
greater interaction on human rights

issues

among

U.N.

organs

and

agencies.'
Achieve better coordination between
U.N. human rights
organs and regional
organizations. 2

Establish regional human rights
commissions, based on regional conventions, under broad universal guidelines, with links to appropriate U.N.
bodies, especially Commission on
Human Rights.S

I Report of the President, p. 31.
9 Iderm.
I U.N. Doe. A/32/178, par. 107, p. 26X
ItU.N. Document A/3W/178, par. 85, p. 22.
a Ibid., par. 91, p. 23.
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Two of the U.S. proposals support improved coordination of human.
rights activities (1) among the specialized agencies andl other U.N.
ori,,ns that deal with human rights and (2) between the United
Nations andl the regional organizations. With regard to the former,
the following questions migfit be asked: Is the United States recommending to U.N. or specialized agency secretariat officials any
specific steps for improving coordination? As the report of the Presi(lent notes, specialized agency human rights activities are concentrated
in the U.N. Educational, Scientific, andl Cultural Organization
(UNESCO) and the International Labor Organization (ILO).' Has
the fact of U.S. withdrawal from the ILO appreciably affected U.S.
influence on human rights issues, including the question of better
coordination within the U.N. system?
With regard to regional organizations, specific machinery for the
)rotection of human rights exists in Europe and the Americas and
has been under discussion in the Organization of African Unity.' It can
be convincingly argued that regional organizations, by being more
sensitive to the cultural, political, and economic features of a given
area, can be more effective in promoting human rights goals than
an international organization. TVhus, it would seem useful to explore
how these regional systems might be brought in closer touch with the
U.N. system. As the report of the President notes, the only method of
coordination currently in existence is the annual submission of' reports
by the regional organizations to the U.N. Commission on human
Rights.2' The report of the President in(licates the intention of the
United States to propose a study in the U.N. Commission of p ossible
methods of bringing the U.N. human rights organs and the
regional organizations into closer alinement. To ascertain whether
the executive branch has as yet followed through on this proI)o,-al,
Congress might want to inquire: (1) Whether the United States has
proi)ose(l such a study in the Commission on Human Rights; (2)
,f so, what the reaction of other governments was; and (3) what suggestions, if any, were made by other members of the Commission.
The proposal of other countries in this connection looks to the
establishment of regional human rights commissions where they (donot
now exist. At its 1978 session the U.N. Commission on Human Rights
acted upon this proposal by asking the U.N. Secretary General: (1)
To assist the Organization of African Unity, should it so request, in
establishing a regional commission on human rights in Africa; and (2)
to consider arranging regional seminars for the purpose of discussing
the establishment of human rights commissions in those areas where
they do not now exist."
10Report of the President, p. 31.
'IFor a dscriptlon of regional machinery for the protection of human rights see "Human Rights irthe
International ('ommunity and in U.S. Foreign Policy, 1945-76," p. 29.
2-'Rport of the l'rlsident, p. 31.
23 United Nations. Office of Public Information. Press release 11R/1624, Mar. 13, 1978, p. Mh
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C. ELABORATION OF SUBSTANTIVE STATEMENTS ON HUMAN RIGHTS
U.S. PROPOSALS

OTHER COUNTRIES PROPOSALS

Draft international convention on
elimination of all forms of religious
into] er'ance.'
Adopt and incorporate into Charter
document on regulation and protection of rights of minorities. 2
Proclaim in Charter abolition of
colonialism, neocolonialism and racism,
and determination to eliminate all3
practices engendered by those systems.
I U.N. Document A/32/178, par. 54, p. 15.
2 U.N. Document (AOR: 32d session. Supp. No. 33 (A/32,133), par. 55, p. 207.

8 Ibid., par. 47, p. 200.

A sampling of the proposals of other countries on substantive human
rights issues-the drafting of new declarations or covenants--gives
some indication of the diversity of approaches to human rights and the
difficulty of setting priorities on an international basis. It also raises
another problem: Assessing the intention of the proposals. Sometimes
the purpose is to (ivert attention to that I)articlular1 human rights issue
which is a problem somewhere else in the world. Or, as one author has
noted: "States have generally been reluctant to antagonize friendly
nations by criticizing their human rights behavior and have typically
been willing to raise human rights issues only with respect either to
their enemies or certain politically unpopular states, such as South
Africa andl Israel." 24
Thus, for purposes of national self-interest or political expediency,
states (drew attention to some of the following human rights issues
during the past year. India proposed an international convention on
the elimination of religious intolerance. In this connection the Commission on Human Rights is presently engaged in drawing uI) a draft
declaration on this subject. Yugoslavia proposed the incorporation into
the Charter of a document on the regulation and protection of the
rights of minorities, rights which are s ecifically recognized in the
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. Romania propose(l incorl)oration in the charter of' a proclamation against
colonialism, neocolonialism, and racism. The United Nations has
alrea(ly adopted a Declaration and an International Convention on
the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination, as well as a
Declaration on the Granting of Indepen(lence to Colonial Countries
an(l Peoples. Thus, the substantive statements proposed here have
either already been incorporated in declarations or conventions or are
presently under consideration in the Commission on Human Rights.
ro addl human rights statements to the Charter, as proposed by Yugoslavia and Romania, is not feasible since it is a virtual certainty that
member states would not be able to agree on charter amendments
relating to human rights.
The Report of the President does not deal with elaboration of substantive statements on human rights. No mention is made of the
Covenants on Political and Civil Rights and on Economic, Social, and
Cultural Rights, the International Convention on the Elimination of
"illider, Richard B. "The Status of International Human Rights Law: An Overview. In Internationat
Human Rights: Law and Practice." Washington, D.C., Americtu Bar Association National Institute,
1978. p. 5.
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All Forms of Racial Discrimintotion, and the American Convention on
Human Rights, all four of id1ijli ivere transmitted by the President to
the Senate for its consideration on F•ebruary 23, 1978.25 In spite of this
omission, the executive branch should be asked if it plans to make a
serious effort in support of Seniate ji.ction on any or all of these soon.

D. CoNCtXuSIONS
The problems facing the LMnited N4ations in the promotion of human
rights are two-fold: (1) To Yeitch &consensus on the definition and
content of the human rights to be protected by international rules and
institutions; and (2) to develop naiachinery for the enforcement of
those rights. Even where rriachinem'y has been (developedi, as in the
l)roce(lures created by ECOSC) Resolution 1503, enforcement depends
primarily on the voluntary copnpliance of states. In view of state sensitivity to incursions on sovereigrty, find iri view of the frequency with
which the nonintervention 1)riiciple of article 2(7) of the U.N. Charter

has been invoked in humnra rights issues, enforcement is likely to
remain dependent on the volhxntary compliance of states in the foreseeable future.
Nonetheless, within these Ji rnitations the United Nations has agreed
upon some broadly recognized international standards of human rights
and has begun evolving sonie proceed ures for implementing them. The
proposals suggested in the Presideat's report, and possibly some of
those suggested by other couintries, for strengthening and expanding
U.N. human rights machinery could be explored with other U.N.
members. Creation of a hunaun riglhts council seems unlikely in the
near future. It also seems doubtful that establishment of the post of
U.N. High Commissioner for -lirnat Rights will have majority support in the immediate future. Nonetheless, the United States can
encourage support among other nieryiber states for this proposal and
others which would either ex, )and U.N. initiatives in the protection
of human rights or improve i]ready existing procedures. At the same
time, however, the United States should recognize that even if machinery is expanded or procedures improved, enforcement will still
de end primarily on the voluhntitry compliance of states.
Encouraging better coordl•uatiob on human rights among U.N.
organs and between the Utited Nations and regional organizations
could also be useful. In particular, perhaps more attention should be
directed to efforts for the ptoteotion of human rights on the regional
level. The European proceduires--iacluding the right of individual
petition and the possibility of adjudication through the European
Court of Human Rights--ani similar procedures for the Americas
established by the American Convebtion on Human Rights ' are more
developed than those at the international level. To encourage establishment of regional machinery for the protection of human rights in
other areas of the world and to build on the regional experience by
improving coordination betwveeri the United Nations and regional
2sFor the President's message to the Senate, see Weekly' Compilation of Presidential Documents, vol. 14,
No. 8.Feb. 27 1978- 395-3W; also U.S. President, 1977- (Ctirter). Four Treaties Pertaining to Human Rights;
Message. Washington, U.S. Government Prinrting Oflico, 1978. 64 p. (95th Cong., 2d sess. Senate. Exec-

utives C, D E, and F).

29Entered into force as between ratifying or a&ceding states on July 18,1978; not yet in force for the United
States. The OAS has begun evolving some Drocedtues for implementing them.
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organizations might be a complementary method of promoting human
rights worldlwide.
So far as the United States is concerned, probably one of the most
significant symbolic actions that, could be taken to promote human
rights on the international level would be Senate consent to ratification
of the two human rights covenants and the two human rights conventions submitted to the Senate by the President in February 1978. The
United States has played a lea(Iing role in sup)p)ort of human rights in
the United Nations and other international fora. Ratification of these
covenants and conventions would underline the commitment of the
United States to the international protection of human rights and
woul( heighten the impact of U.S. pronouncements on human rights.
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U.S. PROPOSALS

OTHER

(m,,n.ensus approach useful in General Assembly on issues where there is
desire to avoid confrontation and uncompr,,mising positions.'

Endorse in Charter consensus pro-

cedure for problems pertaining
to
2
international peace and security.
Stipulate in Charter that resolutions

I';xpl(he with other m,,m'bers l)osi-

I,ilitv of treating as b inning (General
assemblyy

deckisiIns

3
weighted voting.

Non-use

reached

I)y

of veto on metmlbership

issues il return for ircreatsedl \voi ce for
falj ir contribIutors o',j ibudlget
ques5

tions in Ge',eral AssemnlAV.

Seek agreement with other perni:nent members of Security ('Cuncil on

COUNTRIES PROPOSALS

adopted by consensus or unanimous
vote are binding.1
Exclude use ,of veto on memlwrliip
issues.
EJ'xclu, le uNo,,f veto in appointment
4If commissions of inquiry, factfinding
coremmissions, and c.mmissions having
humanitarian purposes. 7

voluntairY restraint of veto.,

Exclude use of veto power except in
matters involving enforcement act ion.'
Limit numerically use (f veto durin specific time period.' 0
Modify veto power to require 2 or :3
negative 1tvotes of permanent inem •i.rs
for veto.
Redistribute vetoI power ,,n
equitable geographic Iasis."
3

molreIC

Abolish veto po \%er.'

SR'jxrt of the l'r',idW.

p. 25.

I ;1.N. Document GAOR: 32d se,,vion. Sulip No. :M (A'32 3.), par. 7, p. 11.N.

I Report of th1 President, p. 26.
I 1".N. l)(,:I
,nietGAOR. ;,2d s,.s.,ion. zuinp. No. 33 (A 32,: W, jor. , p. r,.
6 liqlirt of till 1rI'-ideni. p. 24.
IU.N. lDotuiient GA() R: 32d stssiun. Suipp. No. 13 (A 32 .133par. 67, p. 1li.
Ibid., p. 134.
Repo(rt of the P1resident, pp. 24-25.
* U.N. Document GAOR: :2d se.sion. Supp. No. .M3
(A:32/33,, liar. 67, p. 1:14.
10idom.
11Idoza.
12Ibid., par. 66, pp. 132-12.3.
"I
Ibid., par. 6.5,p. 132.

A.

GENERAL ASSEMBLY
CONSENSUS

As tilie repl)ort of thel

v':eident indicate.;, the United States i.; pre-

pared to consider the ,.onsensu.s I)rocedure, on a limited l)asi,, as 11n
alternative to voting in the General As.sembly. The report warned,
however, that the con,;ensus I)roceli're is not ai)l)licable to every
situation.2 If .,ome members are strongly Opl),,eIl to it resolution before
the A\;;sembly, there is no, basis for consensus. Furthermore, one of the
pitfalls of extending it-; use is the danger that the resulting decisions
will be so generalized as to be meaningless. Between these two extremes
there is a range of issues in which (onsenstis, arrived at through diplomnatic initiatives among delegations, can be a useful method of coipromising differences and avoiding confrontation.
Two l)roposals were introduced in the Special (Committee on the
Charter that would formalize the consen,,us procedure by endorsing it
in the Charter. The likelihood of' their adol)tion appears ,,light. They
I Report of the l'resldent, ps 281
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would alter in basic ways the voting requirements, of the Charter,3 and
they would be sufficiently controversial to make it difficult to secure
the votes necessar. for amendment of the Charter. In particular, to
sitip)ulalte that resolutions adopted by consensus or unanimous vote
wouAl!d bN. 1in(ling would give far more legal weight to General Assembly
(le.i-ions than most members, including the United States, would be
willing to accept at, this time.
The Pr1'esi(dent's report al-o surggests two .-,elf-initiating actions
tl i t woul(l not reform U. N. decisionmaking procedures but tliat might,
f'oinl the U.S. point of view, allleviate some of the problems resulting
from the one-nation one-vote (Iecisioiinakinglprocess in the General
A-,emnbly.4 On(e option would l)e to take iml)ortant issues to smaller
foruin-, rather than to the General Assembly. Examples cited in the
President's Report are the 37-member U.N. Outer Space Committee,
tltl( the 27-member Conference on International Economic Coojrntion (CIEC) which met in Paris, Decemnber 1975 to -June 1977,
to Ilis.1ii, international economic problemm,. Anot her oJ)t ion woulol lbe to
exert more vi.go rous dil)lolittic efforts for sup)p)ort of' U.S. positions
p)rior to voting.
WEIGHTED VOTING
ThIe' rei)ort of the Prýesident conclu(ded that there is virtually no
)o:,,ibility *1'atlopting an across-the-board system of weighted votingg'
in the General .As.emblv.5 The same conclusion was reached in the
e( 1v 1970's by Iwo comm-issions est ablished to recommend U.N. reform
nef(asulres: the President's Commission for the Observance of' the
Twenty-fifth Anniversary of the United Nations (Lodge Commission)
find a National Policyv Panel of the United Nations Association
(Klatzenbach Panel).6 To change formally the one-nation one-vote
svtem established by article 18 of the Chiarter would require charter
aiiendment. Since the one-nation one-vote system is advantageous
to the small countries that make up the majority of the General
AX,,embly, there is almost no likelihood that a two-thirds majority
of the General Assembly would agree to a change.
The report of the Pre'sident does, however, express a willingness to
explore with other member states two proposals for a limited application of weighted voting through informal agreements by U.N. members. One formula would alpp)•y weighted voting to certain types of
issues, for example international economic issues, in exchange for an
agreement to treat the, resulting General Assembly decisions as bindin-r. The second would exclude use of the veto on membership issues in
the Security Council in return for an increased voice for major
contributors on budget questions in the General Assembly.
The first suggestion would seem to be based on, though not necess11rily identical to, a suggestion of the Katzenbach panel for "coalitions for peaceful settlement." This suggestion envisioned that groups
of U.N. members would agree in advance to accept Geieral Assembly
resolutions as binding if reached by a specified vote (for example, by*
3 Under art. 18 of the Charter, General Assombly decisions on important questions ire made by a two.
thirds majority. Under art. 27 Sivurity Council decistions on substantive issum require an affirmative vote
of nfine members, Including the concurring votes of the permanent members.
,Report of the President, pp. 29-30.
IJbid., p. 23.
Lodge Commission report, p. 41, Katzenbach Panel report, p. 33.
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a three-fourths or four-fifths majority) or if the resulting decisions
included the affirmative votes of a specified group of members. 7
This proposal raises the larger issue of what le al weight should be
attached to General Assembly resolutions adopted by large majorities,
an issue which is subject to varying interpretations. Strictly s making,
all General Assembly decisions other than budgetary and certain
administrative decisions are recommendations without binding legal
effect. This strict interpretation of the charter overlooks another
possibility, however: General Assembly decisions as a source of custcmary international law. According to one interpretation, resolutions and
declarations of international organs, including the General Assembly,
may under certain conditions bs evidence of generally accepted norms
of state behavior and thus become part of customary international
law.8 Development of customary international law in this way, however, presupl)oses repetition of the norm in resolutions over a period
of time and a clear indication that a substantial majority of states feel
legally bound by it. It is not "instant."
For member states to agree to accept types of General Assembly
decisions as binding, as suggested by the U.S. proposal, would create
"instant" binding decisions beyond those enumerated in the Charter.
The proposal raises a number of questions that are not answered in
the President's rel)ort and that should be further explored if the executive
branch is seriously considering the proposal's implementation. For
example, are member states, including the United States, ready to
accept the restriction of sovereignty implied by recognizing Genera!
Assembly decisions reached by weighted voting as binding? What
kind of weighted voting system is contemplated?--a three-fourths
majority?-a four-fifths majority?-the affirmative votes of all the
permanent members of the Security Council? Would the decisionn be
bindiaig on all members or only on those that voted for it? What issues
might such a formula be applied to? If it were applied to international
economic issues, might this commit the United States to programs
Congress might later be asked to appropriate money for? If disagreements arose over interpretation of the decision, how would they be
resolved?
The second U.S. proposal-to exclude use of the veto on membership
issues in the Security Council in exchange for weighted voting on
budget questions in the General Assembly-suggests a tradeoff
between the Security Council veto power and weighted voting in the
General Assembly. To the small countries it offers restraint of the veto
in a limited area, one where they themselves have proposed that use of
the veto be excluded. To those countries that contribute the largest
portion of the U.N. budget, it offers a special voice on budget
questions.
The report of the President itself concludes, however, that it seems
unlikely a formula could be agreed upon which would be satisfactory to
the United States.' In view of the fact that Third World proposals
would restrict the veto power on a broader range of questions than
suggested by the United States, this assessment would seem to be
7Katzenbach Panel report, p. -34-M
8See, for example, Hliggins, Roalyn. "The United Nations and Lawmaking: the Political O~rgns.'
"Proxewldings of tho American Society of InternatioalW Law at its Sixty-Fourth Annual Meeting,' Now
York, N.Y., Apr. 24-'-8, 1970. Vol. 64, No. 4: 37-48.
' Report of the President, p. 24.
47-069--79--7
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accurate. Some of the questions that would have to be decided are as
follows: What proportion of votes would be allocated to the major
contributors, and what would the U.S. proportion of that allocation
be? Would the other permanent members agree to such a tradeoff?
Would the Third World majority agree to having its voting power
diminished on budget issues in exchange for this limited restriction
of the veto?

B.

SECURITY COUNCIL

Any proposal for abolishing the veto power or for modifying, redistributing, or restricting it in any way requiring charter amendment
would' be unacceptable in the foreseeable future to the permanent
members of the Security Council, including the United States. The
report of the President speaks of the veto power as "a very important
form of weighted voting." "0An insertion from the State Department's
Bureau of Public Affairs in 1976 hearings on the nomination of Governor Scranton as U.S. Representative to the United Nations noted
that because of the veto power, the Security Council "could never
undertake preventive or enforcement action with which the United
States disagreed." "The veto power is an important prerogative to
the permanent members. Thus, the proposals of other countries to
require two or three negative votes of permanent members for a veto, to
redistribute the veto I)ower on a more equitable geographic basis, or
to abolish the veto power are not feasible suggestions for reform. Even
if one of these changes were negotiated in exchange for limited
weighted voting in the General Assembly, it is highly doubtful that
the arrangement would be advantageous for the United States. The
President's report convincingly argues: "There seems very little reason
for the permanent members of the Security Council to consider either
elimination of the veto or its serious curtailment, as many countries
would like, in exchange for voting procedures of uncertain worth in the
General Assembly."ý 12
It would appear that the only possibility for any restriction of the
veto power is through informal agreement among the permanent
members, a possibility the President's report proposes exploring with
other permanent members of the Security Council. Some of the
smaller U.N. member states also recognized that voluntary restraint
was the only feasible course to pursue by suggesting in the Special
Committee on the Charter that some of their proposals could be
implemented, initially at least, by gentlemen's agreements among the
permanent members."a
In addition to the possibility of exercising restraint on membership
issues, as proposed in the formula of the United States discussed above,
the Report of the President noted that the 'United States considers
the establishment of fact-finding commissions a procedural matter
and therefore not subject to veto.' 4 The Report also indicated a U.S.
10Report of the President, p. 23.
It U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on Foreign Relations. United Nations. Hearings, 94th Cong., 2d
sess., on nomination of Oov. William W.Scranton, of Pe(nnsylvania, to be the Representative of the Unitod
Washington, U.S. Government Printing Office,
States to the United Nations. Mar. 2, 17, 18, and 25, I97M.
1976, p.243.
1: Report of the President, p. 24.
I, U.N. Document OAOR: 32d session. Supp. No. 33 (A/32/33) par 67 p. 134-135.
"16
Report of the Prmtident. p. 11. Security Council decisions on procedural matters recnif an armstive vote of any nine members.
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willingness to join with the other permanent members of the Council
in issuing a formal statement recognizing this as a procedural matter.
Should Congress wish to encourage the executive branch to attempt
such an agreement, a congressional resolution of support might be
useful.
Any of the other proposals for restraint of the veto-by placing
numerical limits on its use or by excluding its use in matters involving
enforcement action-would require restriction of the veto on substantive issues and would be unacceptable to the permanent members,
even on a voluntary basis.
C. CONCLUSIONS

As the President's Report concludes, it seems unlikely that any system of weighted voting or any exchange between restriction of the
veto in the Security Council and limited weighted voting ill the
General Assembly could be worked out that would be acceptable both
to the Third World majority and to the permanent members of the
Security Council. In all probability consensus and formal voting will
continue as alternative procedures in the General Assembly. Rather
than to seek formal change U.S. efforts might. be better directed
toward (a) wi(der use of the consensus proce(lure and (b) two selfinitiating actions discussed in the President's Report: greater recourse
to smaller forums and more extensive dil)lomatic efforts prior to

voting.
With regard to the veto power, the President's report would also

seem accurate in concluding that, the only serious possibility for limitation of the veto is a voluntary agreement among the permanent
members of the Security Council to define certain issues, such as the
establishment of commissions and possibly membership, as procedural
matters not subject to veto.

IX. MEMBERSHIP IN THE UNITED NATIONS
"'Membership in the United Nations is open to all other peace-loving
states which accept the obligations contained in the present Charter
and, in the judgment of the Organization, are able and willing to
carry out these obligations." These are the requirements for membership drafted by the founders of the United Nations at San Francisco
in article 4 of the U.N. Charter. As the United Nations has changed
and grown since 1945 a challenging question has arisen: Is the principle
of universality, which in practice has become the underlying membership goal, compatible with the requirement of article 4 that members
be able to carry out their Charter obligations? The question has
arisen because many of the countries that have become members
since 1960 are very small states which have had difficulty meeting
the minimum financial assessment and maintaining an adequate
representational mission.
In response to this ministate problem, the United States has
taken the lead in suggesting associate membership status for small
states under which they would enjoy all the benefits of membership
except the right to vote and hold elective office. In exchange, they
wou 1 not be obligated to contribute to the expenses of the organization. In 1969, on U.S. initiative the Security Council established an
expert committee of the whole to study the ministate question.'
The committee reached no conclusions and has been inactive
since 1971.2 Both the Lodge Commission and Katzenbach Panel
reports continued to urge associate states as the solution to the
ministate problem.' The U.S. position has been that associate
membership status would not require charter amendment but could
be created by General Assembly resolution under the general powers
granted the Assembly by articles 10 and 11 of the Charter.'
The proposal for associate membership for ministates was repeated
in the report of the President. Associate membership for small
states was also suggested in the Special Committee on Lhe Charter,
but with some important differences, as a comparison of the following
proposals reveals.
SQuestion of Micro-States. U.N. Monthly Chronicle. August-September 1969, vol. VI, No. 9: 95-103.
SU.S. Congress. Senate. committee e on Foreign Relations. United Nations. Hearings, 94th Cong., 2d
sess., on Nomination of Gov. William W. Scranton, of Pennsylvania to be the Repre.sentalive of the
United States to the United Nations, Mar. 2, 17, 18, and 25,1976. Washington, U.S. Government Printing
Office, 1976, p. 246.

s Lodge Commission report pp 37-39. Katzenbach Panel report, pp. 18-21.
SUnited States Proposes N. Security Council Study of Micro-State Question. Department of State
Bulletin, Sept. 22, 1969: 271.
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U.S. PROPOSALS

OTHER COUNTRIES PROPOSALS

Examine possibility of offering associate membership to very small
states whereby they would be relieved
of financial obligations in exchange
for relinquishing certain rights, such
as right to vote.'

Allow nations to join U.N. as
associated states, with same obligations as members, except for financial
obligations, and with same rights,
except right to elect and be elected.

Examine possibility of offering associate
membership
already members. 4 to very small states

States joining as associated members
would have right to assume full membership when they find they are able
to meet financial
obligations of
3
membership.
Confirmation in Charter
of a single
category of states-equal members of
United Nations-including all countries of world regardless of size, economic or military potential, or social
system.5
Should doubt arise as to whether
an applicant for membership is a
state, issue should be decided by
International Court of Justice on the
basis of general criteria for statehood
adopted by General Assembly. 6
Eliminate requirement of a twothirds majority vote in General
Assembly and unanimity among permanent members of Security Council
for admission of new states.7
Delete word "peace-loving" from
article 4 of Charter since it implies
political judgments. 8
Amend article 4 of Charter to make
admission of new members subject
only to two-thirds majority vote in
Security
Council
and
Gen ,"al
Assembly.'

'Report of the President, pp. 26-27.
2 U.N. Document GAOR: 32d session. Supp. No. 33 (A/32/33), par. .5,p. 197.
3 U.N. Document GAOR: 32d session. Supp. No. 33 (A/321'13), par. 5, p.197.
SReport of the President, p. 27.
1 U.N. Document OAOR: 32d session. Supp. No. 33 (A/32',3), par. 5, p. 197.
* Ibid., par. 4, p. 197.
1 Idem.
I U.N. Document GAO R: 32d session. Supp. No. 33 (A/32/33), par. 4, p. 197.

' Ibid., par. 134, p. 16.

Proposals to create a category of members without voting rights are
no more popular among the Third World majority than proposals for
weighted voting. A 1974 State Department report on iml)lenentation
of the Lodge and Katzenbach recommendations noted that the United
States had consulted intensively with other U.N. members about the

ministate problem but had been unable to obtain much support, "even
among like-minded states" for its associate membership) proposal.5
Foregoing the right to vote has been it central feature of U.S. proposals
for associate membership. So long as this remains the case, it is highly
unlikely that the U.S. proposals will gain much support. It is even less
likely that small states that are already U.N. members would be
6U.S. Congress. Tlouse. Committee on Foreign Affairs. Subcommittee on International Organlfatlons
and Movements. "Implementation of the Lodge and Katzeibach Rtommonlnatio.4 on the United
Nations." Washington, U.S. Government Printing Office, 1974, p. 19 (93d Cong., 2d sess. Committee print).
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willing to opt for associate membership under these conditions in

order to be relieved of the financial burden of full membership. In
spite of the fact that full membership does impose financial hardship
on very small states, voting in the General Assembly is one of the
chief methods by which small states can make their influence felt in
the United Nations, by virtue of the fact that the large, more powerful
members must court the votes of the small in order to obtain a voting
majority. To give up this power would be against their self-interest;
to be relieve(l of their financial obligations to the United Nations
would not be incentive enough.
The proposal su ,ested by other countries in the Special Committee
on the Charter, Nich wou1(l withhold from associate states only the
right to elect and be elected, and the related suggestion enabling
associate states to assume full membership when able to bear the
financial obligations of membership, might be more acceptable to the
Third World majority, but from the U.S. point of view they would
hardly solve the ministate problem. The concern expressed by the
United States throughout the debate on associate membership has
been that very small states with limited resources and population are
unable to carry out the obligations of membership in terms of contributing financially to the United Nations and of maintaining a
permanent mission of qualified people.' As long as a member is
participating in U.N. decisionmaking
processes, this need for a large
still exist.
mission of qualified people would
An additional question has been raised concerning proposals for
associate membership: whether they are in fact compatible with the
U.N. Charter as it stands or whether their implementation would
require charter amendment. When asked for an opinion by the
Security Council expert committee on ministate questions, the U.N.
legal counsel ruled that the U.S. proposal would require charter
amendment since the Charter makes no provisions for associate
membership.! Furthermore, it could be argued that associate status
is incompatible with article 2 of the Charter which states: "The Organization is based on the principle of the sovereign equality of its
members." Although the United States had maintained that its
proposal could be implemented by General Assembly resolution, the
proposal introduced by other countries in the Special Committee on
the Charter called for charter amendment.
The other proposals presented in 'he Special Committee on the
Charter also called for charter amendment. Since this is the case and
since there is sufficient, disagreement on any of them to preclude
charter amendment, none is deemed feasible. The proposal affirming
the principle of universality reflects the point of view of a number of
smaller and middle-sized states in the United Nations, counterbalancing the U.S. emphasis on the ability of members to carry out charter
obligations.
The final proposal-.o consider membership questions procedural
and therefore not subject to veto-could be implemented by informal
agreement among the permanent members of the Security Council.
If the Executive and Congress decided it would be in the U.S. interest
I,, United States Proposes U.N. Security Council Study of 'Miorostate' Question." Department of State

Bulletin, Sept. 22, 1969: 270.
7 Ounter, Michael. "What Happened to the United Nations Ministate Problem?" American Journal of
International Law, vol. 71, No. 1,Jan. 1977: 110-124.
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to (10 so, the United States could explore this possibility with the
other permanent members of the Security Council. Or, alternatively,
as suggested tinder U.S. proposals on decisionimaking, the United
States could explore with other U.N. members the possibility of
reaching a quid pro quo involving nonuse of the veto on membership
issues in return for an increased voice for major contributors on
budgetary questions in the General Assembly.
CONCL U SIONS

Given the Third World majority in the General Assembly, prospects
for acceptance of U.S. proposals to create associate membership
status for ministates, either by charter amendment or by General
Assembly resolution, are veryi(im. A more realistic approach may be
to accept universality as the basis of U.N. membership and recognize
the limitations on decisionmaking inherent in a world body.

X. COMPOSITION OF THE SECURITY COUNCIL
A basic goal for the Third World majority in the United Nations
has been to increase the influence of the small and middle-sized states
in the Security Council. This goal has manifested itself, on the one
hand, in proposals to restrict the veto power of th, permanent members, and on the other, in proposals to expand the membership of the
Council or to redistribute seats on the basis of equitable geographic
representation.
Expansion of the Security Council requires amendment of articles
23 and 27 of the Charter which set, respectively, the membership of
the Council and the number of votes required for an affirmative
decision. The membership of the Council has been expanded once,
when a December 17, 1963, General Assembly resolution included
charter amendments increasing the size of both the Security Council
and the Economic and Social Council.' The amendments came into
force on August 31, 1965, when the required two-thirds of the U.N.
membership, including all the permanent members of the Security
Council, had ratified them.
The General Assembly. resolution of December 17, 1963, explicitly
stated that the increase in U.N. membership had made it necessary
to expand the Security Council. The resolution also established regional
quotas for the nonpermanent members of the Council by providing
that the 10 nonpermanent members would be elected according to the
following pattern: Five from African and Asian states; one from
Eastern European states; two from Latin American states; and two
from Western European and other states.
The United States has repeatedly expressed concern that this
emphasis on equitable geographic representation has had some unfortunate results. The Lodge Commission report, for example, noted that
in 1970 over half the nonpermanent members were small states which
together contributed no more than 0.25 percent of the U.N. budget.'
Thus, the United States has continually drawn attention to the following stipulation of article 23 in the election of nonpermanent members to
the Security Council: That due regard should be paid, "in the first
instance, to the contribution of members of the United Nations to the
maintenance of international peace and security and to other purposes
of the Organization." The small and mi(ldle-sized members, on the
other hand, have emphasized the remainder of the paragraph: "and
also to equitable geographic distribution." The following proposals of
other countries illustrate the desire of the smaller and middle-sized
U.N. members to increase their influence in the Security Council. The
proposal of the President's report-to make Japan a permanent
member of the Security Council-reflects the U.S. emphasis on the

IGeneral Assembly Resolution 1991 (XVIII). Dec. 17. 1963. The United States abstained in the
General Assembly vote on the resolution. The amendment enlarged the membership of the Security Council
from 11to 15. Tne number of votes required for an affirmative decision was extended from seven to nine.
I Lodge Commlssion report, p. 43-44.
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ability of a member to contribute to international peace and security
as a primary criterion for Council membership.
U.S. PROPOSALS

OTHER COUNTRIES PROPOSALS

Make Japan a permanent member
of Security council (without veto
power).'

Create additional permanent seats
without extending veto power. 3
Create a new class of semipermanent
seats, either by conversion of half
the existing nonperfnanent seats, or
by addition of new seats to a total
membership of 21. A semipermanent
seat would be created for each major
world region to be held alternately by
alternately by major nonpermanent
members in the region.
Increase number of permanent seats
and extend veto power.'
Increase number of nonpermanent
members from among nonaligned and
developing countries, taking into account necessity to insure equitable
geographic distribution.'
Consider granting veto power to at
least one representative of a Third
World country, on a rotating basis in
of equitable
accordance with principle
geographic distribution. 6
Increase membership of Security
Council to reflect increase in the
number of member states and changes
in structure of United Nations, taking
into account role played by small and
medium states in international life. 7
Reexamine permanent membership
status. (Also suggested: abolish permanent membership status.)6

I Report of the President, p. I1.
2 U.N. Document OAOR: 32d session. Supp. No. 33 (A/32/33), par. 12, p. 198.
Ibid., par. 13, p. 198.
Ibid., par. 46, p. 118.
SIbid., par. 10, p. 198.
i U.N. Document GAOR: 32d session. Supp. No. 33 (A/32/33), par. 11, p. 198.
'Ibid., par. 9, p. 198.
*Ibid., pars. 45 and 40, pp. 117-118.

Japan is one of the top contributors to the U.N. budget and has for
several years been actively seeking a permanent Security Council
seat. U.S. support for a permanent seat for Japan was publicly
affirmed in 1973 in a joint communique issued at the close of talks
between President Nixon and Prime Minister Tanaka:
The President expressed the belief that for the Security Council to fulfill its
primary responsibility under the United Nations Charter for the maintenance of
international peace and security, a way should be found to assure permanent
representation in that Council for Japan, whose resources and influence are of
major importance in world affairs.

The President's report reaffirms continuing U.S. support for a permanent seat for Japan.
The proposals of other countries for increasing the influence of the
small and middle-sized states in the Security Council fall into three
categories: (1)To increase the number of permanent seats by conversion
of some nonpermanent seats (with or without extending the veto
I Department

of State Bulletin, Aug. 27, 1973: 303.
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power) and to allocate these seats on the basis of equitable geographic
distribution; (2) to expand the membership of the Security Council;
and (3) to reexamine the veto power permanent membership status
and possibly either abolish it or extend it to Third World nations.
Most of the proposals of the smaller and middle-sized countries are
probably not feasible. Suggestions to modify, abolish, or extend the
veto power in any way would undoubtedly be opposed by the permanent members of the Security Council. Proposals that would further
expand the membership of the Security Council also probably could
not be adopted at this time. In the Special Committee on the Charter
there was opposition to further expansion from countries outside the
Third World; it was argued that the present size of the Council facilitated rapid decisionmaking and that Third World interests were adequately represented, as evidenced by the fact that no decisions can be
taken without the support of some Third World members of the
Council.'
Proposals to increase the number of permanent seats on the Council,
without expanding the membership of the Council and without extending the veto power, also probably could not be adopted formally
through Charter amendment. An intriguing possibility is raised, however, by the President's proposals for permanent membership for
Japan. There might be room for exploration of the possibility of reaching an informal agreement which would recognize Japan's right to hold
indefinitely a nonpermanent seat in exchange for allocating another
nonpermanent seat to each major world region, to be held alternately
by the major nonpermanent members of the region. If such an agreement could be worked out diplomatically and effected by General
Assembly or Security Council resolution, it would meet the U.S. objective of securing permanent status for Japan. Furthermore, while recognizing the principle of equitable geographic representation emphasized
in the proposals of the Third World countries, it would insure that
some of the larger and wealthier countries in each geographic region
would be represented.
CONcLUSIONS

Continuing pressure can be expected from the U.N. majority to
increase their influence in the Security Council. If Third World views
are not given serious consideration, increasing attacks can be expected
on the privileged position of the permanent members of the Security
Council. The problem for the United States is to try to preserve a
balance between the principle of equitable geographic representation
emphasized by the Third World and the contribution a member can
make to international peace and security. One possible step to explore
is an informal agreement which would assure Japan of a continuing
seat, as proposed in the President's report, and at the same time meet
some of the Third World demands for geographic distribution of seats.

4U.N. Document 0A OR: 32d session.

Supp. No. 33 (A/32/33), par. 44, p. 117.

XL CONCLUSION: THE ROLE OF THE UNITED STATES
IN U.N. REFORM
A. THE U.S. DIPLOMATIC ROLE

The report of the President. took note of the fact that the manner in
which the United States participates in the United Nations and its
specialized agencies has an important bearing on efforts to improve
the effectiveness of the U.N. system. By virtue of its world leadership
role as an economic anti military power, the United States has played
and can continue to play an important role in the evolution of the
United Nations. In the early years of the United Nations the United
States was assured of an almost automatic majority for its proposals
in the U.N. General Assembly. Today the U.S. role is more circumscribed and more complex. Any proposals for reform must have the
support of a number of the developing countries which now comprise
the majority in the General Assembly.
If the United States is to play an effective leadership role, therefore, it must use considerable diplomatic skill. First of all, the diversity
of Third World countries will have to be a key element in U.S. approaches. It is useful to recognize that those countries are at varying
stages of development, with differing political systems, and with disparate concepts of self-interest. On any given issue, be it some aspect
of reform or some other issue, there is potential support among some
of these countries. Sensitivity to the positions of Third World countries would enable U.S. negotiators to learn where the potential support is on any given issue and then actively seek that support. While
remaining firm on issues vital to U.S. interests, for example, retention of the veto power in the Security Council, U.S. negotiators can
show flexibility on issues where a desirable end result requires compromise on details. Even though an issue is approached from different
points of view, it might be possible to work together with Third
World countries to the same end. For example, Third World countries
view economic and social restructuring primarily as a means of increasing the U.N.'s role in economic development, whereas from the
U.S. point of view the basic purpose of restructuring is to improve
the efficiency of the organization. Although the motivations were
different, it was nonetheless possible to reach consensus on restructuring at the 32d General Assembly.
Second, the diversity of the Communist bloc is becoming an increasingly significant feature of diplomacy in the United Nations.
Although many of the Eastern European countries vote with the
Soviet Union on most issues, Yugoslavia and Romania have close
working relationships with many Third World countries and have in
fact been in the forefront in suggesting proposals for U.N. reform.
(87)
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In addition, the fact that the adversary relationship between the
United States and the Soviet Union has undergone significant changes
opens up possibilities for cooperation among the two powers with
respect to certain issues on which they share mutual interests. On
many reform issues (for example, the important question of collective
responsibility for financing peacekeeping), the United States and the
Soviet Union are still poses apart. On some other issues, however,
they hold the same view. As permanent members of the Security
Council, both value highly the veto power and are firmly opposed
to any formal restriction of it. Both support funding technical assistance through voluntary contributions rather than through assessed
budgets. The United States has moved closer to the Soviet view
that only the Security Council can make decisions regarding international peace and security. Thus, it is important for the United
States to be alert to possibilities
goals.for working cooperatively with the
Soviet Union toward reform
Another new factor since 1971 is the presence of the People's
Republic of China in the United Nations as a permanent member of
the Security Council. Certainly the divided character of the Communist bloc has been illustrated and reinforced as a result; China's
harshest rhetoric in the United Nations has been directed toward
the Soviet Union. China's recent support for a U.N. peacekeeping
operation in Namibia, in contrast to the more usual Chinese stance
of nonparticipation in Security Council authorizations of peacekeeping operations, may be an indication that China intends to begin
participating more actively in U.N. decisionmaking.' Thus, the
concurrence of China, as well as of the Soviet Union, must be won in
order to reach decisions in the Security Council.
B. INTERNAL PROCEDURES FOR PARTICIPATION IN INTERNATIONAL
ORGANIZATIONS

The report of the President also stated that for the United States
to play effectively an active negotiating role in the United Nations
would require improvement in internal U.S. procedures for participation in international organizations.' A 1977 report of the U.S. Senate
Committee on Government Operations pointed to a number of serious

problems with the way the United States formulates and carries out
policies in international organizations.3 Criticism included: failure to
establish goals; failure of the State Department to provide effective

overall coordination; inadequate budget review and program evaluation; and deficiencies in the statutes governing U.S. participation in
international organizations and the funding of U.S. contributions.
The report of the President took note of the need for goal setting
and better coordination, and indicated that, in an effort to overcome
some of these l)roblems, the Department of State was developing a
policy analysis and resources management process through which
annual action programs for each U.N. agency would be formulated.4
SGordon, Michael

1978: 1, 7.

R. "China: Out of the Closet at the UN?" The Inter Dependent, vol. 5, No. 9, October

SReport of the President, p. 50.
3 U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on Government Operations. U.S. Participation in International
Organizations. Washington, U.S. Government Printing Oflice, 1977. (95th Cong., 1st sess. Senate. Document No. 95-50). Introduction, pp. xii, xiii.
SReport of the President, pp. 50-51.
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Some of the objectives of this process, as indicated in the President's
report, would be: (1) To insure that U.S. policy goals in U.N. agencies
are compatible with overall U.S. foreign policy goals; (2) to monitor
U.S. participation in each international organization and program
and to pinpoint any problem areas; (3) to coordinate the participation
of the various executive departments and agencies; and (4) through
multilateral diplomacy to work for greater effectiveness, efficiency,
and economy in international organizations and programs.
Since U.S. participation in the United Nations is not an exclusive
executive prerogative but a partnership in which Congress also actively
participates, there are a number of steps that Congress might want to
consider for improving U.S. participation in international organizations
and/or encouraging U.N. reform. First, Congress could follow closely
the policy analysis and resources management process described in the
President's report with a view to offering suggestions and support
where appropriate. Second, in response to criticism by the Senate Committee on Government Operations concerning deficiencies in legislation relating to international organizations, Congress might reexamine
existing legislation for the purpose of improving the statutory basis
for U.S. participation and funding. Third, Congress can follow up
on some of the reform proposals raised in the report of the President,
and, after consideration of them in hearings, express support through
congressional resolution for those it would most like to see implemented. The whole complex of financing issues, in particular, is one
which Congress might want to study thoroughly, since Congress,
through its authorization and appropriations powers, has a direct
role in this area.

XII. APPENDIX
PROPOSALS FOR U.N. REFORM: LEVEL OF U.N. ACTION AND U.S,
LEGISLATIVE ACTION REQUIRED TO IMPLEMENT THF.M

The following chart conforms to the subject organization of the
precedling report. Under each subject heading proposals are grouped
as "United States Proposals" or "Other Countries Proposals."
A secon(l column indicates what level of U.N. action would be
required to implement the proposal: Informal agreement, resolution,
Secretariat action, or charter amen(lment. In instances where more
than one level of action is possible, alternatives are ind(icate(d. The
ass"ii ption is male that inll)iementation of these proposals in the
United Nations would require diplomatic initiatives by one or more
member governments (1) to introduce the proposal, (2) to seek support, for it from other members, and in some instances, (3) to i)romote
it among Secretariat, officials.
The third column indicates what U.S. legislative action would be
required to implement the prOp)osal. It should be emphasized that
even though the space under "Legislative Action Required"' may be
left bl-ink, a congressional expression of view is always possible. The
notation "congressional expression of vi&v desirablee" h'as been reserved
for proposals in areas where (1) Congress has already shown special
interest or (2) a specific legislative prerogative, such as the funding
power, is involved. "Congressional examination neede(l" is used for
l)ropostils which (1) are particularly complex and/or controversial or
(2) are not adequately explored in the report of the President. If
Senate treaty action is required, or if authorization an(d appropriations
legislation are needed, it is so noted.
If a proposal suggested by other countries is similar to one made by
the United States, this is indicatedl.
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ESTABLISHING MORE EFFEC('IVE MACHINERY FOR THE i'EACEFI'L SETTLEMENT OF DISPUTES
U.S.

PROPOSALS

Examinize why lea-eful Set tlement machitnery has been so little used, how to inicrease awareness of it, andj lhow to reform it.
Examtine existing multilateral agreteniezats
and procedures with a view to adhering

LEVEL OF 1.S. ACTION R-QLIRII)

D iguussiofl
Imik

jossibl

U.S. LGIlSLATIIE

ACTION REQUIRED

lteding to adoptiom of

utions.

It

treaties, Senate advice and consent to
ratification.

to and promoting useful oinles.

Consider using U.N. Settlement procedures
in disputes to which United States is
larty.
Refrain from use of veto in establishing
factfinding nuission-.
Strengthen Security Council role by: (a)
iising small groups as mediators, (1j)
holding annual foreign ministers' meetings, (c) upgrading technology for factfinding, (d) holding early consultations,
and (e) improving follow tip.
Sustain role of Secretary General --------

Executive action only required
Informal

agreeent_-

Informal agreement or re•,olmtiion --------

PROPOSALS
OTHER
OTHER
COUNTRIES PROPOSALS

Member states should use U'.N. dispute
settlemeent procedures. (Sce similar U.S.
proposal above.)
Nonuse of veto in peaceful settlement (if
disputes.
Improve Security Council factfinding, consultation, and investigation procedures.
(See similar U.S. proposal above.)
Study ways to strengthen factfinding functions of Security Council, General Assembly, and Secretary-General.
Make greater use of Secretary-General's
good offices role.
Establish permanent commission of General Assembly to fulfill mediation, good
offices, and conciliation functions.
Revise art. 37 of charter r to provide for
standing conciliation and arbitration
commission under Security Council.
Amend Charter and IC.) Statute to require
States (a) to submit disputes to conciliation and arbitration and (b) to refer

REQLIREI)
LEVEL
LEVEL OF
OF U.S.
U.S. ACTiON
ACTION RtEQUIRtED

U.S. LEGISLATIVE ACTION BEQUIREE)
U.S.

LEGISLATIVE ACTION

Executive action oul; required.

Informal agreement-------------------Informal agreement or resolution -------i)iscussion possibly leading to adoption of
resolutions.
Informal agreement or resolution -------Resolution----------------------------Charter amendment

Senate advice and consent to ratification.

charter r and ICJ Statute anieidinntt ----

Do.

Charter amendment .......

Do.

legal issues to ICJ.

State in carterer that U.N. favors including
arbitration and judicial clauses in all
agreements.
Formulate guidelines on peaceful settlement of disputes.

REQUIRED

Resolution

c.

STRENGTHENING THE UNITED NATIONS PEACEKEEPING CAPABILITY
to
U.S. PROPOSALS

LEVEL OF U.N.

ACTION REQUIRED

Establish U.N. peacekeeping reserve.
Explore arrangements for training national contingents and observer personneeL
Ask Secretary-General to undertake study
of administrative and logistics problems
of peacekeeping.
Upgrade technical equipment of peacekeeping and observer personnel.
Assist in airlift of peacekeeping forces and
equipment.

Resolution

Establish special U.N. peacekeeping fund.

Resolution---------------

Develop guidelines for establishment and
conduct of peacekeeping operations.

- - - -.d o - - -

-

-

-

-

--

-

-

-

-

--

- -

U.S. LEGISLATIVE ACTION REQUIRED

-

-

Congressional expression of view desirable.
Contingency planning in Department of
Defense. Congressional expression of
view desirable.
Congressional expression of view desirable.
Authorization and appropriations legislation for U.S. contribution.

IVEI1,OF'U.N.

OTHER COUNTRIk-3 PROPOSALS

Have members earmark contingents for
peacekeeping teams (similar to U.S. proposal for peacekeeping reserve).
Establish permanent peacekeeping force.
Have Secretary-General report on establishing national contingents under arts.
43 and 45.
Specially train peacekeeping and observer
mission personnel (8ce similar U.S. pro-

ACTION

REtUIREDE

1.S. LEGISLATIVE ACTION REQUIIRED

Resolution - - -- - - - -- - - -- - - U....

--.do.

ti u....................

----------------------

posal above.)

Establish slecial peacekeeping fund. (Svc
similar U.S. prol)osal above.)
Formulate guidelines for peacekeeping 0o)erations. (,See similar U.S. proposal
above.)
Establish organ under art. 29 or activate
Military Staff Committee to advise Security Council and Secretary-General.
Expand art. 40 to spell out principles of
peacekeeping.
Add chapter to Charter spelling out role
of Security Council and General Assembly in peacekeeping.
Recognize in Charter right of General Assembly to L!y down guidelines for use of
U.N. military forces.

-- a e ado-e -d-e-t
-.
. . .d o - - -- - -- - -- - -- - -- - -- Chbarter amendment ---------------------

Congressional expression of view desirable.
Authorization and appropriations legislation for U.S. contribution.

Senate advice and consent to ratification.
Do.
Do.

FINANCING THE UNITED NATIONS
U.S. PROPOSALS

LEVEL OF U.N. ACTION REQUIRED

U.S. LEGISLATIVE ACTION REQUIRED

Voluntary contributions to eliminate current deficit.

Resolutiou--------------------------

Long term: development of autonomous
sources of revenue for International
community.

Study leading to resolutions and drafting
of treaties setting forth necessary legal
and administrative arrangements.

Congressional examination needed. AuthorIzation and appropriations legislation for
U.S. contribution.
Congressional examination needed. If
treaties result from U.N. study, Senate
advice and consent to ratification.

UNITED NATIONS TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE
U.S. PROPOSALS

Centrally coordinate and program U.N.
technical assistance activities through
UNDP.
Strengthen liaison role of UNDI1 resident
representative.
Enhance standard-setting role of UNL)I1.
Press for reduced involvement by UN)IP
headquarters in details of projects.
Work toward uniformity of programing,
budgeting, and accounting methods.
Expand evaluation efforts, especially by
Joint Inspection Unit.

LEVEL OF U.N.

ACTION REQUIRED

U.8. LEGISLATIVE ACTION REQUIRED

Resolution and cooperation of respective

secretaries.
do__
ereai
- - - -.d o

_

ion.
- -

-

- -

-

--- -

-

- -

-

- -

-

- -

-

Secretariat act ion.
d o --- -- --- -- -- --- -- --- -- -----.
do --- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -----.

Fund technical
assistance
primarily
through voluntary contributions awid
limit funding through assessments to
programs of common benefit.
Support UNDP as major channel for voluntary funding of technical assistance.
Explore possibility of pledging voluntary
contributions on long-term basis.
OTHER COUNTRIES PROPOSALS

Consideration by General Assembly of establishing single governing body for all
U.N. technical assistance activities. (See
U.S. proposal for central role for UNDP.)
Coordinate technical assistance activities
at country level through UNDP country
programing process. (See U.S. proposal
for central role for UNDP.)
Achieve uniformity of administrative. financial, budgetary, personnel, and planning procedures. (See similar U.S. proposal above.)

ltes4ldition-------------------------

Congres.sioial examination needed. Author-

ization and appropriations legislation
for U.S. contributions.

----.
do -- - - -- - - - -- - - - -- - - -

Do.
Do.

LEVEL OF U.N. ACTION REQUIRED

U.S. LEGISLATION E ACTION REQUIRED

Resolution..........................

General Assembly Resolution 32/197, Dec.
20, 1977, annex V, Operational Activities
of the United Nations System, par. 6. Cooperation of respective secretariats.
Secretariat action--...

Improve evaluation procedures. (See simi-

lar U.S. proposal above.)
Hold single annual pledging conference for
all U.N. technical assistance activities.

General Assembly Resolution 32/197, P)ec.
20, 1977, annex V. Operational Activities
of the United Nations System, par. 4.

Congressiomal examination needed. Authorization and Appropriations legislation
for U.S. contributions.

GREATER USE OF THE INTERNATIONAL COURT OF JUSTICE (ICJ)
U.S. PROPOSAL S
Establish "preliminary opinion" procedure
allowing appellate national courts to
refer questions of international law to
10J for advisory opinions.
Grant United Nations right to bring cases
to ICJ.
Withdraw Connally amendment and replace by new adherence to compulsory
jurisdiction of ICJ.
Study existing disputes involving United
States to see which could be submitted
to 10.
Include compulsory jurisdiction In new
treaties.

LEVEL OF U.N. ACTION REQUIRED
Resolution

or Charter an~d ICJ. Staitute

amendment.
Crater and ICJ Statute aneidiiieztt-----

U.S. LEGISLATIVE ACTION REQUIRED
Congressional examination needed; legislatio1 l•.-ýsilJy required. If Charter and
Statute alnii(llentkt. Setitte advice and

consent to ratification.
Congressional examination needed. Senate advice and consent to ratification.
Repeal of Connally amendment by Senate
and Senate advice and consent to ratification of new adherence to compulsory
Jurisdiction of ICJ.
Executive action only required.
Senate advice and consent to ratification
of specific treaties including compulsory
jurisdiction clauses.

OTHER COUNTRIES PROPOSALS

States should recognize compulsory jurisdiction of ICJ.
Encourage inclusion of compulsory jurisdiction in treaties. (See similar U.S. proposal above.)
Allow Secretary-General, regional organi-

zations, and states to request advisory

opinions. (See similar U.S. proposal
above.)
Adopt rule which would enable IA of U.N.
membership to request advisory opinion.
Empower United Nations to bring cases to
ICJ. (See similar U.S. proposal above.)
Amend art. 29 of ICJ Statute to set timelimits for ICJ procedures.
Form permanent chambers of ICJ for law
of sea, law of air, and financial law.
Create regional chambers or courts ......

LEVEL OF U.N. ACTION REQUIRED

U.S. LEGISLATIVE ACTION REQUIRED

See withdrawal of Connally amendment
above.

See withdrawal of Connally amendment
above.

Resolution or Charter and ICJ Statute
amendment.

Congressional examination needed. It
Charter and Statute amendment, Senate
advice and consent to ratification.

Charter and ICJ Statute amendment-----

Congressional examination needed. Senate
advice and consent to ratification.
If statute amendment, Senate advice and
consent to ratification.

Amendment of iCJ Statute proposed, but
could be done through revision of Court
procedures.
Internal restructuring by ICJ or amendment of I('J Statute.
Internal restructuring or amendment of
ICJ Statute.

Do.
Do.

THE UNITED NATIONS AND THE PROTECTION OF HUMAN RIGHTS
EXPANDING U.N. HUMAN RIGHTS MACHINERY
U.S. PROPOSALS

Strengthen ECOSOO Resolution 1503 procedures dealing with private communica-

LEVEL OF U.N. ACTION REQUIRED

OTHER COUNTRIES PROPOSALS

Resolution--------------------------

tions on human rights.

Schedule more frequent sessions of Commission on Human Rights.
Establish post of U.N. High Commissioner
for Human Rights.
Establish Human Rights Council.......
Explore ways to free Commission on
Human Rights from political Influences.
Strengthen New York liaison office of
Human Rights Division.

Congressional expression of view desirable.
Charter amendment ............
Resolution-------------------------Secretariat action--------------------

Congressional expression of view desirable.
Senate advice and consent to ratification.
Congressional expression of view desirable.

OTHER COUNTRIES PROPOSALS

Improve communications procedures under
ESOSOC Resolution 1503. (See similar
U.S. proposal above.)
Establish permanent factfinding panel to
investigate human rights violations.
States should waive right to withhold consent to human rights investigations.
Schedule more frequent sessions of Commission on Human Rights. (Sec similar
U.S. proposal above.)
Establish post of U.N. High Commissioner
for Human Rights. (See similar U.S. proposal above.)
Strengthen good offices functions of Secretary-General.
Establish human rights commissioners at
regional level.
Establish Human Rights Council. (Sec
similar U.S. proposal above.)
Strengthen and enlarge Commission on
Human Rights and make it directly responsible to General Assembly.
Establish automatic procedure for investigating violations of human rights.
Establish international court of human
rights.

LEVEL OF U.N. ACTION REQUIRED

U.S. LEGISLATIVE ACTION REQUIRED

Resolution-------------

Resolution (defeated in committee at 1977
General Assembly).
Resolution
----.
d o ---- --- --- --- ---- --- --- ---

Congressional expression of view desirable.
Could be studied as possible alternative to
High Commissioner for Human Rights.
Do.
0=.

Charter amendment------------------

Senate advice and consent to ratification.

Resolution.

Could be studied as possible alternative to
Human Rights Council.

Resolution (question raised whether this
would violate art. 2(7) of Charter forbidding intervention in domestic jurisdiction of states).
New treaty or addition to U.N. Charter--

Senate advice and consent to ratification.

IMPROVING COORDINATION OF HUMAN RIGHTS MACHINERY
U.S. PROPOSALS

LEVEL OF U.N. ACTION REQUIRED

Encourage consultation among U.N. secretariats to improve coordination on human rights.
Improve coordination between U.N. human
rights organs and regional organizations.
OTHER COUNTRIES PROPOSALS

Establish regional human rights commissons, based on regional conventions,
with links to U.N. bodies.

U.S. LEGISILATIVE ACTION REQUIRED

Secretariat action ............
Resolution
LEVEL OF U.N. ACTION REQUIRED

U.S. LEGISLATIVE ACTION REQUIRED

Resolutions at both U.N. and regional
levels. (Inter-American Commission on
Human Rights established in 1960.) Regional treaties where none now exist.

Senate advice and consent to ratification
of American Convention on Human
Rights.

SUBSTANTIVE STATEMENTS ON HUMAN RIGHTS
OTHER COUNTRIES PROPOSALS

LEVEL OF U.N. ACTION REQUIRED

U.S. LEGISLATIVE ACTION REQUIRED

Draft international convention on elimination of religious intolerance,

New treaty. (Human Rights Commission
currently engaged in drawing up draft
declaration on this subject.)
Charter amendment.---------------------

Senate advice and consent to ratification.

Incorporate in Charter document on protection of minorities.
Proclaim in Charter abolition of colonialism, neocolonialism, and racism.

Senate advice and consent to ratification.

---- do.------------------------------Do.

UNITED NATIONS DECISIONMAKING
U.S. PROPOSALS

LEVEL OF U.N. ACTION REQUIRED

Decisionmaking by consensus in General
Assembly.
Treat as binding General Assembly resolutions reached by weighed voting.
Nonuse of veto on membership in return
for increased voice for major contributors in General Assembly.
Voluntary restraint in use of veto ......

Informal agreement or resolution--------

OTHER COUNTRIES PROPOSALS

----.
do - -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -

U.S. LEGISLATIVE ACTION REQUIRED

Congressional examination needed.

Informal agreement.---------------------

0==
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LEVL.doF-U-N.-A--IO--REQUIRED
LEVEL OF U.N. ACTION REQUIRED

U.S. LEGISLATIVE ACTION REQUIRED

Endorse in Charter consensus procedure
Charter amendment.--------------------Senate advice and consent to ratification.
for international peace and security
problems.
Stipulate in Charter that resolutions
do----------------------------------Do.
adopted by consensus or unanimous vote
are binding.
Exclude use of veto except in enforcement
Resolution or Charter amendment.--------If Charter amendment, Senate advice and
action,
consent to ratification.
Abolish veto----------------------------Charter
amendment.--------------------Senate advice and consent to ratification.
Modify veto to require 2 or 3 negative
do----------------------------------Do.
votes.
Limit veto numerically during specific time
Informal agreement or resolution.---------

period.

MEMBERSIhIP IN THE UNITED NATIONS
U.S. PBOPOSALS

LEVEL OF U.N. ACTION REQUIRED

U.S. LEGISLATIVE ACTION REQUIRED

Associate membership for ministates without right to vote and without financial
obligations.

Resolution or charter amendment ---------

If charter amendment, Senate advice and

OTHER COUNTRIES PROPOSALS

LEVEL OF U.N. ACTION REQUIRED

U.S. LEGISLATIVE ACTION REQUIRED

Associate membership without financial obligations or right to elect and be elected,
with right to assume full membership
when able to contribute financially.
Confirm in ('harter single category of

Resolution or charter amendment --------

If charter amendment, Senate advice and
consent to ratification.

Charter amendment .....

Senate advice a•nd consent to ratification.

members.
Statehood of applicants for membership
should be deternained by ICJ on basis of
criteria adopted by General Assembly.
Eliminate requirement of % majority in
General Assembly and unanimity of permanent members in Security Council for
admission of new states.
Delete "ipace-loving" from art. 4 of ('harter since it Implies political judgments.
Amend art. 4 to make admi."lon of new
Jfmembers subject to :Y1 ItiJority vote in
Security Council and generall Assembly.

o,nsent to ratification.

Do.
Do.

----.
do --------------------------------

Do.

--- -.
do _- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Do.

COMPOSITION OF THE SECURITY COUNCIL
U.S. PROPOSAL$

Make Japan permanent member without
veto power.
OTHER COUNTRIES PROPOSALS

Create additional permanent seats without
veto power.
Create semipermanent seats for each
major world region by converting half of
existing nonpermanent seats or by adding new seats.
Increase number of permanent seats and
extend veto power.
Increase number of nonpermanent members from aniong nonalined and developing countries,
Grant veto power to at least one-third
world representative, on rotating basis.
Increase membership of Security Council-Reexamine (and possibly abolish) permanent membership status,

LEVEL OF U.N. ACTION REQUIRED

U.S. LEGISLATIVE ACTION REQUIRED

Informal agreement or resolution ........
LEVEL OF U.N. ACTION REQUIRED

U.S. LEGISLATIVE ACTION REQUIRED

Informal agreement or resolution -------Informal agreement, resolution, or charter
amendment (amendment required if new
seats added).

If charter amendment, Senate advice and
consent to ratification.

Charter amendment ---------------------

Senate advice and consent to ratification.

Informal agreement, resolution, or charter
amendment (amendment required if new
seats added).
Charter amendment ---------------------

If charter amendment, Senate advice and
consent to ratification.

do --------------------------------Charter amendment required to abolish
permanent membership status.

0

Senate advice and consent to ratification.
I)o.
Do.
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